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Abstract
In this work, different applications for the automated detection of events have been
investigated utilizing audio-visual pattern recognition methods. The recorded data
has been taken both from video surveillance or video conferences. Acoustic, visual
and semantic features are extracted from the available data and are subsequently
analysed with the help of graphical models. These are particularly suitable for
modeling multi-modal feature sequences and provide an efficient way for automatic
feature fusion. All models are first described in detail theoretically and then the
necessary structure for both the learning of required parameters and the classification
process are presented. Finally a conclusion is drawn by describing the results and
further possible research approaches. Graphical models are suitable for these tasks,
but the results are strongly depending on the kind of problem.

i

Zusammenfassung
In dieser Arbeit wurden unterschiedliche Aufgabenstellungen zur Erkennung von
Events in Aufzeichnungen aus Videoüberwachung oder Videokonferenzen mit Hilfe
von audio-visuellen Mustererkennungsverfahren analysiert. Aus den vorliegenden
Daten werden hierfür akustische, visuelle und semantische Merkmale extrahiert und
mit Hilfe von Graphischen Modellen verarbeitet. Diese eignen sich besonders für
die Modellierung von multimodalen Merkmalssequenzen und bieten eine effiziente
Möglichkeit für die automatische Datenfusion. Alle Modelle werden zunächst ausführlich theoretisch beschrieben und anschließend werden die notwendigen Strukturen für das Lernen der benötigten Parameter und die Erkennung dargestellt. Abschließend werden die Ergebnisse und weitere mögliche Forschungsansätze präsentiert. Graphische Modelle eignen sich für die vorliegende Aufgabenstellung, allerdings hängen die Ergebnisse relativ stark von der Art der Aufgabe ab.
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1
Introduction
Many unsolved problems exist in real applications in the field of information processing. For some of them it is possible to find a description which can be transformed
into a pattern recognition problem. Here, modern and popular pattern recognition
methods, as for example support vector machines or graphical models, can be applied to solve the problem or at least come up with a solution which is useful for
the mankind. These solutions help people by running their daily business more
efficiently, for example observing public areas or selling something.
In this thesis, graphical models (GM) are used to come up with solutions. A GM
describes a complex problem very intuitively [Bil06] and to calculate the outcome of
the model often less computational effort is needed, as when the complex problem is
solved directly [JLO90]. Moreover, a GM is adapted to the problem and not the other
way around, as it happens with many other approaches, for example support vector
machines, where no adaptation is possible. For this reasons, GMs are commonly
used for the description of problems and for rapid-prototyping of solutions.
A GM, as it is used in this thesis, consists of vertices and directed edges. A directed edge describes a relation between two vertices. Many algorithms are described
in the graph theory [BM76], which for example shows if two vertices are depending
on each other or if exchanging of information between two sub graphs is possible.
All these allow fast and efficient calculations performed on the graphs. Since the
vertices and edges in a GM applied to pattern recognition problems describe random
variables and dependences between them, not only the graph theory is important,
but also the probability theory [Jor01]. Therefore, GMs are a combination of graphand probability theory with benefits from both sides. Easy calculations are performed directly via probability theory, but if it is getting more complex the graph
theory is used to reduce the complexity first. As mentioned above it often happens
that the calculations are getting more efficient, if they are performed on the graph
than direct calculation of the probability.
GMs are applied in three different domains in this thesis: surveillance, meeting
analysis and interest detection. The surveillance scenario contains a setting, where
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passengers of an aircraft are analysed, if they are acting normal or suspicious. For
the meeting analysis, two tasks are chosen to evaluate: automatic video editing and
activity recognition. Activity recognition detects the activity and dominance of each
participant during the meeting. The most relevant view of the ongoing meeting is
automatically selected by the video editing system. The interest detection scenario
is about the interaction of a subject with an intelligent machine. This machine
recognises the level of interest and accordingly selects the topic.
All the described problems have access to multi-modal recordings of the scenarios,
therefore it is only the consequent next step to evaluate multi-modal features for all
approaches. Most GMs developed and evaluated are using multi-modal feature as an
input, but some do not. They are used to see if an improvement of the performance
exists between single- and multi-modality. The use of different modalities at the
same time has shown its performance in various works in the field of human-machinecommunication [KPI04, PR03, CDCT+ 01]. Furthermore, the robustness and reliability of the models are improved by multi-modal data [PR03, SAR+ 07, WSA+ 08].
Starting with the results of the analysis of the chosen domains, it has been
possible to formulate pattern recognition problems. Various graphical models have
been developed theoretically and the needed equations for the calculations have
been derived to solve these problems. Afterwards, the models have been trained
and evaluated on different data sets. In the following paragraphs, an outline of the
chapters which are presented is given:
Chapter 2 describes all the used data sets. It contains a data set recorded at the
Technische Universität München (TUM) which simulates an aircraft scenario.
In this setting, the behaviour of passengers is analysed, which means the current status in terms of aggressiveness and threat is detected. The second data
set is from the AMI project [CAB+ 06] and contains recorded meetings with
four participants. The last corpus was once again recorded at TUM and is
used for the analysis of a dialogue, especially for the emotions of the subject.
For all these data sets the annotations are described and statistics about the
distributions of the classes are given.
Chapter 3 presents information about the extracted features from the data sets.
The work uses multi-modal features, which are derived from the acoustic, visual and semantic domain. From the acoustic recordings, low level descriptors
and according functionals of short segments are extracted. Two different visual
features are derived: skin blobs and global motions. Both are calculated from
all available camera views. Furthermore, the subject’s face is detected and
tracked. The last group of features is the semantic information which exists
only for the meeting corpus. It contains data about what the group is doing,
what the participants are doing and where they are moving, who is speaking
and when a foil is changed during a presentation. Overall more than 3000
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features are extracted, thus it is necessary to reduce the feature space. This is
done by principal component analysis or sequential forward selection.
Chapter 4 contains a short introduction to graphical models and gives a nomenclature for all the models following in all the other chapters. The introduction is
kept short and provides a brief overview, as a wide range of books and tutorials
are available which go into more detail. Moreover, all the important model
structures of the this thesis are described in detail.
Chapter 5 presents a surveillance system which is based on graphical models. The
passengers of an aircraft are audio-visually captured and the recordings are
analysed. Various model structures are developed and evaluated. It contains
models which automatically segment the data and hierarchical models which
classify the features in two steps in order to achieve better results. The chapter
is closed with a comparison of the achieved results with performances found
in other works.
Chapter 6 discusses models which can learn segment boundaries from training data.
This means, not only the sequence of classes, as it is common for automatic
speech recognition, is learned but the point of time of a class boundary. This is
important for video editing, since a cut between two perspectives has to take
place at the correct time frame, otherwise information would be lost or the
output video is very disturbing for the watcher. Again in the end the results
are compared and an outlook is given.
Chapter 7 is about the activity and dominance recognition in meetings. For the
first time, it is evaluated if low level descriptors are applicable for the detection
of activity levels during a meeting. Graphical models are used for the classification of the low level features, which are capable of segmenting the meeting
into short segments of the same level of activity. Moreover, related work is
presented and the results are compared.
Chapter 8 shows an approach for the combination of support vector machines
and graphical models to perform a detection of the level of interest during a
human-machine dialogue. Support vector machines are used for a classification
of each frame on feature level. Functionals of the acoustic features used for
that are extracted from a window of 25 frames and therefore should contain
information about the development of a feature, which is very important for
a good performance. The performance achieved by this approach is evaluated
against previous work and a discussion about it is given.
Overall the work describes and discusses different applications of pattern recognition methods in the field of human-machine-communication which can be implemented as a graphical model. All the developed models are theoretically analysed
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and practically evaluated. Furthermore, different modalities, such as acoustic, visual and semantic, and various types of features are evaluated. For all the problems,
related work is presented and the results are discussed.

4

2
The Used Data Sets
In this chapter the three data sets which are used for this thesis are described. The
first one is a subset of the AMI corpus, the second is known as the Aircraft Behaviour
Corpus and the third is the Audiovisual Interest Corpus.

2.1

Meeting corpus

The meeting data for this work has been collected within the AMI project [CAB+ 06]
and is publicly available1 . The recording of the AMI corpus took place in three different smart meeting rooms and the total duration of freely available recordings is
approximately 100 hours. The meeting rooms were located at the IDIAP Research
Institute in Switzerland, at the University of Edinburgh in Scotland, and at University of Twente in the Netherlands. The setting of each room is slightly different
from each other but all meetings are discussing the development of a new remote
control. Four participants (Per.1 - Per.4) are attending the meeting in a single room
and they are for example discussing, giving presentations, taking notes, or writing
on the whiteboard. The same four subjects are participating in four meetings and
each of them has a predefined role, such as being the project manager, the industrial
designer, the interface designer or the marketing expert. Due to the fact that each
subject is participating in four meetings and is not attending any other meeting, it
is possible to create subject disjoint training- and test-sets for a cross-validation.
In this thesis, a subset of the data form the IDIAP smart meeting room [Moo02] is
used. Hence the cameras in this room are mostly facing the faces of the participants.
Moreover, the hands are visible as well, thus it is possible to extract information from
them. In figure 2.1 the schematic of the IDIAP smart meeting room is shown. The
room is equipped with a table, a whiteboard, a projector with a screen and various
different recording devices. A device captures for example the (x, y)-coordinates and
the pressure from the pen which is used on the whiteboard and four Logitech I/O
1

http://www.amiproject.org
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Per. 1 Per. 3
Projector
Screen

A1

Legend:
Microphon
Microphon array

BM
Recording
devices

A2
Per. 2 Per. 4

Cameras Closeup
Camera Centre
Camera Left/Right

Whiteboard

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the IDIAP smart meeting room. 22 microphones
and seven cameras are installed. Each participant wears two close-talking microphones and additionally two microphone arrays are located in the room. Four
close-up cameras, a centre camera and one camera at each of the long sides of
the room are capturing the ongoing meeting.
digital pen devices collect the notes from each participant. In order to create time
synchronized recordings, it is necessary to add timestamps to each captured frame
in each data stream. Therefore, it is later possible to align all the streams for the
multi-modal analysis which is especially necessary for low level feature fusion.
The duration of a meeting in the AMI corpus is between 30 minutes and one
hour. The subset used in this thesis consists of 36 five-minute meetings, recorded at
the IDIAP smart meeting room, and contains audio and video streams. Each chunk
is taken from different parts of different meetings and is not overlapping, thus the
data is disjoint. In total the subset has a length of 180 minutes.

2.1.1

Audio recordings

The IDIAP smart meeting room, shown in figure 2.1, is equipped with 22 microphones. Far field recordings are performed by two microphone arrays and a binaural
manikin. One, containing eight microphones, is placed in the middle of the table
(A1) and the second is mounted between the table and the projector screen on the
ceiling (A2) with four microphones. The binaural manikin (BM) is placed at the end
of the table for two further audio recordings by replicating a human head and ears.
Furthermore, two different types of close-talking microphones, an omni-directional
lapel microphone and a headset condenser microphone, have been worn by every participant for the recordings. The lapel microphone has been attached to the user’s
collar. Only the four headset condenser microphones are used for the feature extraction, which is described in section 3.1 and a mixed signal of them is streamed into
the created output videos.
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(a) Camera Left

(b) Camera Centre

(c) Camera Close-up

Figure 2.2: Samples output of three available cameras from the IDIAP smart
meeting room.

2.1.2

Video recordings

Seven cameras are located in the room. Four close-up cameras record the faces of
the meeting participants, if they are sitting at the table. Two cameras (left resp.
right camera) are mounted on each of the sides of the room. They capture the table
and two participants of the opposite side. These cameras can be used for hand
tracking, because the hands are visible in case the persons are located at the side of
the table. An overview of the room, which contains the table, the whiteboard, the
projector screen, and all participants, records the centre camera. Figure 2.2 shows
three example views from cameras which have been recorded in one of the meetings.
All available camera views are used for the video editing task in section 6. During
the activity detection task, described in section 7, features are only extracted from
the close-up cameras.

2.1.3

Annotation

This subset has been annotated for various applications and pattern recognition
tasks. Some annotations are publicly available with the AMI corpus, for example
the person movements. These movements describe what the person is doing in
conjunction with her location in the smart meeting room. Further annotations
have been conducted through out this work and are described in more detail here.
Annotations can be done via tools like ANVIL [Kip01]. In the case of this work, the
annotations, which are needed, are performed by applying tools especially created
for the specific annotation.
For example the tool used for the video editing annotation is shown in figure 2.3.
This tool consists of one window which displays a video and four other windows are
presenting information about the annotation process to the labeler. One window
takes the annotation of the person actions and displays the current status of the
four participants. The mplayer window shows the hot keys which are used for

7
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Figure 2.3: A screen shot of the annotation tool which is used during the
annotation task for the video editing system. The tool consists of five different
windows. One which shows a combination of the three cameras centre, left and
right. Two windows display information about the mplayer, which is used for
playing the video including the audio recordings, and the available labels for
the annotation. The information window presents the current status for each
of the participants, which is taken from the annotation of the person actions.
The last windows displays the information about the position within the video
and the selected video mode.
controlling of the video and audio player. The window with the label keys displays
all available labels for the annotation and the according hot key for selection of the
label. The last window gives the user feedback about the annotation which has
been performed and shows information about the start and end frame of the current
selected label. The tools for the other labeling tasks are similar with some changes
since other annotations are used for the information bar or the labels which are
available are different. The tool is easy to use, since the user only needs to press the
button according to the label, which should be selected, once an action occurs.
2.1.3.1

Video Editing

For the annotation of the meeting corpus for the video editing task video modes
are defined. This is necessary because several views can be projected out of each
available camera. A video mode is the selected view for a single frame. This view can
be a camera view, a selected regions of a camera view, an image or a picture, slides
or text in the case a description of somebody or something is needed. Moreover,
combinations of cameras or pictures are possible. The video mode is always selected
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for a single frame and therefore it can be changed each frame. These video modes
can be stored to a database for a later browsing of the meeting, or in the case of
a video conference only the stream of the chosen video mode can be transmitted
to the remote participants. Restricted to the recordings from the smart meeting
room, the possible definitions of video modes are all available cameras, subregion
of camera views, and combinations of cameras and/or subregions. A set of video
modes has been defined, based on the user requirements, the available views and
additional information, which are recorded and stored with the meeting data. The
currently used video modes are shown in figure 2.4 and shall be described shortly:
Video modes 1 - 4 show the close-up camera of one of the four participants Person
1 - Person 4. These modes are used when a person is talking, shaking its
head or nodding. The modes 1 - 4 are normally used most frequently during
a meeting, because the participants are talking most of the time.
Video mode 5 shows the left camera view and thus Person 1 and Person 3. This
mode is perfectly suitable for a discussion of these two persons or as an additional view if Person 1 or Person 3 are talking for a long time and it is necessary
to switch to a different shot as video mode 1 or 3. This is used for example if
Person 1 or Person 3 talks for a long time and no other actions are worth to
make a cut of and to show it. It may also be applied if Person 1 or Person 3 are
talking and the other participant on the same side shows a facial expression.
Moreover, it shows when Person 1 or Person 3 are pointing at something, are
handling an item such as a prototype of a remote control, or are taking notes.
Video mode 6 presents the right camera and shows Person 2 and Person 4. The
camera is used in the same way as in video mode 5 and has the same properties.
Video mode 7 shows the total view of the meeting room from the position of the
centre camera. The view contains the projector screen, the whiteboard, the
table, and all four participants. Therefore, this video mode can be applied, for
example for group discussions, showing an item, or the giving a presentation or
writing on the whiteboard. However, the participants are too small in the view
to recognise important facial expressions and often the persons are looking at
the projector screen, thus no face is visible in this perspective.
Video mode 8 inserts a defined image which is annotated into the video output
instead of a video frame taken from a camera. Therefore, this mode is ideal if
a slide change occurs during a presentation. Furthermore, it is very suitable for
adding relevant information at the beginning of a video, such as the recording
date or names of the participants.
Video mode 9 is a combination of video modes 5 and 6. A predefined region of the
left camera view is shown at the top of a cutout of the right camera, so that
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Slide title
P1

P1

P3

Figure 2.4: Different video modes for the video editing system: from left to
right video mode 1, 5, 7, 8, and 9 are presented in an abstract way. The modes
2 to 4, and 6 are left out because the are similar to 1, respectively to 5.
all participants are shown from the front. Therefore, this mode can be used
for group discussions, note-taking and group interactions. On the other hand
the selecting of predefined regions in the camera streams contains some risk of
cutting out interesting parts of the body, for example head or arms.
Additional video modes can be created very easily. For example, a picture in
picture mode, as known from news shows on several TV-channels, can be added.
This mode is one where the speaker is presented in the front and a second person,
who is interacting with him, is placed as a small portrait in the upper right corner.
It is also possible to create additional video modes similar to video mode 5 or 6 by
combining predefined regions from the close-up cameras from participant Person 1
or Person 3 with Person 2 or Person 4, which can be used for a discussion between
to persons seated at opposite sides of the table. A problem with this video mode
is, that it causes confusion, because participants are suddenly located next to each
other, which are seated on different sides of the table.
For the pattern recognition approach, which is pursued in this thesis, it is necessary to know which video mode should be shown at each frame. Therefore, a
data set of three hours has been annotated in order to train pattern recognition
models on a training set and to evaluate the results on a predefined test set. For
the annotation task, a small set of rules has been defined which contains some basic
guidelines for creating a good, watchable movie [Bel05]. Most important for a good
video is the duration of a shot. Therefore, the rules prevent the annotators from
switching too fast or too slow. For example the close-up has to be shown for at least
two seconds and the longest shot should be no more than 20 seconds. The time is
different for each of the video modes, depending on how much information is visible
in the scene. Another important issue is, that an establishing shot should be added
at the beginning of the meeting and when a new scene starts. For example this is the
case if a participant gets up and starts walking to the front to give a presentation.
The annotators did not get any information about which camera is preferred for the
different situations. Therefore, the degree of freedom for the annotators is rather
high which leads to a low inter annotator agreement on the data set, the average
is κ = 0.3, which is a fair agreement [Gwe01]. This result shows that the task of
annotating the video mode is very subjective, because it depends on the own taste
of each annotator. If one annotator does the same meeting twice, with a couple of
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Table 2.1: Distribution of the video modes, if the seven cameras are used,
based on frames in the meeting corpus with a duration of three hours. The
shortcut c-up stands for the close-up cameras.

Absolute
Relative in [%]

centre

left

right

c-up 1

c-up 2

c-up 3

c-up 4

77135
28.6

12685
4.7

13511
5.0

53616
19.9

35218
13.0

37816
14.0

40019
14.8

days in between, the average inter annotator agreement goes up to κ = 0.6, thus
one and the same annotator is very consistent. Even though the shot boundaries are
on a frame base and no gray array is allowed around the shot change, a substantial
agreement is achieved. It can be said, that the annotation is a very subjective task,
but it is done very consistently by one and the same person. Therefore, we decided
only two annotators are performing the annotation of the three hours data set. By
doing that a consistent data set is available for the training of the pattern recognition models and an evaluation can be performed. In table 2.1 the distribution of the
video modes, for the case that only the seven cameras are used, is presented.
2.1.3.2

Activity Detection

As for the video editing, it is also necessary to label the video and audio recordings for
the activity detection system, because novel pattern recognition techniques should
be applied to the meeting data. Therefore, the whole meeting data set is annotated
by using the labels: absent, not active, little active, active and most active. An
additional label called decision making is added at special points of the meeting,
when one participant made a decision. This label contains compared to the others
more semantic information of the ongoing meeting. Before the labels have been
assigned to the meeting data, the meeting is split into short segments. Moreover,
the short segments always contain only one label but a five minute meeting consists
of 30 of these short segments in average. The distribution of these segments is shown
in table 2.2. The inter-annotator agreement of two annotators is κ = 0.6, which is
a moderate agreement and therefore the annotation seems to be quite robust and
consistent. Due to the fact that the label absent was not used by the annotators
throughout the 36 meetings it was removed from the annotations and the detection
process.
2.1.3.3

Group Actions

Group actions have been used in the M4-Project [Ren02a] for the first time. Further
research has been conducted during the AMI- and AMIDA-Project [RSR05]. Each
meeting has been segmented by visual and acoustic clues before the labels are defined.
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Table 2.2: Distribution of the four activity and the decision making labels
based on frames in the meeting corpus. Listed for each role of the participants
separately and the average of the labels. Active is abbreviated by act. The
label absent is not shown as it was not annotated throughout the whole corpus.
in [%]
Project manager
Marketing expert
Industrial designer
Interface designer
Average

not act. little act.
29.9
40.8
39.4
38.5
37.2

17.8
19.4
17.7
14.2
17.3

act.
21.2
24.4
18.4
20.8
21.2

most act. decision
30.6
14.8
24.4
26.5
24.1

0.6
0.5
0.1
0.0
0.3

At the beginning only few labels, as idle, monologue, discussion and presentation,
have been used. The label presentation is being assigned to the participant who
is giving the talk. If two or more persons are talking the segment is labeled as a
discussion. The label idle is introduced since it can occur that no action is taking
place for short intervals during the recorded meetings. Due to the use of acoustic
and visual clues, the annotation also contains high level context information which
can not be directly extracted from the recordings. During this work, the set of labels
has been extended by splitting the discussion and adding speaker information to the
monologue label. The label discussion is separated into dialog, where two persons are
speaking to each other, and discussion, where three or more participants are talking.
To each of these labels the information about the current speaking participants is
added.
2.1.3.4

Person Actions

The last annotation on this corpus is about what the persons are doing during the
meeting. For each participant individually a segmentation has been performed. For
each segment one of the labels, which are described below, is assigned. The whole
procedure should only be depending on the visual channel and therefore, the acoustic
channel is not played during the annotation task.
Idle: It is used for a participant talking, listening or moving slightly during the
meeting. Additionally it is applied as the initial state for all of the participants.
Taking notes: This is applied if a person is writing notes on the notepad, which
does not include a person only holding a pen in his hands.
Computer: Every time a participant is using the computer located in front of him.
It is not labeled when he is holding a mouse or lays down his hand on the hand
rest of a computer.
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Table 2.3: Distribution of the six emotions over the number of segments in
the Airplane Behavior Corpus.
aggressive
Absolute
Relative in [%]

94
22.3

cheerful intoxicated nervous neutral tired
104
7.8

33
17.6

93
22.0

75
17.8

23
5.5

Pointing: If it is clearly visible that the hand is pointing at something.
Agree: A person is nodding and it is clearly observable in one of the camera views.
Disagree: Disagreement is shown when a participant is shaking his head or doing
other gestures which clearly indicate disagreement.
Manipulating: If a person is holding something in his hands, for example a remote
control or a prototype. It is not assigned if a subject is handling a mouse.
Presentation: This label is used when a person is standing in front of the projector
board or the whiteboard. It is not necessary that he gives a presentation.
Whiteboard: Only if the person is in contact with the whiteboard during the
process of writing.
Stand up: It is applied only during the movement of a person who is getting up
from the seat.
Sit down: This label is used when a person is actually sitting down on the seat.
Other: A participant is walking from the seat to the area in front of the projector
screen or vice versa, then the label other is used. Movements of the hands and
arms which can not be assigned to pointing or manipulating.

2.2

Surveillance corpus

In this work, the “Airplane Behavior Corpus” (ABC) [SWA+ 07, ASR07] is used as
a database for the detection of potential threats in planes. Six activities are defined
by experts and these are classified as important clues for the identification of threats.
These activities are aggressive, cheerful, intoxicated, nervous, neutral and tired.
The corpus has been recorded throughout the SAFEE [Gau04, CF08] project, due
to the lack of a publicly available corpus. It contains 11.5h of video material which is
recored in front of a blue screen. In total 422 video clips have been derived from the
recordings. These segments have an average length of 8.4s and three experienced
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aggressive

nervous

cheerful

neutral

intoxicated

tired

Figure 2.5: Examples for all six emotions in the Airplane Behavior Corpus.
annotators labeled these. For the recordings, a condenser microphone and a DVcamera were located in front of the subject, similar to a position in a seat’s back
rest of an airplane. Thus, the camera captures the upper body of the subjects, as
shown in figure 2.5. The hidden test-conductor leads the subjects through a scenario
which consists of a vacation flight with different scenes as start, serving wrong food,
turbulences, conversation with a neighbor or falling asleep. By using these scenarios,
more realistic reactions are created by the subjects. Each segment was assigned
to one of the following labels: cheerful, intoxicated, nervous, neutral, tired, and
aggressive. The distribution of these segments is shown in table 2.3. The labels
can be grouped to suspicious and normal behaviour. The suspicious group consists
of aggressice, intoxicated and nervous and contains 220 segments which represents
52.1% of the total segements. The labels cheerful, neutral and tired are assigned
to the normal behaviour group. 202 segments are within this group and therefore
47.9% of the 422 segments are of normal behaviour.

2.3

Interest Corpus

The “Audiovisual Interest Corpus” (AVIC) [SMH+ 07, SME+ 09] has been recored due
to a lack of a large publicly available audiovisual set dealing with interest. Further-
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LOI2

LOI1

LOI0
Figure 2.6: Example video frames (for better illustration limited to the facial
region here) for ”master Level of Interest 0-2” taken from the AVIC database.
Two subjects in gender balance were chosen from each of the three age groups.
more, to overcome the limitation of acted audiovisual databases [SSB+ 07, ZPRH09].
In the scenario setup, an experimenter and a subject are sitting on both sides of a
desk. The experimenter plays the role of a product presenter and leads the subject
through a commercial presentation. The subject’s role is to listen to explanations
and presentations of a so called experimenter, ask several questions of her/his interest, and actively interact with the experimenter considering his/her interest to the
addressed topics without respect to politeness. Visual and voice data is recorded by
a camera, two microphones, one headset and one far-field microphone.
After the final recording, the AVIC database consists of twenty-one subjects
in gender balance. Three subjects are Asian and the others are European. The
language throughout experiments is English and all subjects are experienced English
speakers. Three age categories were defined during specification phase (< 30 years,
30 − 40 years, > 40 years) for balancing. The mean age of the subjects resembles
29.9. The total recording time is approximately 10.5h.

2.3.1

Annotation

The “Level of Interest” (LOI) is annotated for speaker turns of the data base. It
reaches from disinterest and indifference, over neutrality to interest and curiosity.
Thus the LOI describes the status of the subject’s interaction with the experimenter.
To acquire reliable labels of a subject’s LOI, the entire video material was segmented
in speaker and sub-speaker turns and subsequently labeled by four independent male
annotators. A speaker turn is either when the subject is talking or listening to the
experimenter. Moreover, such a turn can last for several seconds and the LOI can
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Table 2.4: Distribution of the “master Level of Interest” (LOI) of the segments
with an inter labeler agreement of 100% and a length of more than ten frames.
In total 925 segments are evaluated during the thesis.

Absolute
Relative in [%]

LOI0

LOI1

LOI2

268
28.8

494
53.4

163
17.6

change during it. Therefore, the LOI is annotated for every sub-speaker turn. A
sub-speaker turn is defined as follows: a speaker turn lasting longer than two seconds
is split by punctuation and rules until each segment lasts shorter than two seconds.
It is done by syntactical and grammatical rules according to [BSS+ 06]. A speaker
turn with a duration of less than two seconds is automatically a sub-speaker turn.
Sub-speaker turns are frequently also referred as segments and for the reasons of
consistence within this thesis it is done here too. In order to get an impression of
a subject’s character and behaviour before the annotation of a person starts, the
annotators had to watch approximately five minutes of a subject’s video. This helps
to find out the range of intensity, to which the subject expresses her/his curiosity.
These five LOIs were distinguished in the first place by each of the four annotators
which labeled each segment of the whole data base:
LOI1 - Disinterest: subject is bored of listening and talking about the topic, very
passive, does not follow the discourse.
LOI2 - Indifference: subject is passive, does not give much feedback to the experimenter’s explanations, unmotivated questions if any.
LOI3 - Neutrality: subject follows and participates in the discourse, it is difficult
to tell, if she/he is interested or indifferent to the topic.
LOI4 - Interest: subject wants to discuss the topic, closely follows the explanations,
asks some questions.
LOI5 - Curiosity: strong wish of the subject to talk and learn more about the
topic.
For an automatic processing during the training and evaluation, a fusion of these
four LOIs, one from each annotator, to a new “master LOI” was automatically
performed. A scheme has been introduced, which gives a score to each segment
depending on the inter labeler agreement. Since for LOI1 and LOI2 there have been
too few items, they are clustered together with LOI3, and thus the LOI scale has
been shifted to the new LOI0 to LOI2. This means that, the new LOI0 is the cluster
of the old LOI1, LOI2 and LOI3. The LOI4 and LOI5 are shifted to new LOI1
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respectively LOI2. Thereby, values of κ = 0.66 with σ = 0.20 are observed for all
segments when the new LOIs are used for the calculation. For this work the inter
labeler agreement has to be 100%, which is equal to the case that all annotators
give the same rating to one segment. This is the case for in total 996 segments.
Since 71 segments are shorter than ten frames these segments are removed before
the evaluation takes place. The exact LOI distribution for the new shifted LOI scale
is shown in table 2.4 for all 925 segments with an inter labeler agreement of 100%
and a length of more than ten frames. Example video frames for LOI0 - LOI2 after
clustering and inter labeler agreement based reduction are depicted in figure 2.6.
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3
Feature Extraction and
Preprocessing
In this chapter the features which are applied to the different tasks in this thesis are
presented. Three modalities of features are used: acoustic, visual and semantic. The
first two are directly derived from the recording devices. The semantic ones contain
more high level information and therefore these are created by different detection
systems or have been hand annotated during this work.

3.1

Acoustic features

Information about the mood, the feelings, or the emotions can be gathered [SRL03]
from the acoustic channel. To achieve good results in analyzing the people, different
features have to be evaluated. Therefore, a large amount of features is extracted
from the recorded acoustic channels.
For the meeting corpus only the Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients [YEH+ 02,
FGZ01] (MFCC) have been independently extracted from each of the participant’s
close-talking microphones. The first and the second derivations are calculated from
the MFCCs, and this results in a 39 dimensional acoustic feature space for each
participant’s microphone. These 39 features are derived from not overlapping windows with a size of 40ms, which fits to the framerate of the video recordings in the
meeting corpus. In total, for each time window in the meetings, a 156 dimensional
acoustic vector is extracted, because of the four participants’ microphones which are
analysed.
For the behaviour and the emotion corpuses not only the MFCCs are extracted,
but also other features which have been developed for interpretation of speech and
music. Due to the fact that a large number of features has to be extracted and evaluated, the novel feature extractor openSMILE 1 [EWS09] is used. It is a real-time
1

The open source project openSMILE is available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/
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Table 3.1: 33 low level features extracted from the behaviour and emotion
corpuses using the openSMILE feature extractor.
Feature Group

Features in Group

Spectral

Centroid
Frequency-Band Energy (0-250Hz,
0-650Hz, 250-650Hz, 1000-4000Hz)
Roll-off (25%, 50%, 75%, 90%)
Flux
Position of Maximum
Position of Minimum

1
4

Root Mean-Square (RMS-E)
Logarithmic Energy (log-E)

1
1

Signal Energy (frame-wise)

Fundamental Frequency (F0)
F0-Frequency (Hz)
based on Autocorrelation (ACF) Voice Probability
Voice Quality
F0-Envelope Curve

#

4
1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC)

Coefficients 0-12

13

Time Signal Features

Zero-Crossing Rate (ZCR)
Mean-Crossing Rate (MCR)

1
1
33

Number of all low level features

and on-line acoustic feature extractor and the acronym stands for Speech and Music
Interpretation by Large-space Extraction. The extractor was developed at the Technische Universitı̈¿ 12 t Mı̈¿ 12 nchen in the scope of the EU-project SEMAINE2 [SCH+ 08].
Overall these groups of low level descriptors are extracted: spectral, signal energy,
fundamental frequency (FO), MFCC, and time signal features. In total, 33 low level
features are extracted from each microphone in the corpuses. In table 3.1 all the
extracted features are listed and more details are given. In [EWS09], more descriptions about the different feature types can be found. As the videos are recorded
with 25 frames per second, the window size for the acoustic features and functionals
is set to 40ms. Thus, it is possible to perform a feature fusion without any up- or
down-sampling of the extracted audio and visual feature spaces.
Since functionals are commonly used in emotion recognition [SME+ 09, SSB09],
behaviour detection [KMR+ 07, KMH+ 07, SWM+ 08, WSA+ 08] and music information retrieval [SER08a, SER08b, SHAR09], these are also applied in this work. Funcopensmile
2
The web page of the SEMAINE project can be found http://www.semaine-project.eu.
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Table 3.2: 56 functionals are extracted by the openSMILE feature extractor.
Functionals Group

Functionals in Group

Min/Max

Maximum/Minimum Value
Relative Position of Maximum/Minimum Value
Maximum/Minimum Value - Arithmetic Mean
Range

2
2
2
1

Linear Regression

2 Coefficients (m,t)
Linear and Quadratic Regression Error

2
2

Quadratic
Regression

3 Coefficients (a,b,c)
Linear and Quadratic Regression Error

3
2

Centroid

Centroid: Centre of Gravity

1

Moments

Variance, Skewness, and Kurtosis
Standard Deviation

3
1

Discrete Cosine
Transformation

Coefficients 0-5

6

Quartiles

25%, 50% (Median), and 75% Quartile
Inter-Quartile Range (IQR): 2-1, 3-2, 3-1

3
3

Percentiles

95%, 98% Percentile

2

Threshold Crossing
Rates

Zero-Crossing Rate
Mean-Crossing Rate

1
1

Mean

Arithmetic Mean

1

Segments

Number of Segments, based on Delta Thresholding
Mean Segment Length
Maximum/Minimum Segment Length

1
1
2

Peaks

Number of Peaks (Maxima)
Mean Distance between Peaks
Mean Value of all Peaks
Mean Value of all Peaks - Arithmetic Mean

1
1
1
1

Times

Values are above 25% of the
Values are below 25% of the
Values are above 50% of the
Rise Time and Fall Time
Curve is convex/concave
Values are below 50% of the
Values are above 90% of the
Values are below 90% of the

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1

Number of all Functionals

#

total Range
total Range
total Range

total Range
total Range
total Range

56
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tionals combine information from previous frames, thus the current frame contains
more information, especially about changes over time in the extracted features. In
openSMILE, not only low level feature extractors are implemented, but also various
filters, functionals and transformations. Therefore, not only low level descriptors
but also functionals [EWS09], such as maximum, minimum, range, different types
of means, quartiles, standard deviation, or variance, are calculated. Additional to
those, linear and quadratic regression coefficients, discrete cosine transformation
coefficients, autocorrelation functions and cross-correlation functions are extracted
form the audio sources. Table 3.2 shows the derived 56 functionals from the feature
extractor. Furthermore, the first derivation of each functional is calculated. Overall
3729 acoustical features are extracted from each frame. The list of all available low
level features and the functionals, which openSMILE can extract in real-time and
on-line from an audio source is available on the sourceforge project page3 .

3.2

Visual features

In this section, the extracted features from video recordings of all available cameras
are described. In human to human communication, not only the speech is important also the visual clues which are exchanged between dialog partners are containing
information[JR64, BB73]. Visual clues are already used by infants to communicate
with her/his caretaker before they can even speak [Hal77, Bul79]. Therefore, the investigation of the visual recordings is of interest for the meeting analysis. Moreover,
it is true for the surveillance task, too. First, the used visual features are characterized in detail and then the regions are pictured where the features are extracted
from.

3.2.1

Skin blobs

The first features give the opportunity to derive certain information from the hand
and head movements of the participants. In [YKA02], various face detection algorithms are described, one of them is a skin colour detector. An adaptive skin colour
detector is presented in [WR05]. This approach can be applied both for the face
and hands of participants. In [PSS04], face and hand movements are suggested to
be used for video editing. Face movements are also important for the behaviour
recognition, which has been shown in [AHSR09]. Therefore, skin blobs are added as
the first visual feature. The first step to extract the face and hand movements, is to
find the skin colour in the frame. It is performed by a comparing each pixel with a
skin colour look-up table, which has been trained on 5.7 million pixels from pictures
of people from all over the world. For more details about the training see [Köh06].
The look-up table is a 16 bit rg-table thus the the recorded image is transformed
3
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Figure 3.1: The first picture shows a single frame taken from a sample video
for illustration of the skin blob detection. In the second picture all detected
skin colour pixels are marked by white dots. The frame has been split for
the detection task into a head region and a hand region. Especially at the
boundaries of the image and of the regions of interest, detection errors are
visible. The last image shows the bounding boxes, which are found by the
algorithm for the face and the hands. Additionally, the norm of the motion
vector for each of these bounding boxes is drawn as a white bar in the corners
of the image. The image shows that only the left arm is moved therefore the
lower right bar is longer than the other two bars.
from the RGB colour space to the rg colour space. After the comparison, a binary
image of the same size as the colour image, is available where each possible skin pixel
is marked as one. To fill gaps in the possible skin areas in the binary image, a 5x5
dilation filter [Pra01] is applied to it. The located skin areas are then analyzed for
their shape, the relation of their eigenvalues, and context knowledge about possible
positions of the head and the hands. Before the analysis is performed several possibilities are available for the searched body parts. Thereafter, the most accurate blobs
are selected, which then become the face and the hands. Each of them are marked
by a rectangle, as shown in Figure 3.1 for a single frame of a sample video. The
feature vector for each bounding box contains the coordinates of the lower left and
the upper right corner, the size in x- and y-direction and the movement of the center of the bounding box between two boxes extracted from consecutive frames. The
movement is described by the shift along the x- and y-axis and the square-distance.
In total 15 parameters are extracted for each bounding box.

3.2.2

Global Motion Features

The second visual feature group estimates the motions from the recorded meeting participants. In [RK97], these features, which represent the motion in a defined region of
interest, are introduced for gesture recognition. In [EKR98], the so called global mo-
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tion features have been used for gesture recognition in acted videos. These features
have been successfully applied in the meeting domain in [WZR04] and [ZWR03].
For behaviour recognition the same features have been extracted in [ASR07]. The
global motion features can be extracted in real-time with only one frame latency
therefore these features are applied to all the tasks in this work.
The extraction of the features is outlined in this paragraph here. First, a difference image Id (x, y) is calculated from the video stream by subtracting the pixel
values of two subsequent frames. Seven features are extracted from the sequence
of difference images, by calculating equation 3.1 to 3.7 and concatenated for each
time step t into the motion vector ~b(t). By applying the feature extraction, the
high dimensional video is reduced to a seven dimensional vector, but it preserves
the major characteristics of the motion. The following seven global motion features
are derived from the sequence of difference images for the whole video. The center
of motion is calculated for the x- and y-direction according to:
P
L
(x,y) x · |Id (x, y, t)|
L
(3.1)
mx (t) = P
L
(x,y) |Id (x, y, t)|
and

P

(x,y)
= P

mLy (t)

y · |IdL (x, y, t)|

(x,y)

|IdL (x, y, t)|

.

(3.2)

The changes in motion are used to express the dynamics of movements:
∆mLx (t) = mLx (t) − mLx (t − 1)

(3.3)

∆mLy (t) = mLy (t) − mLy (t − 1).

(3.4)

and
Furthermore, the mean absolute deviation of the difference pixels relative to the
center of motion is computed:

P
L
L
|I
(x,
y,
t)|
·
x
−
m
(t)
x
d
(x,y)
P
σxL (t) =
(3.5)
L
(x,y) |Id (x, y, t)|
and

P
σyL (t)

=

(x,y)


|IdL (x, y, t)| · y − mLy (t)
P
.
L
(x,y) |Id (x, y, t)|

(3.6)

Finally, the intensity of motion is calculated from the average absolute values of the
motion distribution:
P
L
(x,y) |Id (x, y, t)|
L
P P
i (t) =
.
(3.7)
x
y1
Figure 3.2 pictures the procedure of the extraction of the global motion features
from a sample video.
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Figure 3.2: The first two pictures show two consecutive frames taken from
an example video. The third image shows the difference image of these two
frames. The frames are split into two regions, one for the head and one for the
hands, and for each of them the difference image is calculated separately. In
the last picture, the difference image is presented, but additionally the values
of the global motion vectors are drawn into it. There is no visible movement in
the head region and therefore only a small light gray circle and a gray ellipsis
are shown in the upper half. The light gray line connects the current center
of motion (small light gray circle) with the last one and the white bar shows
the intensity of motion for the hand region. The gray ellipsis represents the
deviation of the motion in x- and y-direction.

3.2.3

Selected Regions of Interest

The selection of different regions of interest is important to get the most relevant
information from the recordings. It can be done either manually or automatically
with constraints to the scenarios. In this section several regions, within the views
of the cameras, are presented where they visual feature extractors are applied to.
First the regions of interest are set manually, which is shown in figure 3.3 and 3.4,
and later in this section the regions are detected automatically. The left image of
figure 3.3 shows the center camera and two selected areas. These areas mark the
whiteboard and the projection screen which are important because, if a participant
is located there, she normally gives a speech or is writing on the whiteboard. These
are two interesting actions for the video editing and for the activity detection. The
right or left camera is vertically cut into two pieces to separate the two participants
located in the view. This is presented for the left camera view in the right image
of figure 3.3. The resulting half images of the left and right camera are analyzed in
total, as well as defined sub regions of it. This sub regions are marked in figure 3.4.
In the left image the upper body of the sitting person is the region of interest. This
is sometimes necessary because other participants are passing by behind the chair
and the skin colour of them interferes with the head detector applied to the seated
person, if the whole image is analyzed. The movement of the hands often gives
a good impression what the person is currently doing. Therefore, the right image
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(a) Center

(b) Linke Kamera

Figure 3.3: The selected regions for the extraction of the global motions and
the skin blobs are presented here. The left image shows the center view, where
the whiteboard and the projector screen are separated into two different regions.
The right image shows the recordings of the left camera of the smart meeting
room. Furthermore, two regions are selected from this view for the feature
extraction. This also applies to the right camera.
shows two selected regions: one for the head and one for the hands. In the lower
part only hand movements are detected and in the upper part the head is localized.
3.2.3.1

Automatic Search for Regions of Interest

At first impression, a meeting room or a plane seem to be a static environment, but
at the second look there is a lot of movement, even if the persons are located in
the chairs. Therefore, dynamic selection of interesting regions is applied to both
scenarios. This is especially important, if small movements in the head regions are
analyzed. The applied approach can be split into three stages, which is shown in figure 3.5. The first one extracts the global motions from the entire image as described
in section 3.2.2. The second stage locates the face in the image, firstly by applying a Rowley approach [RBK98] combined with the condensation algorithm [IB98].
Secondly the face is divided into three pieces as shown in the middle of figure 3.5.
The third step calculates the global motions from these three regions. In the third
stage the skin colour is detected in the entire image by using a skin locus technique [SHML00]. From the retrieved skin colour regions the face region is removed
and the remaining image is vertically split into two pieces. The global motions are
extracted from these two pieces, especially for gathering the movements of the left
and right hand. This approach is described in more detail in [ASR07]. In total, the
global motions are derived from six regions of a camera view. Given the fact that
a detected face is necessary for the approach, it is only applied to the ABC corpus
and to the half frames of the left and right camera from the meeting corpus.
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(a) Global-Motion

(b) Skinblobs

Figure 3.4: Additional to the half images of the left and right camera smaller
parts of the images are analyzed. The left image shows the selected region
for the additional extraction of global motion features. In the right image two
regions for extra skin blob extraction are presented. The upper region is for
the detection of the head and the lower one for finding the hands. Only the
half frame recorded by the left camera is shown, it also applies to the other half
frame and the right camera.

3.3

Semantic features

Not only low level features, also higher semantic features are used as an input for
meeting analysis. In [Rei08], it is shown that semantic features help to segment
meetings into smaller parts. Therefore, such features are used in this thesis. The
group action and the slide change features are depending on the current status of
the group and both help to segment the meeting into a rough structure. The others
are more depending on the various participants than on the group, thus they help
to split the meeting in smaller parts. Short descriptions for all applied semantic
features are given here.

3.3.1

Group Actions

Group actions in meetings have been deeply investigated [AHDGP+ 06, RSR07,
RSR05]. The meeting is segmented by various approaches and the parts are classified as one of the following classes: monologues of participants Person 1 to Person
4, discussion, presentation, white-board-writing and note-taking. In some publications [ZGPB+ 04, MGPB+ 05], it has been suggested to combine the group actions, for
example note-taking with either monologue, presentation, or white-board, in order
to model the interaction of the group and the participants in a better way. Others
split the segment discussion into disagreement and consensus. Both extensions are
not used, because they are not necessary for the meeting analysis in this work. This
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1

2

3

Figure 3.5: From each recorded camera the global motions have been extracted, additionally to the predefined regions, from automatically detected
regions of interest. The first region is the entire frame which is shown in the
left part of the figure. The second are three parts of the face which are found by
a combination of the Rowley approach and the condensation algorithm. The
right part of the figure shows the third region, where only the skin colour of
the left and right hand is analyzed. More detail are presented in [ASR07]
semantic feature can be easily used to segment the meetings into parts, which helps
to find important segments in the meeting. They are very reliably detected directly
from the audio and video data streams. However, the current recognition models are
not working in real-time, therefore the feature can only be used in off-line systems.

3.3.2

Person Actions

Person actions have been investigated in [ZWR03] and [WZR04] and can be used for
the recognition of group actions, as well as a direct input for the meeting analysis
in this work. The actions have been limited in previous publications to sitting
down, standing up, nodding, shaking the head, writing and pointing. We extended
the list with using a computer, giving a presentation, writing on the white-board,
manipulation of an important item and being idle, which is used if the person is only
listening or talking. Not all of these actions have direct influence on the meeting
analysis, but for example nodding or shaking the head are interesting for the output,
because they give a nonverbal clue about a thought of a participant. Also writing on
the white-board affects directly the video editing and the dominance detection. All
of them assist in the process of finding the right time for a boundary between two
different labels. The first drawback of this feature is, that the reliability is worse
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because of occlusions and of the perspectives at the persons. The fact that the
recognition models are not working in real-time is the second disadvantage, however
with emerging computer power it will become possible in the future. Therefore, this
feature currently only applies to the browsing of past meetings.

3.3.3

Person Speaking

Person speaking is a feature which contains information whether a person is currently speaking or not. As all meetings used in this thesis have four participants, a
four dimensional vector for each frame is extracted. The information about who is
currently speaking is derived from a speaker diarization system, which automatically
detects the participants and assigns the spoken words to them. More details about
speaker diarization can be found in [MMF+ 06, WH09]. For this feature it is not
necessary to know what the person is speaking.

3.3.4

Person Movements

Movements of hands and the face of a person, which are used in [PSS04] as an
input for the video editing are normally too disturbing during a meeting to be used
directly as a feature. Therefore, a set of different movements and positions which
are common in meetings are defined as follows: off camera, sit, other, move, stand
whiteboard, stand screen and take notes. These describe some important tasks
which each person can perform in an ongoing meeting. Again the movements of a
person are not directly connected with the video modes or the level of activity, but
the boundaries are helpful for estimating the point in time of a change. This feature
could be used for the recognition of the person action, as well as vice versa. The
group action is also closely related.

3.3.5

Slide Changes

Another important information which helps to segment the meeting is the change
of the slide, which is projected on the screen. The knowledge about it helps to
integrate a picture of the slide into the output video of the system. The feature can
be extracted in real-time with a latency of only one frame. Therefore, the difference
image of two consecutive frames is calculated and the intensity of the changes is
measured. In the case of a peak above a certain threshold a slide change is detected.
In [Zak07], this easy approach works well for the detection of the slide changes, as a
person, which is moving in front of screen, is creating a high intensity for a long time
compared to a slide change. The extraction of images from the projector screen is
more critical, because of occlusions which happen often at the moment of the slide
change. For a video conference we need a different approach of capturing the slides
as described in [VO06]. Another possibility is to have direct file access to the slides.
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3.4

Preprocessing of the Extracted Features

Two types of preprocessing are performed during this thesis: normalisation and
feature selection. As the range of the different features varies, a normalisation of the
mean and the variance of the whole databases is done. Due to the huge amount of
features and the dependences among the features it is reasonable to perform a feature
selection on the other side. In this theses a principal component analysis, described
in section 3.4.2.1, and a sequential forward feature selection (see section 3.4.2.2) are
conducted.

3.4.1

Feature Normalisation

Two possibilities for a feature normalisation exist. In the first one features are
normalized in a way that their values are located within a predefined range. The
second method is one where all features have the same mean and the same variance
after the normalisation. During this thesis, the second approach is used and the
following values are used: mean µ = 0 and variance σ 2 = 1. This leads to no
limitation of the value range.
Normalisation is performed for each feature separately over all available data
files. As each feature is evaluated separately, the dependencies among features are
not changed during the process of normalisation. Depending on the three data sets
used in this work, the number of files are 36 for the meeting corpus, 422 for the
ABC corpus and 925 for the AVIC corpus. In each of these data files, all frames
are analysed during the normalisation. In total 270000 frames are normalized in the
meeting corpus, 109533 frames in the ABC corpus and 49350 frames in the AVIC
corpus. To perform the normalisation it is necessary to concatenate all frames of
one data set to a global feature matrix. The number of columns of the global feature
matrix is equal to the total number of frames and the number of rows matches the
total number of features. The number of frames is according to the length of the
recorded data set. The concatenation process is shown in figure 3.6, where the global
features matrix for the ABC corpus is depicted.

3.4.2

Reduction of the Feature Dimension

A feature reduction is performed if a huge number of different features are available. The applied graphical model implementation, the so called Graphical Model
Toolkit [BZ02], needs a huge amount of training material to train statistical models.
The amount rises with a rising number of features. This is particularly difficult, as
data is usually sparse. Furthermore, computation is becoming rather hard, as both
computation time and memory consumption rise. 3810 audio-visual features are extracted from the ABC and the AVIC corpus and therefore it is important to reduce
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331 time frames

3810 features

Observation Matrix
109533 time frames

data file
1

3810 features

179 time frames

3810 features

f 1,1

f 1,109533

f 3810,1

f 3810,109533

data file
422

Figure 3.6: The process of the concatenation of all the features of the ABC
corpus to the global feature matrix is shown here. All the 422 different files
are merged into the final matrix which has 3810 rows and 109533 columns.
The normalisation is performed in the next step for each of the 3810 rows
independently.
the feature space. For the meeting data no feature reduction by any algorithm is performed, thus various different combinations of features have been evaluated which is
described in section 6.4 and 7.4. On the other hand, a feature space reduction often
helps to increase the performance of the classification system and at the same time it
reduces the computation time and power [KS00]. All these benefits are achieved by
using, for example, a principal component analysis or a sequential forward selection.
Both of them are described in more detail in the following sections.
3.4.2.1

Principal Component Analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) [Fuk90, Jol02, MYLB08] is a mathematical
function that transforms a number of correlated variables into new uncorrelated
variables. The first principal component accounts for as much of the variability
in the old variables as possible. Each of the succeeding components also account
for as much as possible of the remaining variability. It is also named KarhunenLoève transform [Kar47, Loè78], the Hotelling transform or the proper orthogonal
decomposition. The PCA is applied in order to receive uncorrelated features from the
highly correlated feature space which is extracted from the audio and video sources.
Moreover, the features stored at the beginning of the new feature set contains the
combined information and thus it can be used to reduce the size of the feature space
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by using only features from the beginning of the new set. In these features most
of the relevant information from the original data is preserved. Therefore, it breaks
down the complexity of the classification problem by transforming the originally
large feature space into a low dimensional new one. A short description of the
calculation which has to be performed for the PCA are given in the next paragraph.
For the PCA first the mean centred features are extracted and then an eigenvalue
decomposition of the covariance matrix Φ is calculated:
Φ · U = U · Λ.

(3.8)

U is thereby a matrix containing the eigenvectors U = [u1 , ..., uD ] and Λ is the
diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Φ. The eigenvectors ud
with 1 ≤ d ≤ D = 3810 are the axes of the new and decorrelated coordinate system.
The following equation shows the structure of the covariance matrix which consists
of mean centered features
Φ = [f1 − f̄ , ..., fT − f̄ ] · [f1 − f̄ , ..., fT − f̄ ]T ,

(3.9)

where f̄ = (µ1 , ..., µD )T .
The PCA is now applied by multiplying the transposed eigenvector matrix UT
with the mean centered features:
ḟt = UT · (ft − f̄ ).

(3.10)

Due to the large dimensionality of the global observation feature matrix, which
consists of D = 3810 different features, it is desirable to reduce the dimension.
Nevertheless it is important to preserve most of the relevant information of the
original data, taking the recognition performance into account. For this purpose, the
eigenvectors are sorted from the largest to the smallest corresponding eigenvalues.
A new eigenvector matrix Uord = [u1 , ..., uq ] with q ≤ D is created using the first
q eigenvectors. The subsequent multiplication of the mean centered features with
the reduced eigenvector matrix Uord leads to a reduced feature set consisting of
altogether q features:
ḟt,ord = Uord T · (ft − f̄ ).

(3.11)

Additionally, a variance normalisation of the transformed features ḟt and ḟt,ord
can be performed and leads to the new normalized and decorrelated features f̈t and
f̈t,ord .
3.4.2.2

Sequential Forward Selection

The second approach for the reduction of the features space is the so called sequential
forward selection (SFS) [DK82, PNK94]. The aim of it is to derive R features yr
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out of the complete audiovisual feature set FD = {f1 , ..., fD }, here D = 3810, with
R ≤ D and concatenate them to a new feature set YR = {y1 , ..., yr } with YR ∈ FD .
In order to do this, it is necessary to compare two different sets of features Yi and
Yj . Therefore, a cost function J(·) is introduced in the form that J(Yi ) > J(Yj ).
This means that the feature set Yi performs better as set Yj . As cost function the
recognition accuracy rate, which is calculated from the number of correct classified
segments and the total number of available segments, is used for the ABC corpus.
Additionally to the cost function, an individual significance S0 (fi ) of each feature
fi with 1 ≤ i ≤ D and the joint significance S(fi , Y) with a feature set Y are
introduced.
The first step of the SFS is to evaluate the cost function for each of the 3810
features separately. Consequently, all features fi are evaluated and the feature with
the highest individual significance is selected and will be the first element of the new
feature set Y1 .
y1 = argmax J(fi ).

(3.12)

fi ∈F

Then the feature yk+1 = fi which leads to the maximum joint significance is added
recursively to the current set Yk using the following equation:
yk+1 = argmax S + (fi , Yk ),

(3.13)

fi ∈F \Yk

Yk+1 = Yk ∪ yk+1 .

(3.14)

Thereby S + (fi , Yk ) indicates the difference in recognition accuracy rate between the
feature set Yk and the feature set Yk ∪ fi :
S + (fi , Yk ) = J(Yk ∪ fi ) − J(Yk ), fi ∈ F \ Yk .

(3.15)

This concatenation of new features is repeated until the best R features are selected regarding the recognition accuracy. The recognition accuracy is calculated by
counting the correct classified instances and dividing it through the total number of
instances. Once the recognition accuracy starts to decrease by adding an additional
feature, the process is repeated four more times to check that it was not only a local
minimum [SKR09]. A disadvantage of the sequential forward selection is the fact
that once a feature is added, it cannot be removed from the selected feature set. In
order to compensate this disadvantage one can use the sequential forward floating
selection [PNK94].
In this work, SFS is performed separately for the 3729 acoustic and 81 visual
features, which have been extracted from the ABC. For the evaluation, a single
stream model with 20 Gaussian components and 20 class states has been used. The
model has been selected because of the computational restrictions. Due to the huge
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Figure 3.7: This table shows the experimental results derived from the acoustical sequential forward selection. Thereby, three different recognition accuracy
rates depending on the number of used audio features are calculated. First of all,
the accuracy rate belonging to the most significant feature is presented for each
dimension of the feature set YR . Moreover, accuracy rates based on the least
significant feature of each dimension are illustrated. Finally, the average accuracy rate of the tested graphical models is shown as a function of the number
of used features. By the concatenation of six features f1781 , f478 , f524 , f3454 , f272
and f3545 the best result for the acoustic set is achieved.
number of features for the acoustic data, only a single iteration instead of 20, which
are used for the visual set, is performed for each feature. In figure 3.7 the evaluation
is shown for the acoustic features and in figure 3.8, for the visual features. In both
cases the number of features to achieve the best results is dramatically reduced
compared to the total number of available ones. For the acoustic features, a set
with six features Y6 = (f1781 , f478 , f524 , f3454 , f272 , f3545 ) achieves the best results with
an accuracy of nearly 55%. The features which are selected are three functionals
of three Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and three functionals of the spectral
group. Therefore, no features from the groups signal energy, fundamental frequency
based on autocorrelation, and time signal are chosen. Furthermore, no low level
feature is selected. The three curves show that some features can not be used to
distinguish between the classes. Even after combining several features the accuracy
does not get higher than 15%. Furthermore, it is displayed that the average accuracy
over all feature combinations for the first six iterations is continuously improved and
after that the rate starts to decline.
Compared with the six features from the acoustic data, eight visual features are
needed to achieve an accuracy around 50%. It is the best performance measured
by using the simple model and the visual data during the feature selection using
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Figure 3.8: It shows the experimental results derived from the visual sequential forward selection. Thereby, three different recognition accuracy rates
depending on the number of used video features are illustrated. First of all, the
accuracy rate belonging to the most significant features is presented for each
dimension of the feature set Yr . Moreover, accuracy rates based on the least
significant feature of each dimension are illustrated. Finally, the average accuracy rate of the tested graphical models is shown as a function of the number of
the used features. The best set of features is achieved by combining the eight
features f32 , f59 , f38 , f5 , f68 , f57 , f20 and f45 .
SFS. f32 , f59 , f38 , f5 , f68 , f57 , f20 and f45 are the eigth features which are performing
best. The features are selected from all available feature groups: one from the global
motion, four from the face motion, and three from the skin motion feature group.
In figure 3.8 it is visible that the least significant features of each dimension from
the visual data are achieving much better results than the worst features from the
acoustic data. On average, rates are achieved which perform nearly three times
better. Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that the visual feature set is already
more optimized to the problem than the audio set. This is obvious, because of the
huge number of extracted acoustic features.
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Graphical Model
Graphical models (GM) are a graph-based representation for joint distributions of
random variables. Such a distribution is usually very complex and frequently appears to be intractable. A GM provides a compact representation of complex probabilistic problems [KF09] and therefore GMs are often used, for example in expert
systems for differential diagnosis [WTVS61, GB68]. Vertices and edges are the two
building blocks of a graph [Lau96]. A vertex corresponds to random variables in
the probabilistic domain and the edges correspond to direct probabilistic dependencies between these. Therefore, GMs are combining both graph- and probabilistic
theory [Jor01]. In [Knö69, Kau71, BM76], more details are provided on the graph
theory. The theory of GMs is based on the research in the field of message passing
and conditional independence done by Pearl [Pea86, PV87, Pea88]. Later Lauritzen
summed up Pearl’s work in [Lau96]. In [Smy97, Whi91, Edw95, CDLS99], message passing is analysed in more detail and the efficiency of the algorithms are
evaluated and proved. Introductions, especially for GMs can be found for example
in [Bil03, Bil06, AH08, KF09].
Today GMs are used in image processing [Win03], in expert systems [Jen96]
and for data mining [BK02]. Since the introduction of toolkits, as Bayes Net Toolbox [Mur01], Graphical Model Toolkit (GMTK) [BZ02] or Torch [CBM02], GMs are
getting more popular for pattern recognition in the last couple of years.
There is a close relation between different types of graphical models and the
probabilistic models [Pea88]. Markov random fields consist of undirected edges and
thus two vertices can interact with each other. Causal models, which only allow
directed edges and acyclic graphs, are referred to as Baysian Networks (BN) [Cha91,
Jen96, Dar09, Jen10]. Probabilistic models which can be described by a BN and
a markov random field are named chordal graphs, because such a graph is already
triangulated. Not only BNs and markov random fields can be described by graphical models, but also neural networks [JS01, Rig94] and even fuzzy logic [BK02].
Chain graphs [Bun95], which can be considered as general representation of BNs
and markov randon fields, are used to model neural networks as a graphical model.
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Discrete
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Determining

Observed (discrete)

Figure 4.1: Nomenclature, which is used for the graphical models throughout
this thesis according to [Mur02]. For the deterministic components the nomenclature is taken from [BB05]. The third edge changes between probabilistic
and deterministic depending on a switching parent, which is connected via the
zigzag edge.

4.1

Nomenclature

The nomenclature which follows [Mur02] is described in figure 4.1 and is further used
for the graphical models during this thesis. Because of the need of deterministic
components for some models, additional vertices and edges are utilised according
to [BB05]. Directed edges, as the ones used in this thesis, always start at the parent
and end at the child vertex [BM76]. A probabilistic (continuous) edge is applied
if the child is conditionally depending on his parent. This means, depending on the
status of the parent, the child’s status is defined by a probability distribution. In case
the deterministic (dashed) edge connects two vertices, the child has a defined
status depending on the parent. The third edge is a combination of probabilistic
and deterministic edges. Which type of edges connects the two vertices is defined
by the determining edge. The probabilistic connection of the switching edge is used
for example if a class transition occurs, which is modeled in a deterministic vertex.
The next class for the new segment has to be defined by the evaluation of the class
transition probability. In the case that no class transition occurs, the deterministic
edge is selected and the class is inherited from the previous class. The determining
(zigzagged) edge starts at a deterministic vertex, a so called switching parent, and
has to end at the same vertex as the switching edge.
A vertex is either discrete, continuous or deterministic. Moreover, it is either
hidden or observed. In case a vertex is observed, then this is characterised by
shading it. The status of a hidden vertex is unknown, but it can be calculated by
marginalisation over all possible statuses [Jor01] or the maximum can be derived
by Viterbi-Decoding [Vit77]. A square represents a discrete vertex and is used
for a random variable which is limited to N different values. Circles characterise
continuous vertices and contain probability density functions. An octagon is used
for deterministic vertices. These perform a predefined action depending on their
parents, which is a special case of the discrete vertex. The vertex is important for
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the automatic segmentation, because it is a starting point of a zigzagged edge and
in this case it is a switching parent. The switching parent decides about the type of
the connection between other vertices.

4.2

Bayesian Networks

A BN consists of directed edges and vertices as shown in the right part of figure 4.2. It
describes conditional dependencies between random variables [Cha91, Jen96, Jen02,
Jen10]. Since directed edges always connect a child vertex with its parent vertices,
there exists a direct influence from the parents to the child. A BN is defined as
a directed acyclic graph (DAG) G D that encodes the independence properties of a
probability distribution p(xV1 , . . . , xVN ) [Jen96]. The definition of a DAG is, that
a graph contains only directed edges for the connection of vertices and no cycles.
A cycle is a directed path which starts and ends at the same vertex. A positive
function exists for each random variable XVi which is only depending on his own
and on a list of his parents pa(Vi )1 :

(4.1)
0 ≤ fVi xVi , pa(xVi ) ≤ 1,
with
X


fv xv , pa(xv ) = 1.

(4.2)

v∈V

Furthermore, the probability distribution p(xV1 , . . . , xVN ) can be recursively factorised, which leads to
Y

p(xV1 , . . . , xVN ) =
fv xv , pa(xv ) .
(4.3)
v∈V

The function is often expressed as conditional probability

fVi xVi , pa(xVi ) = p(xVi | pa(xVi )),

(4.4)

but other formulas are possible, as long as equations 4.1 and 4.2 are fulfilled.
BNs describe static problems and the number of vertices is known and can not
be changed during the training or testing without presegmentation. Therefore, it is
impossible to model data with an unknown number of time frames. To overcome this
limitation, an extension called a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) is introduced
in [Mur02, Bil04, BB05]. It is split into prologue, chunk and epilogue and each of
these describes a static BN. The prologue is used for the first time frame (t=1) and
the epilogue for the last one (t=T) respectively. The chunk is unrolled as many
1

The parents pa(Vi ) is a list of all vertices which are connected to vertex XVi via a directed
edge ending at it.
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Figure 4.2: A sample DBN containing the prologue, chunk and epilogue is
shown in the left part. The unrolled static BN for the observation with seven
time frames is shown in the right part. For the first time frame, the prologue is
used (t = 1). The chunk is repeated five times for the time frames t = 2 until
t = 6. Finally, the epilogue is inserted into last time frame t = 7.
times as needed to cover all the available observations, which means that a chunk
may not be present at all for very short observations of the length T <= 2. The
chunk is unrolled T − 2 times for an observation of the length T . By repeating
the chunk as many times as needed, a new static BN is created by the DBN and
the entire algorithm which is necessary for the calculation stays the same as for the
commonly known BN. In many models the prologue and the epilogue are similar to
the chunk and thus the DBN only consists of a single graph, which is used for each
time frame. Additionally to the graph, the connections between two consecutive
time frames have to be specified in this case.
In figure 4.2 an example for a DBN is shown including the prologue, chunk and
epilogue, as well as the unrolled DBN which is again a static BN. The observation
has a length of seven and therefore the chunk is repeated five times for the time
frames t = 2 until t = 6. For t = 1 the prologue is used and for t = 7 the epilogue.

4.3

Efficient Calculations of Graphical Models

There are two ways for the calculation of graphical models: solving the factorisation
in equation 4.3 or using a message passing algorithm. The factorisation has to
be solved for each variable separately, which means that for a different graph or
a different variable the whole calculation has to be performed from scratch. The
calculation is by far more efficient of the BN by using Pearl’s message passing [Pea86,
Pea88] or other approaches [JLO90, SS90, MA00] which are based on it. These
approaches are valid for all BNs and are performed on the junction tree2 of the
2

Starting from the BN [Cow01b, Cow01a]: First the parents of a vertex are connected with
an undirected edge. Secondly, the directed edges are replaced by undirected ones (moralisation).
Thirdly, edges are added to the graph until no more cycle is found with a path longer than three
and no chord. The last step is to create the junction tree from the found maxcliques [Mur02, Bil04,
Bil06].
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BN [LS88]. Therefore, all variables can be calculated from the junction tree by
using a message passing algorithm.
It is necessary to calculate the probability of the observation sequence (p(~o | λ)),
to perform Viterbi-Decoding and to adjust the model parameters (λ) [Rab89] for an
efficient calculation of GMs. Viterbi-Decoding [Vit77] is expressed by
~h∗ = argmax p(~h, ~o | λ),

(4.5)

~h

and parameter learning is described by
bk = argmax
λ
λ

I
X

log p(~oi | λ),

(4.6)

i=1

where ~oi is the observation of the i sample from I samples in the data set. The model
parameters λ are learned for example either by a gradient descent procedure [Mur02]
or by the Expectation-Maximisation algorithm (EM) [DLR77]. ~h is the set of hidden
vertices and ~h∗ is the configuration of them with the highest probability of a model.
The junction tree of the GM is important for a high performance, as all calculations
can be traced back to an estimation of the status of one or several vertices. Before
the calculations can be performed, the probabilities of the BN have to be assigned
to the according junction tree, since it has been created only by using algorithms
from graph theory. This assignment is depending on the selected message passing
algorithm, in this work the HUGIN3 procedure [JLO90, AOJJ90] is used. It is currently the most common message passing procedure and is based on [Pea86, Pea88]
as many others, too. The HUGIN procedure is split into the initialisation, which assigns probabilities to the junction tree, and the global propagation of information to
all maxcliques. The initialisation is performed only once while creating the junction
tree. The global propagation is done each time new information is available at any
of the vertices of the junction tree, respectively the graph. This means whenever a
new observation arrives at a vertex.

4.4

Training of Bayesian Networks

The training of a BN is performed in two steps. Both steps can be done automatically
from data or the parameters are defined by an expert.
• The structure of the model has to be found, which includes the number of
vertices, the connections between the vertices (edges) and the types of the
probability distributions for each vertex.
3

HUGIN stands for Handling Uncertainty in General Inference Network.
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• The estimation of the parameters of the probability distributions, for example
mean and variance, of each vertex.
In this thesis the structure of the GM is based on expert knowledge. There
are some approaches which perform this step automatically by analysing the data
base [Hec01], but these are not used due to the fact that structure learning is very
difficult for dynamic data. At the end of this chapter, various structures, which are
used during the training and decoding procedure are described.
Due to the fact, that BNs are applied to pattern recognition problems where data
for training is available, an automatic learning of the parameters of the probability
distributions is used in this thesis. Various supervised and unsupervised approaches
are known [Hec01, Nea03, Jor01, Gha98, Mur02] for the learning procedure. Since
the data used is not completely observed, the EM-algorithm [DLR77] is applied
to learn the model parameters. Incomplete data means, that not for all vertices
training data is available or some vertices are hidden. In the next section the learning
procedure is described in more detail.

4.4.1

EM-Training for Bayesian Networks

Often not all variables are observed for dynamic problems of different observation
length and in this case the EM-algorithm is chosen for the training of models, as it
deals with hidden or unknown variables. Overall, the likelihood for a GM with NV
vertices is
L(λ | O) = log

I
Y

p(~oi | λ) =

NV
I X
X

log fv (xv , pa(xv ) | ~oi )

(4.7)

i=1 v=1

i=1

with I training data samples O = {~o1 , . . . , ~oI }. For a BN with hidden vertices the
data-likelihood is described as
L(λ | O) =

I
X
i=1

log

H
X

p(xh = h0 , xo = ~oi ),

(4.8)

h0 =1

with xh being the set of hidden variables and h0 ∈ {1, . . . , H} describing all possible configurations of them. The current observation is ~oi which is assigned to
the observation variable xo . The optimisation of the function can only be done
by an approximation procedure, because of the sum inside the logarithm. The EMalgorithm [DLR77, Moo96, Bil97, AHR06] is commonly used for this approximations.
A new parameter set λ is found by the maximisation of
b = argmax Q(λ, λ0 )
λ
λ
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starting with a known parameter set λ0 for the probability distributions of all vertices
of the GM. This is the maximisation step of the algorithm, where the initial parameters λ0 are improved. In [DLR77], it is shown that in case Q(λ, λ0 ) is maximised
the data-likelihood L(λ | O) is also maximised. The function Q(λ, λ0 ) is defined by
0

Q(λ, λ ) =
=

D

E
log p(O, h | λ)
0

I X
H
X

O,λ0

(4.10)
h

0

o

h

0

o

0

log p(x = h , x = ~oi | λ) p(x = h | x = ~oi , λ ).

i=1 h0 =1

The factorisation of it yields
0

Q(λ, λ ) =

I X
H
X

log

i=1 h0 =1

=

NV
Y

p(xv | pa(xv ), xo = ~oi , xh = h0 ) p(xh = h0 | xo = ~oi , λ0 )

v=1

NV
I X
H X
X

log p(xv | pa(xv ), xo = ~oi , xh = h0 ) p(xh = h0 | xo = ~oi , λ0 ).

i=1 h0 =1 v=1

(4.11)
p(xh = h0 | xo = ~oi , λ0 ) is thereby the expectation step of the EM-algorithm, which is
calculated from the junction tree via message passing of any BN. For the expectation
step the updated parameters from the maximisation step are used. Only for the first
step the parameters are chosen randomly. The expectation and maximisation steps
are performed iteratively until the algorithm converges.

4.4.2

Training Structure

In this section, several used training structures of the GMs are described. For all of
these the production probability of the models is specified and for the training the
EM-algorithm is used.
4.4.2.1

Linear Model

The first model is used during the evaluation of pre-segmented data, as it is the case
for both the ABC and AVIC corpuses. It is described in figure 4.3 and selects a
single class for the entire sample. This means, it does not perform any segmentation
and only the class with the highest probability for the sample is selected during
evaluation. During the training the frame counter t, class ct and the observation ~ot
are known. Every other vertex is hidden and the probability distributions of them
have to be learned. Going into more detail of the model structure, it can be seen
that each chunk consists of the vertices frame counter t, class ct , class position qtc ,
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Figure 4.3: The training structure of a simple continuous single stream graphical model. It shows the complete structure as it is used for the implementation
in GMTK, but the vertices are labeled in the way that the calculation is getting
more clearly.
transition probability at , state pool qt and the observation ~ot . The joint probability,
which is factorised by the graph, is
p(~o1 , . . . , ~oT , q1 , . . . , qT , a1 , . . . aT , qtc , . . . , qTc , c1 , . . . , cT , t1 , . . . , tT ) =
p(~o1 | q1 ) p(a1 | q1 ) f (q1 | q1c , c1 ) f (q1c ) f (c1 | t = 1) f (t = 1)
T
−1
Y

(4.12)
c
p(~ot | qt ) p(at | qt ) f (qt | qtc , ct ) f (qtc | at−1 , qt−1
) f (ct | t) f (t)

t=2

p(~oT | qT ) p(aT | qT ) f (qT | qTc , cT ) f (qTc = 1 | aT −1 , qTc −1 ) f (cT | t = T ) f (t = T ).
Deterministic conditions between vertices are described by f (·) and probabilistic
condition with p(·). The second line of equation 4.12 shows the prologue, the third
line the chunk and the last line the epilogue. The probability can be also written as
p(~o1 , . . . , ~oT , q1 , . . . , qT , a1 , . . . aT , qtc , . . . , qTc , c1 , . . . , cT , t1 , . . . , tT ) =
f (q1c )

T
Y

p(~ot | qt ) p(at | qt ) f (qt | qtc , ct ) f (ct | t) f (t)

t=1

f (qTc

=

1 | aT −1 , qTc −1 )

T
−1
Y

(4.13)

c
f (qtc | at−1 , qt−1
),

t=2

which is a simplification of equation 4.12, but the structure of prologue, chunk and
epilogue is not visible by inspection anymore.
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For decoding, the frame counter t is removed and an additional deterministic
edge is added in between the class vertex ct . This edge copies the states of the
detected class ct into the next time frame. Via Viterbi decoding the class with the
highest probability is selected once the whole sample is evaluated. The class vertices
ct are not observed any more and replaced by a discrete type of vertex.
By replacing the deterministic edge, which only copies the status between two
consecutive vertices ct , by a probabilistic edge which selects for each time frame the
class independently from the previous one, it is possible that the decoding model
segments a test sample during the evaluation. The model does not learn the boundaries, as no class changes occur in the training data, but it has the capability to
switch between classes, which are equally distributed, via Viterbi decoding. This
possibility is used for some evaluations of the ABC corpus.
4.4.2.2

Multi-Stream Model

Figure 4.4 shows a two stream GM. The vertices are similar to the single stream
model: frame counter t, class ct , class position qtc,n , transition probability ant , state
pool qtn and observation ~otn . For the two stream model is n = 2. The model can be
extended to more streams easily by increasing n and hereby adding more vertices of
the types: class position qtc,n , transition probability ant , state pool qtn and observation
~otn . The streams are processed separately and the combination of them is fulfilled
on class level. Moreover, they are statistically independent from each other, but at
the same time the features inside a stream are depending on each other, which is
visible in equation 4.14. Two vertices, class ct and frame counter t, are accessed
from each stream, since the model only selects a single class for the whole segment.
The joint probability of the model is
p(~o11 , . . . , ~oT1 , q11 , . . . , qT1 , a11 , . . . a1T , q1c,1 , . . . , qTc,1 ,
~o12 , . . . , ~oT2 , q12 , . . . , qT2 , a21 , . . . a2T , q1c,2 , . . . , qTc,2 , c1 , . . . , cT , t1 , . . . , tT ) =
T
Y
t=1
T
Y

p(~ot2 | qt2 ) p(a2t | qt2 ) f (qt2 | qtc,2 , ct ) p(~ot1 | qt1 ) p(a1t | qt1 ) f (qt1 | qtc,1 , ct ) f (ct | t) f (t)
c,1
c,2
) f (qtc,1 | a1t−1 , qt−1
)
f (qtc,2 | a2t−1 , qt−1

t=2

f (q1c,2 ) f (qTc,2 | a2T −1 , qTc,2−1 ) f (q1c,1 ) f (qTc,1 | a1T −1 , qTc,1−1 ).
(4.14)
The decoding model does not contain the frame counter t and the class ct is not
observed. Furthermore, the class vertex ct is discrete. Two consecutive class vertices
are connected via deterministic edge, which is necessary for the propagation of the
current states of the class into the next time frame. It is only a deterministic edge
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Figure 4.4: The training structure of a continuous two stream graphical model.
The model contains nearly twice the structure of the model shown in figure 4.3.
All vertices except the frame counter t and the class ct exist twice. Both streams
influence the class vertex and therefore the outcome of the model. It can be
extended to more streams by just adding more structures similar to GM1. Here,
the complete structure is shown as it is used for the implementation in GMTK,
but the vertices are labeled in a way that the calculation is getting more clearly.
which copies the status to the next time frame, since only one class label is needed
for the whole segment. A change of the class is prohibited by this type of edge.
4.4.2.3

Learning of Segment Boundaries

A model structure which is capable of switching between classes is presented in
figure 4.5. This is necessary to learn the correct points in time, when between two
classes has to be switched, which is important for many scenarios, for instance the
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Figure 4.5: The training structure of a continuous single stream graphical
model which can train the correct class boundaries. This model learns during
the training procedure the correct boundaries of the classes. For this model,
the boundaries have to be known exactly, since they are learned on a frame
base. Shown is the complete structure as it is used for the implementation in
GMTK, but the vertices are labeled in the a way that the calculation is getting
more clearly.

automated selection of the camera which shows a threat in a multi-camera video
surveillance setting. To train a model like this, it is important that annotations are
available on frame level, because otherwise only the sequence of the classes can be
learned and not the exact boundaries. It is used for the meeting corpus, since the
meetings are not pre-segmented and the correct point of time for a change between
the classes is of importance. Especially for event recognition, where the point of
time for the segmentation and the correct sequence are substantial. The vertices
used are similar to the previous models: frame counter t, class counter Ct , class
ct , class transition wt , class position qtc , transition probability at , state pool qt and
observation ~ot . Compared to the models described before, only the class counter
Ct and the class transition wt are added. Both are important for the learning of
a class transition at the correct point of time, which means for example that the
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video mode or the level of activity changes. The model presented is a single stream
version, but it can be extended to a multi stream model easily. The vertices, class
position qtc,n , transition probability ant , state pool qtn and observation ~otn have to be
repeated as many times as streams (n = N ) are used for an input of the model.
The class transition wt and the class ct are connected with each of the repeated
structures and therefore each stream influences the decision about the class and the
class transition. A class transition only occurs if all the streams are in the last class
position qtc,n . The next class is defined by the combination of all class transition
probabilities of the streams. Again each stream is statistically independent from all
remaining other streams, but the features within a stream are depending on each
other, which can be seen in equation 4.14. From the figure 4.5, the joint probability
of the single stream model can be derived with
p(~o1 , . . . , ~oT , q1 , . . . , qT , a1 , . . . aT , q1c , . . . , qTc , w1 , . . . wT , c1 , . . . , cT ,
C1 , . . . , CT , t1 , . . . , tT ) =
T
Y

p(~ot | qt ) f (qt | qtc , ct ) p(at | qt ) f (ct | Ct ) f (t)

t=1

f (q1c )

T
Y

c
f (qtc | at−1 , qt−1
, wt−1 )

(4.15)

t=2

f (wT = 1 | qTc , aT )

T
−1
Y

f (wt | qtc , at )

t=1

f (C1 | t = 1) f (CT = END | CT −1 , wT −1 , t = T )

T
−1
Y

f (Ct | Ct−1 , wt−1 , t).

t=2

The decoding model has a slightly different structure, since the vertices frame
counter t and the class counter Ct are removed. Moreover, the class vertex ct is not
observed and it is a discrete vertex. In between two consecutive class vertices, a
switching edge is added, which depends on the class transition wt−1 of the previous
time frame. The edge, starting at wt−1 and ending at ct , which is added as well, is
of the type determining and therefore switches the type of connection between two
consecutive class vertices. The decoding structure of this model is shown in the last
section of the chapter.
4.4.2.4

Model with GMTK Labels

The same model as illustrated in figure 4.5 is shown in figure 4.6 once more. As can be
seen the only difference between the models are the labels of the vertices. These are
now adapted to the conventions of GMTK, and will be used for the implementation
task. The abbreviations are quite close to the names of the vertices in the last
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Figure 4.6: The training structure of a continuous single stream graphical
model which is able to learn the segment boundaries. It shows the complete
structure with the labels as they are used for the implementation in GMTK.
sections: frame counter F C, class counter CC, class C, class transition CT , class
position CP , state transition probability ST , state pool SP and observation obs.
EN D describes a vertex which contains information about the final state of the
model which is reached once the last time frame T is processed. There are some
more labels used in the work, especially for the two stream models CP 2, ST 2, SP 2
and obs2. These are similar to the according ones, but these are only required for
the second input stream. The abbreviation of the vertex CG means class group,
which is used for hierarchical models, where the classes can be grouped together. In
this case, the class group CG has to be classified first and in a second step the class
C has to be found.

4.5

Decoding of Graphical Models

For decoding, two steps have to be performed: first definition of the decoding structure and second the evaluation of the model for an observation sequence. The decoding structure of all training structures presented in the previous sections can be
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Figure 4.7: The decoding structure of a continuous single stream graphical
model which automatically segments the class boundaries. This model learns
during the training procedure the correct boundaries of the classes and therefore
it is capable of switching more accurately than other models which only train
the sequence of the classes. For the training of this model, the boundaries
have to be known exactly since they are learned on a frame base. It shows
the complete structure as it is used for the implementation in GMTK, but the
vertices are labeled in the way that a calculation is getting more clearly.
created easily by removing the frame counter t and, if it exists, the class counter Ct .
Furthermore, the deterministic and observed vertex of the class ct has to be replaced
by a discrete and hidden vertex. Depending on the model, whether it should automatically segment or not, a switching or deterministic edge has to be added between
two consecutive class vertices. In the case the model is capable of segmentation, an
additional determining edge has to be added between the vertex class transition
wt−1 of the previous time frame and the current class vertex ct . All these changes
are performed and the result is shown in figure 4.7. It is the corresponding structure
to the training model with the capability of automatic segmentation from figure 4.5.
For all the other structures it is even easier to adapt the training structure for the
decoding process.
For evaluation purposes, the configuration of the hidden variables ~h with the
highest probability p(~o | λ) of a known observation ~o, given the model parameters
λ, has to be found for each time frame, as equation 4.16 describes. This is done
efficiently by performing message passing on the junction tree of the decoding structure. The necessary calculation steps are similar to the training process. The only
difference is that all sigma signs are replaced by an argument of the maximum over
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the hidden variables of the graphical model ~h. This means, that in each time frame
all possible configurations, which are leading to a state of the model, are evaluated
and compared. After that, for each state the path with the highest probability is
pursued into the next time frame. This procedure is continued until only a single
path exists, which is described by the sequence of the best fitting configurations ~h∗
and has the highest probability for the evaluated observations ~o. This procedure is
known as Viterbi-Decoding [Vit77] and is formulateded as follows
~h∗ = argmax p(~h, ~o | λ).

(4.16)

~h

4.6

Evaluation of the Different Model Structures

The evaluation always contains both the learning and the testing of a model. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a training structure and the according decoding
structure. Different parameters can be adjusted, for example the number of states,
Gaussian mixtures and iterations of EM-algorithm. Moreover, the input data stream
can be varied, which means different feature sets are evaluated. Except the number
of iterations of the EM-algorithm all other parameters influence the model structure,
which has to be adapted for the training and decoding structure simultaneously. If
the number of states per class is changed, which means the state pool vertex qt has
a different size, also the class position gtk and the transition probability at have to
be adjusted accordingly. More Gaussian mixtures usually mean that the observation vertex ~ot has to be changed. If other feature sets are evaluated as an input
to the structure with a different number of features, the observation vertex ~ot has
to be adapted again. All these adaptations to the structure can be automatically
performed in case the number of features used as an input is known and the number
of states and the number of Gaussian mixtures are predefined.
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Multi-modal Surveillance
The Screening Passengers by Observation Techniques programme (SPOT) is a development of the Transportation Security Administration and the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security [Haw07]. The programme aims to guarantee the safety of the
passengers in public transport by observing these. Specially trained police officers
are watching out for suspicious behaviour among the people which are using the
public transportation system [Adm06]. They have studied fleeting and involuntary
microexpressions 1 and movements which suggest abnormal stress, fear or deception.
At Boston’s Logan Airport, the SPOT programme has resulted in the arrested of
more than 50 people within several months in 2006. These people have been arrest
for having fake IDs, entering the country illegally or drug possession [Don06]. The
SPOT is currently only deployed at airports, but the Transportation Security Administration is considering to deploy it to train and bus stations as well. A similar
programme, called Suspect Detection System, is running in Isreal [KM06]. Another
behaviour detection programme was tested in Ottawa by the Canadian Air Transport
Security Authority at the beginning of the year 2010 [Mac09]. All these programmes
have in common that the security persons have to be trained to recognise the microexpressions and movements. The training process and the deployment process of
such a system are very time consuming and have to be planned years in advance.
Furthermore, all the programmes are applied at airports or agencies are planning
to deploy them at other transportation systems, but the programmes are not being
used it in buses, trains, or planes. This means, that they try to prevent suspicious
people to enter the transportation system, but they do not detect what is happening
inside the means of transportation.
Firstly, guaranteeing the passengers’ safety does not stop at the entrance of transportation. Secondly, it is a complex, difficult and expensive task for the security officers, since they have to watch multiple screens at the same time. Due to these facts,
1

A microexpression is a facial expression shown by humans according to emotions experienced [MR83]. It is very difficult to fake these compared to regular facial expressions. More
details can be found in [MR83].
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webcams

Figure 5.1: The left picture shows the whole scenario within an Airbus mockup. The cameras which are installed are simple webcams and are placed underneath the overhead lockers and therefore no problems with movements of
the passengers seats can occur. In the right image the view of one camera is
presented and the nearly perfect frontal view can be seen [Ars10].
it seems desirable to monitor passengers and automatically classify their behaviour
by installing recording devices and applying novel pattern recognition techniques.
The aim of the system is to detect suspicious behavior of passengers, before they
might endanger the security of other passengers, of flight attendees, or the whole
plane. Once a suspicious behavior is recognised, the cabin crew will be informed
about the location of the passenger and the observed activity. The next step is, that
specially trained flight attendees take immediate action depending on the situation.
The system and the procedure should help to prevent serious incidents and leads to
a more secure public transportation. It could be easily adapted to buses or trains.
Furthermore, it could be applied in addition to security personnel at transportation
stations, like airports, bus and train stations and would assist the security personnel
by detecting suspicious behaviour.
An airplane scenario was chosen to be analysed during this thesis. For this purpose, a camera is installed underneath the overhead bin of the passenger which leads
to nearly perfect frontal views most of the time during the flight. This position is
stationary compared to the installation in the headrest of the passenger’s seat. In
the frontal view, it is easy to find the head and extract the visual features described
in section 3.2. The camera records the upper part of the body, which means that
the arms are visible most of the time. As passengers are nowadays disposed to
remain seated during the flight, additional cameras are only needed for the bathrooms [Ars10]. Not only cameras, but also microphones, are spread all over the
cabin which makes it possible to analyse the passengers by using audio and visual
clues. The acoustic features derived from the recorded data are discussed in 3.1. In
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Video capturing

Feature extraction
Feature selection

Audio capturing

Classification

Feature extraction

Figure 5.2: The structure of the analysis process with all the components is
shown here. First the microphone and the camera capture the ongoing situation
inside the plane and then the features are extracted and selected. Finally the
classification is performed.
figure 5.1 a picture of the scenario is shown.
For the analysis of these audio-visual features, various GMs are used, which
classify the behaviour of the observed passenger into six different classes. These
classes are aggressive, cheerful, intoxicated, nervous, neutral, and tired. The whole
process of the analysis from capturing to classification is shown in figure 5.2. Before
the used graphical models are described in section 5.2, the recognition process is
discussed in the next section.

5.1

The Recognition Process

In figure 5.2, the whole process of passengers analysis in an aircraft is shown. The
process can be used for most of the audio-visual analysis tasks, as it is kept very
general. It starts with microphones and cameras which are used for the observation
of the cabin and the recording of the passengers. For each of the cameras and microphones, features are extracted separately on the same time base. This is necessary
for the concatenation of visual and acoustic features on feature level. In the next
step, the features which are leading to a better recognition than others, are selected
and finally the classification is performed by applying various graphical models.
For the classification, a 5-fold cross validation is used because of the small amount
of available training and test data. Moreover, all available segments are once in a
test set and four times in a training set. The sets are composed in such a way, that a
subject is never contained both in the test and training set. Therefore, an adaptation
during the training process to a special subject is not possible. For the evaluation
not only the recognition accuracy rate (ACC) which is used as a measure for the
performance of a model but also recall, precision and f-measure are calculated. These
measures are helpful to identify the performance for each of the classes separately and
to identify which classes can be distinguished. Precision can be seen as a measure of
fidelity, whereas recall is a measure of completeness. The f-measure is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall. In the following sections, various approaches using
graphical models are described and the results are presented.
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Figure 5.3: Simple continuous single stream graphical model GM1 used in
this thesis for the classification of six states of behaviour. The upper part of
the figure shows the training structure, as it is implemented in GMTK for the
training of the model. A description of all the used vertices can be found in
chapter 4. The lower part presents the simplified structure which is used for
the calculations.

5.2

Used Graphical Models

Various graphical models which have been developed during the thesis are presented
in this section. Several combinations of models, features and training data are
theoretically described and an evaluation is performed for each of them. At the end
of the section, all combinations are compared with other state of the art approaches
and a conclusion is drawn.

5.2.1

Single Stream Classifying Graphical Model (GM1)

Figure 5.3 shows the training structure of a simple continuous single stream model
GM1. The complex and unhandy structure is derived from the implementation of
the model in GMTK. A description of all the used vertices of figure 5.3 can be found
in chapter 4. The model can be simplified for the calculation of the production
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probability, which is shown in the lower part of figure 5.3. All hidden random
variables, the frame counter F C, the class C, the class position CP , the state pool
SP and the state transition matrix ST , are combined into one random variable qt ,
which represents the state of the model for a certain time frame t. The production
probability yields
p(O, q|λ) = p(q1 ) · p(~o1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

p(qt |qt−1 ) · p(~ot |qt ),

(5.1)

t=2

considering the state sequence q = (q1 , . . . , qT ). Using the already described substitutions aij , bsi (~ot ) and πi and by marginalizing, i.e., summing up equation 5.1
over all possible state sequences q ∈ Q, the following production probability of the
observation O = (~o1 , . . . , ~oT ) is derived:
p(O|λ) =

X
q∈Q

πq1 · p(~o1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

aqt−1 ,qt · p(~ot |qt ),

(5.2)

t=2

while each observation ~ot is a vector consisting of continuous normalized features.
Moreover, equation 5.2 depicts the well-known production probability of a HMM and
shows that a HMM can be considered as a simple graphical model [Rab89, RJ93,
Sch09].
For decoding, a slightly altered model, as shown in figure 5.4, is used. As no
segmentation is necessary, because of the pre-segmented test data, the model can
only output one class for each test file. This can be done by copying the current
class variable C into the next time frame. Therefore, a deterministic arc is used
between to consecutive vertices C.
Throughout the evaluation, various combinations of number of states, number
of Gaussian components per Gaussian mixture, number of iterations of the EM
training and several feature sets with different dimensions have been tested and
analysed. The following features are selected by the sequential forward selection as
described in section 3.4.2.2. For the visual features, these eight features are selected
best
= f32 , f59 , f38 , f5 , f68 , f57 , f20 , f45 . They are containing one feature from the
~ovis
global motion, four from the face motion, and three from the skin motion feature
best
group. From the acoustic features, these six ~oac
= f1781 , f478 , f524 , f3454 , f272 , f3545
are performing best during the selection. The selected acoustic features contain three
functionals of three Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and three functionals of the
spectral group. No features are chosen from the groups: signal energy, fundamental
frequency based on autocorrelation, and time signal. Furthermore, no low level
acoustic feature is selected.
In table 5.1, various adjustments to the training and test data have been evaluated. For all evaluations, the simple graphical model from figure 5.3 is used. A
single classification is performed for each test file separately. For the first line of the
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Figure 5.4: The decoding structure of GM1 as implemented in GMTK. A
description of all the used vertices can be found in chapter 4.

table, the full length of each available file is tested. Moreover, no adjustments to
the training and test data have to be performed. Table 2.3 shows that the number
of segments for each class are very different, thus the class distribution is highly
unbalanced. In table 5.2, it is visible that the classification of the classes which
are under-represented is nearly impossible. Hence, the number of training segments
is balanced. Therefore, in the first case, segments of the under-represented classes
were copied and in the second case the number of segments of the over represented
classes were reduced. The test set is not changed, thus it is possible to compare the
results.
The results in the forth row are achieved by removing a tenth at the beginning
and at the end of each data segment. It is based on the idea that an actor needs
some time to find into his role and to express the acted behaviour pattern. Thus, it
is believed that most of the characteristic patterns of a certain behaviour are located
in the middle of the data segment. The approach is relevant only in the case that the
corpus is acted and pre-segmented, otherwise it is nearly impossible to automatically
detect the beginning of the more characteristic patterns.
The majority vote method is taken from the approach which is used in [ASR07]
for Support Vector Machines. This takes 25 frames from a data segment and combines it into a non overlapping window. This is done for the whole data segment and
for each of these windows, a single classification is performed. Only the last couple
of frames are dropped due to the fact that the total number of frames is in most
cases not a multiple of a window size. Once all the windows of one data segment are
classified with the simple model GM1, the result for the whole data segment is created via a majority vote over all classified windows. By this approach, it is possible
to analyse data segments of various length with a static classifier, such as a Support
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Table 5.1: The results of various adjustments to the training and test set are
shown. All evaluations are conducted for the eight selected visual features, for
the six selected acoustic ones and for the combination of these two sets. For
more detail about the feature selection see section 3.4.2.2. The best results for
all the selected features are achieved with the unchanged data. The three values
of the parameters represent first the number of states, second the number of
Gaussian components per Gaussian mixture and third the number of iterations
of the EM training. All results are measured as recognition accuracy rates.
data

parameters

Unchanged
20-20-20
Balanced, copying
20-20-20
Balanced, reducing
20-20-10
Shortened
20-20-20
Majority vote, 15 frames 20-20-10
Majority vote, 25 frames 20-20-10
Majority vote, 35 frames 20-20-10
Majority vote, 50 frames 20-20-10

best
~ovis

best
~oac

best
best
)
, ~oac
(~ovis

49.1
47.6
25.8
36.7
39.8
47.2
43.1
45.3

49.8
48.6
40.8
25.4
45.3
44.3
44.1
43.1

52.4
51.7
37.0
30.2
44.8
50.5
52.1
48.6

Vector Machine, without the additional effort of calculating time series features for
the whole data segment. In this thesis, the window size was set to 15, 25, 35, and
50 frames and an evaluation for each of these was conducted. The processing of the
features and the majority vote is illustrated in figure 5.5.
The results of table 5.1 show that all the variations of the data do not lead to an
improvement in the accuracy. The best results are achieved for the acoustic, visual
and combined feature set by applying the simple GM1 to the unchanged data. The
accuracies are about 49% for the visual features and about 49.8% for the acustic
ones. The best rate is achieved by the multi-modal features with a rate of 52.4%.
Therefore, an improvement of 2.6% absoulte is achieved compared to the best single
modality result. When the two balanced data sets are compared, it is clearly visible
that visual features are performing worse then the acoustic ones in the case of little
traning data. The problem of little training data occurs most of the time when a
dynamic classifier, such as GMs or HMMs, is used and the training data is reduced
due the fact of balancing available data between the different classes. Another fact,
which can be pointed out is that when more than two third of the training data
is removed the result derived with the acoustic features drops about 8% compared
to 23% by the visual features. The idea that the actors need some time at the
beginning of each of the data segments to get into the role proves wrong which is
shown by the results of the shortend data. The result drops about 12% for the visual
features. More interessting with this experiment is, that the acoustic features are
performing worst throughout the whole evaluation of model GM1. Furthermore, the
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Figure 5.5: Windowing and majority vote detection process, using the simple
graphical model from figure 5.3. Each data segment is split into windows of a
defined size in the first step. Afterwards, for each of these windows, a classification is performed. The third step is, that a majority vote is performed over
each window, which leads to the final decision for the whole data segment.

fusion of acoustic and visual data achieves the worst result. The first conclusion of
experiments with shortened data is, that for the discrimination of the classes the first
or the last 10% of the data segment seem very important. The second is, that the
classification based on visual features can deal much better with removing 20% of the
frames then the acoustic ones. The majority vote setting with a window size of 35
and the use of audio-visual features achieves 52.1% and therefore performs as good
as the model using the unchanged data. When the results of the single modalities
are compared with the best model, these are about 6% worse. The window size does
not really influence the results of the model using the acoustic data, as the difference
is only 2%. The gap between the best and the worst model applied to the visual
data is more than 7% and therefore similar to the one working on the multi-modal
features.
In table 5.2, the confusion matrix for the simple GM1 using the combination of
acoustic and visual features is presented. The table shows that the aggressive class is
nearly flawlessly detected. Only eight segments out of 94 are misclassified, but there
are many segments from other classes which are assigned to the label aggressive, too.
Therefore, a very good recall value is achieved, but the precision score is only about
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Table 5.2: Confusion matrix of the behaviour patterns are presented for the
model GM1. Furthermore, the recall, the precision and the f-measure per class
are listed. All the results are achieved by using the combination of the selected
acoustic and visual features and all the available data. The simple model GM1
is performing well for the classes aggressive and nervous. A big gap can already
be seen for the classes neutral and cheerful. The two classes, intoxicated and
tired, which are under-represented in the training data, are not really detected
at all. Aggr stands for aggressive, chee represents cheerful, into is intoxicated,
nerv is the short form for nervous, neut means neutral, and tire is abbreviation
for tired. # is the total number of the segments per class. The last three short
cuts stand for recall, precision and f-measure.
truth aggr chee into nerv neut tire
aggr
chee
into
nerv
neut
tire

86
42
8
10
17
3

7
41
14
5
12
11

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
5
1
59
13
1

0
16
10
19
33
6

#

Rec

Pre

F1

0 94 91.5 51.8
0 104 39.4 45.6
0 33 0.0
0.0
0 93 63.4 73.8
0 75 44.0 39.3
2 23 8.7 100.0

66.2
42.3
0.0
68.2
41.5
16.0

52%. Hence, the f-measure is only the second best for this evaluation. 63.4% of the
segments of nervous are correctely detected and the precision is about 74%. This
leads to the best f-measure for the model GM1 with a rate of 68.2%, compared to
66.2% for the label aggressive. A first bigger gap in the f-measure scores follows. The
classes cheerful and neutral achieve a score of about 42%. Since the label cheerful is
often misdetected as aggreesive the recall is only about 39%. Agressive, nervous and
cheerful are the classes which are used instead of neutral during the classification,
however the recall score is still 44%. Tired is mixed up mostly with cheerful and
achieves a recall of only 9%. Furthermore, it is never used during the classification
of any segment which belongs to another class. The f-measure of the class tired is
16%. The label intoxicated is not assigned to any of the 422 segments during the
whole evaluation of the the model GM1. Due to this fact, the f-measure is zero.
Most of the segments of intoxicated are labeled as neutral and cheerful.
The first conclusion which can be drawn from table 5.2 is, that the focus for further research has to be on the under-represented classes. Moreover, the precision of
the class aggressive has to be improved, which is directly correlated to a better recall
for most of the classes. Thus, the high number of segments which are misclassified
as aggressive has to be reduced.
Table 5.3 shows some results for the evaluation of the features transformed by
the principal component analysis, as described in section 3.4.2.1. The number of features, which are used in the training and classification process are increased during
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Table 5.3: Experimental results for the graphical model GM1 using feature
sets created by applying the principal component analysis, which is described in
section 3.4.2.1. The various feature sets and parameter combinations have been
tested during the evaluation. The best model uses the following parameters: 20
states, 20 Gaussian components and 20 iterations for the EM training and uses
the first 20 features. All results are measured as recognition accuracy rates.
features

1–4

1–6

1–8

1–10 1–15

1–20

1–25

1–30

ACC [%] 46.7

48.1

48.6

50.0

52.6

49.8

51.7

49.1

the evaluation and the best result is achieved by using the first 20 features. Various
parameter sets and up to 200 features, which are in order of decreasing component
eigenvalues, have been tested during this evaluation. The performance of the recognition is increasing up to the first ten components, where a recognition accuracy of
50% is achieved. The performance dithers between 49% and 53%, when more than
ten and less than 30 feature are concatenated to the feature set. The best average
accuracy over the five folds of the cross validation is 52.6%, when the first 20 features
are used. The parameters, which are applied in this case, are 20 states, 20 Gaussian
components and 20 iterations for the EM training. Table 5.4 presents the confusion
matrix according to this setting. The recognition accuracy is in the range between
28% to 42% for a feature set with a size between 40 and 200 features and it is about
37% for 200 features. The accuracy is decreasing due to the fact, that more training
material is needed when the number of features rises and thus the complexity of the
model increases.
In table 5.4, the confusion matrix of the GM1, using features derived by the
principal component analysis, is presented. The results for intoxicated and tired
are identical to the confusion matrix in table 5.2 derived by sequential forward
selection. Furthermore, it shows that the recall of the classes aggressive and neutral
is decreased by 10% and 13% compared to the previous confusion matrix. The
reverse happens to the precision of both classes which increase by 14% and 18%.
Therefore, the f-measure of agressive is going up by 7% and for neutral it was
reduced by about 1%. The increase of the recall is about 12% for cheerful and
about 8% for nervous. The precision is decreased by 8% for cheerful and by 20%
for nervous. Therefore, the f-measure is going down for nervous about 6% and for
neutral about 1%. On the other side it is increased by 7% for aggressive and about
1% for cheerful. Overall, the performance stays the same as for the features selected
by sequential forward selection.
The much simpler approach for the feature reduction by the principal component
analysis achieves the same results as the more complex sequential forward selection.
Consequently, the effort for the complex method can not be justified. The biggest
advantage of the principal component analysis is that the feature selection is inde-
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Table 5.4: Confusion matrix of the behaviour patterns are presented for the
model GM1, when the features transformed by the principal component analysis are used. Furthermore, the recall, the precision and the f-measure are
calculated per class. The simple model GM1 is performing well for the classes
aggressive and nervous. A big gap can already be seen for the class cheerful and
another one for the class neutral. The two classes, intoxicated and tired, which
are under-represented in the training data, are still not really detected at all.
Compared to table 5.2, where the features selected by sequential forward selection are used, the precision of both classes aggressive and neutral increases and
at the same time the recall decreases. The reverse happens with cheerful and
nervous. The f-measure changes slightly for the different classes but overall the
performance is unchanged. Aggr stands for aggressive, chee represents cheerful,
into is intoxicated, nerv is the short form for nervous, neut means neutral, and
tire is abbreviation for tired. # is the total number of the segments per class.
The last three short cuts stand for recall, precision and f-measure.
truth aggr chee into nerv neut tire
aggr
chee
into
nerv
neut
tire

77
22
11
1
4
2

14
53
17
20
29
7

0
0
0
0
0
0

3
20
2
67
19
12

0
9
3
5
23
0

#

Rec

Pre

F1

0 94 81.9 65.8
0 104 51.0 37.3
0 33 0.0
0.0
0 93 72.0 54.5
0 75 30.7 57.5
2 23 8.7 100.0

73.0
43.1
0.0
62.0
40.0
16.0

pendent from the recognition process. Another benefit is that the computational
time is much lower during the feature reduction. For the recognition, the computational time is higher than for the sequential forward selection, because all features
have to be extracted every time and in a second step, these have to be transformed
to a new feature space created by the principal component analysis.
The main problem of both approaches using the simple graphical model is, that
the under-represented classes are not recognised. When the model is adapted during
the training to these under-represented classes, in a way that the distribution of the
segments per class is equal, the overall performance of the system is reduced. The
recognition of the class intoxicated and tired is getting better in this case, but the
performance of the other classes is reduced dramatically.

5.2.2

Single Stream Segmenting Graphical Model (GM2)

In figure 5.6, another model is presented, which is using a majority vote for the
classification of the whole test segment. Compared to the majority vote model
using the GM1, this model has the capability to automatically segment the test
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Figure 5.6: Structure for the training of the graphical model GM2. The
model performs automatically a segmentation of the test segments into various
sub-segments of different lengths. In a second step a majority vote is conducted
on these sub-segments and the final results are achieved for the test segment.
segments into sub-segments of various lengths. GM1 uses a window of fixed size
which is slided through the segment and classifies each of the windows separately.
The output of each classifier for each window is used as the input for the majority
vote. Unfortunately, the boundaries are predefined and therefore two classes can be
located within one window. Furthermore, no information from the previous window
is taken into account when fixed window sizes are used. All these disadvantages
are overcome with the GM2, which finds the sub-segment boundaries within one
segment automatically. Not only the segmentation is performed by the graphical
model, but at the same time the classification of each sub-segment is performed.
Once both segmentation and classification are finished, all sub-segments are used as
an input to the majority vote. The segmentation is possible, because the model has
an additional arc between two random variables C of two succeeding chunks. This
would lead to a dependence between the current class and the previous one. Since
a uniform distribution is chosen for the probabilities of the transitions between the
classes and these probabilities are not adapted during the training, the detected
class in the current chunk is independent from the previous one. This is done that
way, because an adaption to the unbalanced training data is undesired. Thus, each
class can be detected during the evaluation and the unbalanced number of available
training segments for each class does not influence the detection process.
Table 5.5 shows the performance of the more complex graphical model. Overall
it is not as good as the performance of the simple GM1 presented in table 5.2. The
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Table 5.5: The performance measures of the more complex GM2 are presented.
The feature selection is performed by the sequential forward selection and the
best sets for the visual, acoustic and audio-visual features are used during the
evaluation. The results are, compared to the simple GM1, worse. The accuracy
is decreased by more than 5% for each of the feature sets compared to the best
GM1 using the same feature sets. The gap is getting even bigger when the
principal component analysis is used for the feature reduction. All results are
measured as recognition accuracy rates.
feature

best
~ovis

best
~oac

best
best
)
, ~oac
(~ovis

ACC [%]

43.4

44.6

44.8

performance of the visual and the acoustic features is decreased by more than 5%
and is around 44% now. The multi-modal audio-visual feature set does not perform
significantly better than the acoustic one and compared to the best GM1 using the
same feature set, the accuracy goes down by more than 8%. In the case, that the
majority vote models using GM1 are compared with the GM2 the performance of
the acoustic feature sets are only slightly different. The visual feature model is up
to 4% worse than the majority vote model GM1 using the same features. While
the acoustic modality is performing nearly equally, the accuracy of the mutli-modal
majority vote GM1 achieves an accuracy of more than 52% and is about 7% better.
Thus, the model GM2 is significantly worse than the best multi-modal GM1.
As mentioned before, the biggest problem of the simple GM1 is that the underrepresented class intoxicated is not detected at all. This disadvantage is slightly
overcome by the GM2 as table 5.6 shows, but still the two under-represented classes
are detected significantly worse compared to all the four other classes. Only four
segments out of 56 are detected correctly, which is compared to GM1 a significant
improvement since the class intoxicated is not used at all during the evaluation of
GM1. The detection of intoxicated is possible at the expense to every other class.
Going more into detail of the table, shows that all recall, precision and f-measure
values, except the ones for intoxicated and tired, are worse than the comparable
values from the the multi-modal GM1. Especially the results of the class cheerful
are decreasing. The recall is nearly bisect in value and the f-measure is reduced
by 15%. With the class nervous it is similar, but all measures are decreased by
about 10%. Moreover, neutral loses about 8% and aggressive about 4% for all three
performance indicators.
While the performance of the two under-represented classes is increased by this
graphical model, the performance for the classes aggressive, cheerful, nervous and
neutral is reduced significantly. This leads to an overall performance of about 45%
for the multi-modal feature set, which is compared to the simple GM1 with an
accuracy of 52% a significant performance decrease. Thus, the higher complexity,
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Table 5.6: Confusion matrix of the behaviour patterns are presented of the
model GM2 when the audio-visual features are used. Furthermore, the recall,
the precision and the f-measure are calculated per class. While the more complex model GM2 has a good performance for the class aggressive, all the other
classes are performing significantly bad. Compared to table 5.2, where GM1
and the features selected by sequential forward selection are used, the class intoxicated is used during the classification. This leads to better recall, precision
and f-measure for this class. All other values are below the results of the simple
GM1. Aggr stands for aggressive, chee represents cheerful, into is intoxicated,
nerv is the short form for nervous, neut means neutral, and tire is abbreviation
for tired. # is the total number of the samples per class. The last three short
cuts stand for recall, precision and f-measure.
truth aggr chee into nerv neut tire
aggr
chee
into
nerv
neut
tire

84
43
18
7
15
7

1
23
7
10
15
6

1
4
1
1
0
1

1
9
1
51
16
3

5
21
6
21
27
3

#

Rec

Pre

F1

2 94 89.4 48.3 62.7
4 104 22.1 37.1 27.7
0 33 3.0 12.5 4.9
3 93 54.8 63.0 58.6
2 75 36.0 32.5 34.2
3 23 13.0 21.4 16.2

which increases the computational time and the amount of training data needed, is
undesireable. Since the performance gap to the GM1 is big, the evaluation using the
features derived by a principal componemt analysis has not been conducted, because
the improvement for GM1 is not significant.

5.2.3

Multi Stream Classifying Graphical Model (GM3)

In figure 5.7, the block diagram of the third graphical model is illustrated. The model
is similar to multi-stream models as described in [YEH+ 02, PNLM04, MHGB01].
There are two observation streams, ~o1,t and ~o2,t , within each chunk and therefore
two independent feature sets are used as an input. This is especially helpful, when
different modalities are combined for improving the classification result. Acoustic
and visual feature sets are applied during the evaluation and each of these sets
is used as an input of a single observation. The features within one observation
are depending on each other, as it is the case for all the features in the single
stream graphical model GM1. The block diagram is a short form of the more
complex implementation within GMTK. Therefore, the block qt is substituted with
the structure known from the simple GM1 with the difference that the structure
exists twice except the vertex C. This vertex is connected to both structures and
fuses the independent input streams. The production probability of graphical model
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Figure 5.7: The block diagram of the two stream graphical model GM3.
It contains the same structure as GM1, but it has two observation streams
which are statistically independent and therefore can be drawn as two separate
observation vertices.
GM3 can be easily calculated starting with figure 5.7 and yields

p(O, q|λ) = p(q1 ) · p(~o1,1 |q1 ) · p(~o2,1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

p(qt |qt−1 ) · p(~o1,t |qt ) · p(~o2,t |qt ),

(5.3)

t=2

considering the state sequence q = (q1 , . . . , qT ). By summing up equation 5.3 over
all possible state sequences q ∈ Q, the following production probability of the
observation O = ((~o1,1 , ~o2,1 ), . . . , (~o1,T , ~o2,T )) is derived:

p(O|λ) =

X
q∈Q

πq1 · p(~o1,1 |q1 ) · p(~o2,1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

aqt−1 ,qt · p(~o1,t |qt ) · p(~o2,t |qt ).

(5.4)

t=2

Each observation ~on,t with 1 ≤ n ≤ 2 is thereby a vector consisting of continuous
normalised features. Within equation 5.4, it is clearly visible that the two observation streams ~o1,t and ~o2,t are independent of each other, while features within a
single stream are depending on each other.
best
For the first observation ~o1,t , the best visual features ~ovis
derived from the sebest
quential forward selection are used. The best acoustic features set ~oac
is applied
to the second observation stream ~o2,t . This setting leads to an accuracy of 51.2%
for the best evaluated setting of parameters during the evaluation. This accuracy
is achieved by the graphical model using 20 states, ten Gaussian components for
the visual stream ~o1,t , 20 Gaussian components for the acoustic stream ~o2,t and 20
iterations for the EM training.
The confusion matrix in table 5.7 shows that the problem with the classes intoxicated and tired, which are under-represented in the data base, is not solved with
the multi-stream approach. The f-measure for these classes is zero respectively 16%.
Since the recall and the precision results change for each of the classes aggressive,
cheerful and nervous in opposite direction, the f-measure varies insignificantly to
the results from GM1 in table 5.2. Only the f-measures of the class neutral shows
a significant decrease by more than 8%, since the recall is going down by 17% and
the precision is improved by only 5%.
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Table 5.7: Confusion matrix of the behaviour patterns are presented of the
model GM3 when the best visual feature set is used in the first stream and
the best acoustic feature set as second observation. Furthermore, the recall,
the precision and the f-measure are calculated per class. The problem of the
detection of the under-represented classes is unsolved. Furthermore, the results
change only slightly compared to GM1 with the exception of the class neutral.
Aggr stands for aggressive, chee represents cheerful, into is intoxicated, nerv
is the short form for nervous, neut means neutral, and tire is abbreviation for
tired. # is the total number of the segments per class. The last three short
cuts stand for recall, precision and f-measure.
truth aggr chee into nerv neut tire
aggr
chee
into
nerv
neut
tire

80
34
10
6
14
10

11
50
14
17
20
4

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
9
3
64
21
6

1
11
6
6
20
1

#

Rec

Pre

F1

0 94 85.1 51.9
0 104 48.1 43.1
0 33 0.0
0.0
0 93 68.8 61.0
0 75 26.7 44.4
2 23 8.7 100.0

64.5
45.5
0.0
64.6
33.3
16.0

Overall the model GM3 achieves an accuracy of about 51%, which is a similar
result compared to the best model GM1 with about 52%. The main drawback of
this model is that the complexity is by far higher than for GM1, although the models
are very similar. Furthermore, it does not face the challenge of detecting the classes
intoxicated and tired.

5.2.4

Hierarchical Graphical Model (GM4)

The idea behind this graphical model is that the classification of behaviour can be
split into two separate classification processes. The suspicious classes are aggressive,
intoxicated and nervous and the neutral group consists of cheerful, neutral and
tired. The splitting into two separate decisions, is useful to improve the confusion
matrix, since many confusions are between classes which are assigned to suspicious
instead to normal behaviour classes and vice versa. For example for the best GM1
in table 5.2, it is the case for the classes aggressive and cheerful where in total 49
out of the 198 segments are mixed up. The total number of confusions between
suspicious and normal classes is 149. This means, that more than one third of all
the 422 segments are confounded between suspicious and normal behaviour. On the
other side, only 57 segments are mixed up within the same behaviour group. Thus,
a major improvement is achieved when the confusion between the two behaviour
groups is resolved. Moreover, a decision between only two classes is much easier to
perform than a decision over six classes and the confusion between those two classes
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input
CG

coarse classification

precise classification
aggressive

suspicious

normal

C

C

intoxicated

nervous

cheerful

tired
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Figure 5.8: The decision structure for the hierarchical approach to behaviour
detection. The behaviour of an observed person is assigned to the suspicious or
the normal group in the first layer. This is enough information for some scenarios and the security officer is informed. The second layer, which is depending
on the first one, splits up the classes again. Therefore, more detail about the
behaviour is available for the security personnel.

should be low.
Figure 5.8 shows the decision structure which is implemented into a graphical
model. The first important decision for most of the applications is, whether the
current behaviour of the observed person is suspicious or normal. In the case of
suspicious, an alarm can be activated and the security officer is informed about the
position of the observed person. In some applications, this information is already
enough and further information is not necessary for the security personnel. Since
more information about the ongoing situation is always a benefit for the operation
personnel, a more complex second decision is performed. This decision is depending
on the first one and the classified class is further split into three more behaviour
classes which describe the status of the observed person in more detail. Consequently,
this approach is called a hierarchical one, because two decisions are performed and
the second is depending on the first one.
In figure 5.9, the training structure for the implementation within GMTK is presented. The model has two observations like the model GM3 in figure 5.7. The main
difference compared to GM3 is, that it has two observations which are connected to
only one vertex SP and all the other vertices are existing only once. In the structure
of GM4 the two decisions are made possible by adding additional arcs and vertices.
The first decision about the behaviour group is possible within the vertex CG. The
vertex C discriminates between the three classes within each of the behaviour groups.
During the EM-training, the vertices CG and C are only depending on the vertex
F C, because the annotation contains the needed information about the behaviour
group and the behaviour class. The vertices CP , SP and ST are similar to the
simple graphical model used for GM1. For the second decision within vertex C, this
structure is copied and the vertices are renamed to CP 2, SP 2 and ST 2. Therefore,
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Figure 5.9: Structure for the training of the hierarchical model GM4. It
consists of two simple graphical models GM1 as presented in figure 5.3. These
two models are connected only by the vertex F C. The first model consists of the
vertices CG, CP , SP , ST and the observation obs. It is performing the decision
about the two behaviour groups, suspicious and normal. The second model,
starting with the vertex C, discriminates between the three behaviour classes
within the suspicious or normal behaviour group. Due to this training structure,
it is possible to train the hierarchical model in a single training process without
a further requirement of annotation or training of an intermediate layer. The
complex structure, which is needed for the implementation of the model in
GMTK, is substituted for the calculation of the production probability of the
model in the lower part. The simplification is similar to the two stream model
in section 5.2.3, since the implementation for GMTK is integrated into the
vertex qt .
the structure below the vertex CG or C is similar to GM1 with the difference that it
exists twice. The more complex implementation in GMTK does not affect the substitution of the model to the same short form as for the two stream model presented
in figure 5.7.
The production probability of the substituted GM, as illustrated in the lower
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part of figure 5.9, yields

p(O, q|λ) = p(q1 ) · p(~o1,1 |q1 ) · p(~o2,1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

p(qt |qt−1 ) · p(~o1,t |qt ) · p(~o2,t |qt ),

(5.5)

t=2

considering the state sequence q = (q1 , . . . , qT ). By summing up equation 5.5 over
all possible state sequences q ∈ Q, the following production probability of the
observation O = ((~o1,1 , ~o2,1 ), . . . , (~o1,T , ~o2,T )) is derived:

p(O|λ) =

X
q∈Q

πq1 · p(~o1,1 |q1 ) · p(~o2,1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

aqt−1 ,qt · p(~o1,t |qt ) · p(~o2,t |qt ),

(5.6)

t=2

while each observation ~on,t with 1 ≤ n ≤ 2 is a vector consisting of continuous
normalized features.
In figure 5.10, the decoding structure of the GM4 is presented. Compared to
the training structure, the vertex F C is removed and two arcs are added. The
first connects the vertex CG in two sequential chunks. The second is needed for
the dependence of the vertex C, which discriminates between the three behaviour
classes, depending on the vertex CG, that performs the decision between suspicious
or normal behaviour. Due to this arc, it is possible to implement the hierarchical
structure within a single graphical model. The rest of the model is similar to the
decoding structure of the simple graphical model GM1 presented in figure 5.4, with
the only difference that each vertex exists twice. One vertex is always assigned to
the decision about suspicious and normal behvaiour groups and the second vertex
of the same type to the decision between the three classes within one of the selected
groups.
For the evaluation of the model, the best features selected by sequential forward
selection for the acoustic, the visual and the audio-visual features, are used. Two
observation vertices are available in the model and thus the same feature set is
used for both observation streams ~o1,t and ~o2,t . Table 5.8 shows, that the two class
decision is a hard task. The base line for it is about 52%, as the number of segments
is not equally distributed between suspicious and normal behaviour. The best result
is 67.1%, which is achieved for the audio-visual features. The parameters are ten
states for the behaviour group variable CG, 20 states for the class variable C, ten
Gaussian components for the first stream ~o1,t , 20 Gaussian components for the
second stream ~o2,t and ten iterations are applied to the model for the best audiovisual feature set. The best accuracy of 63.5% for the single modality is achieved
by the acoustic feature set. The best set of parametes for the acoustic feature set
is ten states for the behaviour group variable CG, 20 states for the class variable
C, 20 Gaussian components for the first stream ~o1,t , ten Gaussian components for
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Figure 5.10: The decoding structure of the GM4. The additional arc between
CG and C makes it possible to perform the hierarchical decision about the
behaviour. The structure is similar to GM1, with the difference that all vertices
exist twice. One is for the decision about the behaviour group and the second
for the final decision about the behaviour class. The arcs are totally similar
within one of the copies of GM1.

the second stream ~o2,t and 20 iterations for the EM training. The visual features
are performing insignificantly worse. Consequently, the improvement from the base
line is about 15% for the feature sets and about 11% for both single modalities. For
the six classes decision it looks slightly different, because the acoustic set performs
worst with an accuracy of 48.8%. The visual set achieves a result of 49.3%, which
is marginally better than the acoustic ones. The performance of the audio-visual
feature set is best and achieves an accuracy of 53.1%, which is the best one when
the feature set derived by the sequential forward selection is applied. Therefore, the
accuracy is higher than the one achieved by the GM1 using the same features. It is
also better than the results of the GM1 using the feature set derived by principal
component analysis. In both cases the improvment is only marginally, since it is
below 1% absolute. When the single modality results are compared to GM1, it is
visible that the visual set performs insignificantly better and the acoustic one slightly
worse. Thus, no tendency for the use of the different feature sets is found.
The confusion matrix for the best audio-visual feature set is presented in table 5.9.
For the two class decision the the number of confusions compared to model GM3
is reduced. Instead of 149 confusions between the behaviour groups suspicious and
normal, the number is going down to 139 which is an improvement of 6.7%. This
means, that the system performs better for the two class decision as the GM3 does,
but the improvement is not as big as expected. The number of misclassifications
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Table 5.8: The performance measures of the hierarchical GM4 are presented.
Since two classifications are performed, results are listed for the two class decision suspicious versus normal and the six classes decision. The feature selection
is performed by the sequential forward selection and the best sets for the visual,
acoustic and audio-visual features are used during the evaluation. Since two
observation vertices are used, always the same features are applied to each of
the vertices. The best performance for the two class decision is achieved with
an accuracy of 67% for the audio-visual feature set. Compared to the distribution between suspicious and normal behavior it is about 15% above the base
line. For the six classes decision the model achieves a better result than the
GM1, but the improvement is only about half a percent, which is not significant.
The accuracy of 53.1% is the best one, which is achieved during this thesis by
using the feature sets derived by the sequential forward selection. All results
are measured as recognition accuracy rates.
feature
two class
six class

ACC [%]
ACC [%]

best
~ovis

best
~oac

best
best
(~ovis
, ~oac
)

62.8
49.3

63.5
48.8

67.1
53.1

of GM4 within the correct behaviour group is 59 and therefore it is increased by
two compared to GM3. When the results are compared with the confusion matrix
of GM1 it looks different. GM1 misclassifies only 136 segments between the two
behaviour groups and thus it performs better than the complex model GM4. The
small performance improvement of GM4 compared with GM1 for the six classes is
explained by 59, respectively 65 segments which are mixed up within each of the
behaviour groups. Going into detail for the six classes decision, shows that the
performance of the f-measure is improved for the classes aggressive, cheerful and
neutral compared with the GM1. Only for nervous, the score is going down by
about 7%. Furthermore, it is unchanged for intoxicated and tired, which means that
the problem of the under-represented classes is still unsolved. The improvement
of the f-measures for the classes aggressive and neutral are explained by the better
precision compared to GM1. For cheerful the recall is going up about 11% and at the
same time the precision is reduced by only 5%. Both measures, recall and precision,
are going down for the class nervous by 4%, respectively 11%.
The hierarchical model is not only evaluated with the feature sets which are
derived from the sequential forward selection, but also with the features which are
transformed by the principal component analysis. Table 5.10 shows the various
accuracies of the evaluation of the different parameter sets and different number of
features. Since the evaluation of the simple GM1 shows that the best performance is
achieved with only 20 features, only the first 30 features are tested. The accuracy is
located in a range between 49.8% and 53.3% which is compared to the simple GM1
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Table 5.9: Confusion matrix of the behaviour patterns are presented of the
model GM4 when the best audio-visual feature set is used in both observation
streams. Furthermore, the recall, the precision and the f-measure are calculated
per class. In total 139 confusions occur between the two behaviour groups suspicious and normal. Within one of these groups, 59 segments are mixed up.
Overall the performance is better than the result of GM1, but the hierarchical approach does not perform better for the separation of the two behaviour
groups. The f-measure of the classes aggressive, cheerful and neutral are improved compared to GM1. For nervous it falls and for the under-represented
classes intoxicated and tired the same results are achieved. Aggr stands for
aggressive, chee represents cheerful, into is intoxicated, nerv is the short form
for nervous, neut means neutral, and tire is abbreviation for tired. # is the
total number of the segments per class. The last three short cuts stand for
recall, precision and f-measure.
truth aggr chee into nerv neut tire
aggr
chee
into
nerv
neut
tire

82
27
5
5
10
2

8
53
20
15
20
12

0
0
0
0
0
0

1
11
2
55
13
6

3
13
6
18
32
1

#

Rec

Pre

F1

0 94 87.2 62.6
0 104 51.0 40.5
0 33 0.0
0.0
0 93 59.1 62.5
0 75 42.7 43.8
2 23 8.7 100.0

72.9
45.1
0.0
60.8
43.2
16.0

better. GM1 has achieved a range which is between 46.7% and 52.6%. Similar to
GM1, the best performance is realised when the first 20 features derived from the
principal component analysis are applied. In this case, the features are assigned to
both observation ~o1,t and ~o2,t . The parameters for the best model using the first
20 features are: one Gaussian component for the first stream ~o1,t , ten Gaussian
components for the second stream ~o2,t , 20 states for the class group variable CG, 20
states for the class variable C and ten iterations for the EM-training. The rate of
53.3% is the best accuracy, which is achieved during the evaluations on this data
base conducted throughout this thesis. The performance is insignificantly better
than the best accuracy achieved by the same model using the features derived by the
sequential forward selection. Compared to the much simpler GM1 the performance
is improved by only 0.7% and thus the enhancement is marginally.
The confusion matrix for the GM4 using the first 20 features derived by principal
component analysis is shown in table 5.11. 129 confusions between the two behaviour
groups is the lowest number of all evaluated models within this thesis. This is an improvement of 13.4% compared to GM3, which mixes 149 segments up. The accuracy
of the two class decision is equivalent to 69.4%. As 68 segments are confound within
one of the behaviour groups, the overall performance is only marginally better than
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Table 5.10: Experimental results for the graphical model GM4 using feature
sets created by applying the principal component analysis, which is described in
section 3.4.2.1. The various feature sets and parameter combinations have been
tested during the evaluation. The best model uses the following parameters:
one Gaussian components for the first stream ~o1,t , ten Gaussian components
for the second stream ~o2,t , 20 states for the class group variable CG, 20 states
for the class variable C, ten iterations for the EM-training and the first 20
features. The accuracy of 53.3% is the best, which is achivied during the
evaluations performed for this thesis. All results are measured as recognition
accuracy rates.
features

1–4

ACC [%] 50.2

1–6

1–8

50.2 49.8

1–10 1–15

1–20

1–25

1–30

51.0

53.3

52.1

51.4

52.4

for other models. The GM3 has only 57 confusions within one of the two behaviour
groups, which means that the number is increased by 16.2%. The comparison with
GM1, which also uses features derived by principal component analysis, shows that
the confusion between the groups is reduced by eight but the confusion within the
groups rises by five. Consequently, the improvements of this model compared to
the GM1, which consists of only half of the amount of vertices, is insignificant. The
duplication in the structure of the GM4 demands more training data and consumes
more time during training and evaluation. Compared to the GM1 the amount of correct classified segments is increased by only three. The f-measure rises for the class
nervous by 8% due to the fact that the recall and the precision are rising about 3%,
respectively 11%. For the classes cheerful, intoxicated, neutral and tired, the change
is below 1% and thus not significant. Therefore, the under-represented classes are
still not detected and the problem is still unsolved. Only the f-measure for the class
aggressive is reduced by 2%, as the recall and the precision is also decreased by
about 2%.

5.3

Comparison of the Results

Table 5.12 presents a summary of the number of confusions between the behaviour
groups and within one group. It also shows the number of confusions within the
correct classified groups. Moreover, it lists the number of correct classified segments
and the accuracy of those. All the numbers are taken from the best model of each
structure. For the first four columns, the audio-visual feature set is applied, which is
derived by the sequential forward selection. In the case of the last two, the principal
component analysis is used for the feature reduction. The simple GM1 achieves for
both feature reduction approaches a performance, which is only 0.7% below the more
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Table 5.11: Confusion matrix of the behaviour patterns are presented for the
model GM4 when the first 20 features, derived from the principal component
analysis, are used. Furthermore, the recall, the precision and the f-measure are
calculated per class. 129 is the lowest number, which has been achieved for
confusions between the behaviour groups during this thesis. The number of
confusions within one of the behaviour classes is 68 and therefore about 16.2%
above the best results achieved by GM3. Only the f-measure of the classes
nervous and aggressive are changed about 8%, respectively −2%. Aggr stands
for aggressive, chee represents cheerful, into is intoxicated, nerv is the short
form for nervous, neut means neutral, and tire is abbreviation for tired. # is
the total number of the segments per class. The last three short cuts stand for
recall, precision and f-measure.
truth aggr chee into nerv neut tire
aggr
chee
into
nerv
neut
tire

75
26
6
2
6
2

12
48
16
7
26
8

0
0
0
0
1
0

4
12
1
70
12
8

3
18
10
14
30
3

#

Rec

Pre

F1

0 94 79.8 64.1
0 104 46.2 41.0
0 33 0.0
0.0
0 93 75.3 65.4
0 75 40.0 38.5
2 23 8.7 100.0

71.1
43.4
0.0
70.0
39.2
16.0

complex GM4. Since the difference of these approaches is too small, the performance
is not significanly decreased compared to the models based on structure GM4. The
improvement of the principal component analysis compared to the sequential forward
selection is for both models GM1 and GM4 about 0.2% or one instance more, which
is classified correctly. Again, this is not significant but a tendency is visible since
it happens for most of the different model paramters which have been evaluated
during this evaluation. The performance of the model GM2 is nearly decreased by
8% compared to the simpler GM1. The model GM3 performs about 2% worse than
the GM4. Thus the results for the principal component analysis are not presented.
In all confusion matrices the major problem of the evaluation is shown. It is,
that the classes intoxicated and tired are not detected at all. This is due to the
fact, that only 33, respectively 23 segments are available in the whole data base of
422 segments. Therefore, the graphical models do not adapt to these two classes
during the training. In other words, the other four classes are still too general for
the behaviour detection problem and still fit too similar observations for the two
under-represented classes. Moreover, the table 5.12 points out, that the next major
problem is about the confusion between suspicious and normal behaviour groups.
In the best case 129 segments are mixed up between these two groups. These are
about 30.6% of the segements which are assigned already to the wrong behaviour
group, even if the decision is only between the two available groups. The range
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Table 5.12: The first line shows the number of confusions between the two behaviour groups suspicious and normal. In the next line the number of segments
are listed which are mixed up within one of the selected behaviour groups. The
second group points out where confusions occur within the correct classified
behaviour groups. The last two lines show the number of correct classified
segments, respectively the accuracy. All the numbers are taken from the best
model of each structure and for the two different feature reduction approaches.
The best performance is achieved by the structure GM4, using the features
derived by the principal component analysis. The same model also produces
the fewest number of confusions between the two behaviour classes, but has the
second highest number of confusions within the two groups. The model with
the fewest confusions within a group is GM3. It also achieves the lowest number of confusions in the normal group. In the normal behaviour group, both
models based on the structure GM4 perform best for the number of confusions.

GM1
confusion between groups
confusion within groups

SFS
GM2 GM3

GM4

PCA
GM1 GM4

136
65

153
80

149
57

139
59

138
62

129
68

20
45

29
51

21
36

13
46

17
45

13
55

# correct segments

221

189

216

224

222

225

accuracy

52.4

44.8

51.2

53.1

52.6

53.3

confusion in suspicious group
confusion in normal group

of confusions between both behaviour groups is located between 30.6% and 36.3%.
In the worst case more than one third of the segments are mixed up. The GM2
has with 153 confusions the worst performance. It also has the highest amount of
confusions within the two behaviour groups, with 80 segments. The lowest error
achieves the GM3 with 57 segments. Thus, the error of mixing up the classes even
when the correct behaviour group is selected, is still located in a range from 13.5%
to 19.0%. The final problem, which is visible in the table 5.12 is, that inside the
normal behaviour group many segments are misclassified. For GM4 for example, 55
out of 68 segments, which are mixed up within both behaviour groups, are from
the normal behaviour group. Consequently, 80.9% of these errors are generated
inside this group, which is also the highest ratio during this evaluation. The lowest
percentage achieves the model GM3 with 63.2%.
The whole evaluation does not take into account that occlusions or errors with
finding the faces can occur [ASHR09]. For a robust and stable system, it is very
important to handle this, because it can lead to detection errors.
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5.4

Comparison with other Approaches

In the past, other promising approaches have been evaluated on the ABC corpus and
those will be compared to the results achieved during this work. The best result in
this work is achieved by the GM4 using 20 features derived by principal component
analysis. It reaches an accuracy of 53.3%.
In [AHSR09], an accuracy of 52.6% is presented when HMMs are used. These
HMMs have been implemented with HTK [YEH+ 02]. For the features the same 81
visual features have been applied as used in this work. The description for these
features can be found in section 3.2.2. Since the gaps between the HMMs and the
best model of this work is only about 0.7% the improvement of the performance
is not significant. On the other hand, the GM4 uses only 20 features, which leads
to lower computational effort and the computational power is also reduced. Thus,
GM4 should be prefered to the HMM presented in [AHSR09]. When the HMM
is compared to GM1, it performs about 3.5% better. It looks different when the
number of used feautres are compared, since the HMM uses 81 features and the
GM1 applies only eight visual features. The simple GM1 can be seen as a HMM
implemented in GMTK and therefore the performance should be similar with the
HMMs from [AHSR09]. The performance gap has due to with the integration of
HMMs in various toolkits. It is not the first time that a mismatch between similar
models evaluated with HTK and GMTK occurs. The performance gap between
these two implemenations has been analysed for online recognition of whiteboard
notes in [SHBR09]. To sum up, graphical models are performing on a similar level
as HMMs, but use by far less features.
There are also other approaches with static classifiers as Support Vector Machines
and different modalities of features which are using the ABC corpus. In [Ars10], the
first comparable result is performed by a simple Support Vector Machine (SVM)
approach which is trained on the same visual features as used in this work (see
section 3.2.2). The accuracy of this approach is 60.1% and therefore outperforms all
the dynamic classifiers evaluated in this thesis.
Another visual feature set, which is evaluated in [SWA+ 07] is created by deformable models. These deformable models are fitted to the passengers’ faces in
order to extract the features. Since the number of extracted features is huge, a
sequential forward selection has been performed to reduce the feature space to 157
dimensions. After the reduction, a time series analysis is performed over each feature for all the available segments from the data base. The used SVMs perform
with 61.1% only marginally better as the approach with the simple global motion
features. Since the computational effort for the sequential forward selection and the
time series analysis is massive compared to the extraction of global motion features,
this approach is not the first choice.
Another visual approach which is comparable to the hierarchical graphical model
developed in this thesis, is presented in [AHSR09]. The approach classifies the 81
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global motions in two layers. The first layer decides between the two behaviour
groups suspicious and normal. Within each of these groups a second decision is
performed about three classes. The first decision results in an performance of 87.9%
which is more than 18% better than the performance of the best hierarchical GM4
presented in this work. Since only 25% of the features are used by GM4, a small
performance drop could be considered, but this big drop is too much. Thus, the
performance of the GM4 is far below the hierarchical SVM approach. The recognition rate of the hierarchical SVM approach is 74.9% and therefore outperforms
GM4 by more than 21%. Form other results of this SVM approach, which are presented in [Ars10], it is clear that the performance of the decision within the normal
behaviour group is the most difficult one.
In [SWA+ 08], an acoustic behaviour detection system is presented. This approach extracts a large set of low level audio descriptors and functionals. These
features are comparable to the features used in this work. More details about the
acoustic set can be found in section 3.1. The experiments result in an accuracy of
73.3%.
The best results for this data base is presented in [WSA+ 08]. The audio-visual
approach, which combines the work from [SWA+ 08] and [SWA+ 07], achieves an accuracy of 81.1%. This approach uses more complex facial features, as active appearance
models [BH05], and a time series analysis over all the audio-visual features.
Graphical models and HMMs are dynamic classifiers and these are by far outperformed by static classifiers as SVMs. The approaches with the hierarchical structure
improve the results of both classifier types. Probably, the best results are achieved
when an audio-visual feature set is used as an input for a multi-layer SVM classifier.

5.5

Outlook

The accuracy is so low, because one third of the segments are assigned to the wrong
behaviour group and another 15% are detected as the wrong class, even if the correct behaviour group is detected before. These are also two points, where further
research can be conducted to achieve better results. One idea would be to use different types of features, for example features derived from active appearance models. A
second is to add more semantic information and create a model which can deal with
semantic information. For the case, that more training material is available, more
complex models could be tested. A model structure, which uses audio and visual
features, both separately derived by principal component analysis as two independent observation streams for each of two hierarchical observations could be tested.
Furthermore, it would be possbile to create models, where not only two consecutive
chunks are connected, but also more different streams could be connected. A data
base could be improved to recordings from real flights with the drawback that very
few suspicious situations will occur. Moreover, an approach, which takes into ac-
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count that not in every segment the face is found by the visual feature extractor and
on the other hand not each segment audio data is available could help to improve
the performance.
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6
Automatic Video Editing in
Meetings
Various projects, such as the meeting project of the International Computer Science
Institute at Berkley (ICSI) [MBB+ 03], Computers in the Human Interaction Loop
(CHIL) [WSS04] or Augmented Multi-party Interaction (AMI) [CAB+ 06] investigate
the use of modern pattern recognition tools to increase the efficiency of meetings.
The idea arises from the problem that many people think that most meetings are
just a waste of time [HNR06] and therefore should be automatically processed, for
example for meeting browsing or remote participation. On the other hand, meetings
are often mandatory for many of us and consume large parts of our working days.
In this section, the multi-modal problem of selecting one relevant field of view from
various available cameras in a meeting room is addressed. The problem derives from
the fact that video conferences are getting more popular at the same time as it
is getting more and more common that meeting rooms are equipped with various
recording devices. This points out the two main usage scenarios of the system:
On-line video conferences [SP85] and browsing of past meetings [WFG04].
Most of the current video conference systems transmit all available visual participants’ recordings to each attendee and display all of them. The main difference
between the systems is the way these are presenting the video data. Normally,
cheap systems show different small windows on a computer monitor, while high end
systems are using multiple large screens for that purpose. These approaches are
limited to a few participants, because the video of the individual participant is getting smaller if more persons are connected. Few other systems are using the audio
channel for selecting the stream and therefore they transmit only one video to all
participants, which saves bandwidth. The main drawback of this approach is, that
interesting non-verbal gestures are left aside, because these cannot be detected from
the acoustic channel and thus cannot be recognized in small videos. This shows the
multi-modal nature of meetings, thus it can be very important to show people who
currently do not speak. In talk-shows for example, professional editors follow this
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rule and show facial reactions and gestures from other participants [Bel05].
The other scenario for automatic video editing is in the field of meeting recordings [JBE+ 03]. The capturing of meetings is very common, but an unsolved problem is how to access the recorded data in a useful way. For this purpose, meeting
browsers [WFG04, WFTW05] have been developed. The browser displays the content of the meeting, but it is still very hard to watch several video streams at the
same time. Normally, a remote attendee will miss some important visual hints,
which a participant is able to recognize if he attends to the meeting personally. This
is one of the main reasons why research in multi-modal approaches to solve problems
in meeting scenarios is performed.
For both scenarios, the problem of selecting a camera is the same: for each time
frame we need to choose one video mode which represents best what is happening
in the meeting. We refer to the different cameras, combinations of cameras, and
pictures of slides as video modes. For details about video modes and the annotation
of them see section 2.1.3.1. This mode is transmitted to the other participants in
the case of a video conference or stored for later browsing. Therefore, the problem
can be described as video editing. Video editing will help you to catch up quickly
after a missed meeting, will make it easier to attend the meeting by using small
screens, for example on a cell phone, which will reduce the required bandwidth for
mobile communications and will save storage capacities.

6.1

Related Work

The problem of automatic video editing is interesting for businesses, but only little
research has been carried out in this field so far. In [LKF+ 02], a single camera with
very high resolution captures the whole meeting and virtual cameras, which show
parts of the meeting, are created from this single video stream. A virtual camera is
finally selected, which helps to present the meeting to various remote participants.
The system can work in the range of being fully automatic to being handled manually.
In [LK03], the same group introduces a system that learns from human operators
which virtual camera should be selected. The interesting regions in the frame, which
people want to watch, are labelled by 14 persons in 22 images. By using that few
images, important gestures are missed, because these are not visible in an image and
therefore the regions have to be selected in the video. This leads to several virtual
cameras and will make the selection more difficult. The selection is performed by
using probabilities for each available virtual camera. The system is extended to more
cameras with high resolution in [LSK+ 05]. Most of the time, the region around the
presentation screen is selected as the output of the system. It is not really feasible
to create close-ups from each of the participants in the meeting, thus interesting
gestures, like shaking the head, are not visible to the remote participant. The
introduced system fulfills many well-known composition rules. In a totally different
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field, automatic camera selection is performed in [SNVF03]. A multi camera system
records an outdoor scenario for video surveillance. The criteria for selecting a camera
is depending on the quality of the detection of the person in the video stream. The
main focus of this work is to become more reliable under changing weather conditions.
In [Uch01], a user study for developing a user interface for video editing in meetings
was conducted with professional editors as subjects. The interface should support
non professional editors by the task of video editing. For home videos a system called
“Hitchcock” was described in [GBC+ 00]. This system is searching for unsuitable
frames in a single video stream, and applies standard editing rules which leads to a
segmentation of the stream. All segments are ranked and the segments with high
scores are selected for the final video. The system is not selecting different cameras,
it is summarizing the home video. Early work in the field of video editing is based
on rules. Three examples which work on the same data base are described closer
upcoming paragraphs.
In [Sum04], a rule based system is introduced for video editing in lecture halls
and meeting rooms. The system has two operation modes; one for a video conference
and the second for stored meetings which are performed in the past. The algorithm
of the system is taking into account some technical aspects of video editing, as well
as aesthetic ones. For example, the duration of showing the same camera is the most
important aesthetic aspect. From the technical point of view, it is important: Who
is speaking? How long is someone speaking? Who is moving the head or hands? All
this information is combined to a weight for each camera at each time frame and the
camera with the highest weight is selected. The system is also using virtual cameras
for creating more camera changes, if for a long time no camera change happens
since, for example, the same participant is still speaking. The main drawback of
this system is that the selected camera is highly depending on the current speaker
and important non verbals, as shaking the head or nodding, are not shown in the
edited video. Visual clues can be added easily to the system if they are available
as annotations. All the information which is used for the camera selection are
hand annotated and no automatic detectors have been created. The only available
evaluation is that various subjects have watched the created videos and have ranked
them. Therefore, no comparison to other approaches using the same data base is
possible.
In [AHHSR06], an approach to video editing for smart meeting rooms is introduced, which is based on different thresholds for different extracted features.
Therefore, different acoustic, visual, and semantic features based on time frames
are extracted from the meeting data. The influence of different feature types on the
task of automatic video editing is investigated. First tests show that frame based
video editing by a rule based system can lead to unintentional twitches. Therefore,
additional features are derived by windowing a range of subsequent frames for acoustic and visual features. For the selection of the video mode, it is tried to choose the
most relevant camera for each frame in the meeting. This is done by mapping each
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close-up camera as well as each lapel microphone to one participant. In case a monologue takes place, the close-up camera of the according person is chosen and therefore
the camera is the most relevant one. The centre camera is used if the group is in
the state of discussion, whiteboard or presentation. The selection is performed by
choosing the “most active” person, that means for the acoustic feature for example
the audio channel which is the loudest. This process is performed on frame based
data as well as on windowed data. The results of the approach are: The direct use
of acoustic and visual features is not leading to success, because of a high number
of camera changes per minute. The problem is solved by using windowed features.
On the other hand, too few camera changes occurred when semantic features are
used, since the group state only changes every minute. A second evaluation is done
by performing late fusion of the results of different features. The outcome is, that
the combination of audio and video information is required for a sufficient selection
task. In [AHHSR06], only the number of shot changes per minute and the time of
the longest shot are objective measures which give an impression about the video
quality. Furthermore, a user rating is given which expresses the significance of the
evaluated features from a user’s point of view. Therefore, a comparison of these
results with the results achieved in this work is not possible.
In [AHHM+ 07], a video editing system based on HMMs [Rab89] is introduced.
For each of the seven video modes a HHM is trained using the EM algorithm [DLR77].
The best sequence of video modes is derived by Viterbi decoding [Vit77] and of this
sequence an output video is created. The system uses low level acoustic and visual
features which are similar to the features used in this work. Various combinations
of features and many different parameter settings have been evaluated. The best
result is a frame error rate of 47.9%.
In [Len07], an approach is presented which uses an Asynchronous Hidden Markov
Model [Ben03]. It works on the same data base and the same features as used for
the system described in [AHHM+ 07] and the evaluation of this thesis is based. With
a frame error rate of 32.3% it performs by far better than all known approaches, but
still only two third of the frames are classified correctly. The system is state of the
art for the AMI database, which is the same as used in this thesis .
Graphical models are used for video editing in [AH08]. These models are capable
of automatic segmentation and classification of the seven video modes. The best
performance is achieved by a combination of acoustic and visual features with a
frame error rate of 47.7%. The data base and the features which have been used
in the work are the same as in this thesis, thus a comparison is feasible. Since the
implementation of graphical models in GMTK [BZ02] is not yet as optimised as for
HMMs in HTK [YEH+ 02], the performance can be further improved in the future
by optimising the used toolkit, especially the implementation of the EM training.
In [AHR08], a system using support vector machines [Vap95] is presented. It uses
global motion features and the person speaking features for the automatic selection
of the video modes. The work is using the same features and the same data base
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Feature extraction

Video mode selection

Cut & Mux

Figure 6.1: Block diagram of the video editing system is depicted. It shows
the seven video streams and the four audio streams which are used as an input
to the feature extraction and the cut and multiplex unit. The extracted features
are the input of the selection block which selected the most relevant video mode.
This video mode and the mixed audio stream of the participants are combined
to the final output video.
as used in this thesis. The performance of the approach using the support vector
machines is with a frame error rate of 39% better than the HMM approaches, but
worse than the Asynchronous Hidden Markov Model.

6.2

The Video Editing System

In figure 6.1, an overview of the video editing system is presented. The first step is,
that from the four audio channels and the seven video cameras various audio-visual
features are extracted. More details about the features can be found in chapter 3.
The second building block contains the classification and segmentation process which
makes a decision about when and which video mode should be shown. The final block
uses the audio and video sources and the selected video mode sequence to create
an output video. This video contains the mixed audio sources of each participant
and the most relevant video mode for each frame. The structure is similar for most
approaches described in the related work section as well as for the developed models
in this thesis. For similar approaches, the feature extraction is done by hand since
the input data is not created reliably by automatic systems.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of an output video. It contains a sequence of shots
over the time axis which are for a better illustration only presented by a single frame
for each shot. Each shot is automatically selected by the video editing system using
a combination of features described in section 3. The duration of one shot, which
always contains only a single video mode, is also found automatically by the system
during the decoding process.

6.3

Used Graphical Models

In this section different graphical models are presented which have been evaluated
during this thesis. Since for the automatic video editing a segmentation of the
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t

Figure 6.2: An example for a video sequence, which is represented by single
frames of each selected video mode. In the video each shot has a different
duration which is automatically detected.

meeting has to be performed, all models are capable of switching between video
modes and finding the time frame for the change of the video mode. In this case a
combined task of segmentation and classification has to be performed by the model.
For this evaluation the results are measured as a frame error rate (FER) and as
an action error rate (AER). The frame error rate counts all the correct selected
video modes on a frame base and divides the number by the total number of frames.
Therefore, the boundaries are very important for a low frame error rate since a
temporal offset of a boundary leads to many wrong selected frames. For the action
error rate, the correct boundaries are not as important as for the frame error rate,
because only the sequence of video modes is taken into account for it. In case
the correct sequence of video modes is selected the action error rate is zero, even
when the boundaries are misdetected. The second and simpler test is to classify the
correct video mode for all predefined segments. The boundaries of each segment
are known by the system and only the correct video mode has to be found in this
task. This can be done since the boundaries are available from the annotations for
each of the meetings which are in the data base. This evaluation is measured with
the recognition accuracy (ACC), which counts the correct classified segments and
divides them by the total number of segments in one meeting.
For all evaluations, a six or a nine fold cross validation is performed and the
average of the results over these folds are presented. Due to the available data set,
which contains always four meetings where the same four participants are attending,
six, respectively nine fold are possible without having the same persons in training
and test. All the test and training sets are person disjoint, because a participant is
not used at the same time in the test and training set. This is important for the
evaluation since only little training material is available and the system has not the
chance to adopt to participants. During the evaluation, many different combinations
of audio, visual and semantic features are tested. Furthermore, the parameters of
each model have been changed in a way that the best results are achieved.
For the next three subsections the six fold cross validation and seven video modes
are used. Each of the seven video modes represents a single camera. This data set
has a duration of only two hours. For the last subsection in this section a different
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Figure 6.3: The training structure of the graphical model GM1 is shown.
This structure makes it possible to train models with the necessary information about the correct boundaries between two video modes. An elaborate
description of all the used vertices can be found in chapter 4.
setting is used. An extra video mode, which includes images of slides to the output
video, is added and the nine fold cross validation is applied. This video mode is used
for slides which are important for the ongoing meeting. The slides are visible in the
centre camera but the text is too small to read it easily. Thus, eight video modes
are available and the data base is extended to three hours. For the evaluation of the
eight video mode setting the same graphical model structures are used as described
in the next three subsections.

6.3.1

Single Stream Segmenting Graphical Model (GM1)

The training structure of the graphical model GM1, which is a continuous single
stream model, is shown in figure 6.3. The structure is presented that way because
it is possible to implement it in the same style in GMTK. In [BB05], a model is
presented which is not capable of learning the segment boundaries, but a sequence of
different segments can be learned. The structure shown in the figure is an improved
version of this model. The three vertices F C, CC and C are necessary for the
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training, to make it possible to learn segment boundaries. In this case, the segment
boundaries are the shot changes between cameras, which are again the points of time
between two subsequent video modes. It is important for the segmentation task to
learn the segment boundaries, because during the decoding the correct boundaries
are necessary for low frame error rates. For more details about the structure see
chapter 4.
The single vertex qt contains all vertices of the model except the observation.
This is possible, since all the information of the model can be summed up to the
state of the model for a certain time frame t. The derived structure leads to the
following production probability for the model with the sequence q = (q1 , . . . , qT ) of
all states which are run through
p(O, q|λ) = p(q1 ) · p(~o1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

p(qt |qt−1 ) · p(~ot |qt ).

(6.1)

t=2

Substitution and marginalisation yields the following equation
p(O|λ) =

X
q∈Q

πq1 · p(~o1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

aqt−1 ,qt · p(~ot |qt ).

(6.2)

t=2

The marginalisation is done by summing up over all possible state sequences q ∈ Q
and the substitutions are taken from the forward-backward algorithm [Rab89]. The
input of the model is the observation sequence O = (~o1 , . . . , ~oT ).
In figure 6.4, the decoding structure of the previous training structure is shown.
These structures have been presented in [HAR09]. The main differences are that
the vertex C, which represents the video mode, is not observed anymore and the
vertices F C and CC are removed. Moreover, an additional arc between two consecutive vertices C is added. This is necessary, because the class has to be classified.
Depending on the vertex CT , which controls the change of the video mode, the arc
is either a deterministic or statistic type. This arc makes it possible, that the video
mode is taken from the last vertex, in case no class transition in vertex CT occurs,
or a new video mode is selected depending on the probability distribution of the
video modes learned during the training.
Table 6.1 points out the results of the simple graphical model GM1. The first
part of the table shows the performance of the low level features. The base line for
the frame error rate is 71.4%, if only the video mode is used which occurs most in
the annotations. Therefore, the skin blob features do not perform as well as the
base line. The major problem of the skin blob features is, that the face and the
hands are often misdetected. For example, even if a participant is not seated, the
skin colour detector finds a face in the bookshelf, because some books have a similar
colour as the skin. The shape of the detected skin blob is similar to the face and
therefore it is not possible to remove the detected blob. Furthermore, the hands
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Figure 6.4: The decoding structure of GM1 as it is used by GMTK. The arc
between two consecutive class vertices C switches between a statistic and deterministic dependence. This makes it possible to automatically detect segment
boundaries in the test data. A description of all the used vertices and arcs can
be found in chapter 4.
often overlap each other and the separation of them is not possible. This leads to
a not detected hand or that some other blobs are misdeteced as the other hand.
In the case global motion features are used, the system performs about 18% better
than the one based on skin blobs. With a performance of 61.3% these features are
about 10% below the base line, but still only one out of three frames is classified
correctly. A further improvement is achieved when acoustic features are used. The
frame error rate is going down to 50.1% and therefore every second frame is worng.
The acoustic modality is more than 21% better than the base line. The action error
rate shows that the acoustic features, used as an observation, create more changes
of the video mode. Therefore, the rate is higher than the one for the global motion
features. For the skin blob features, the action error rate is so high that the video
is not watchable because of too many changes of the video mode in a short period
of time. Sometimes in the video the changes happen so fast that it is impossible for
a person to recognise what is happening when the video is watched.
The lower part of table 6.1 shows four results for an early fusion of different
features. The best result, with an frame error rate of 45.3%, is achieved by the
combination of acoustic and global motion features. This result is about 5% better
than the best single modality model using the acoustic features. The comporatively
low action error rate in comparison to the single modality models is also important,
because too many changes of the video modes are very disturbing for the person
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Table 6.1: The evaluation of different low level and semantic features applied
to GM1 is shown here. Furthermore, combinations of low level features are presented. During the evaluation, various combinations of features and parameter
settings for the models have been tested. Only the best results are listed in
this table. The first three rows are using a single modality. The last four rows
are achieved by a feature fusion, which uses the audio and the visual modality.
AER stands for action error rate, FER means frame error rate and ACC is the
recognition accuracy rate. AER and FER are results of the combined task of
segmentation and classification. For the ACC performance, the boundaries are
known and only a classification is performed.
Model

AER

FER ACC

Audio (A)
Global Motion (GM)
Skin blob (SK)

158.7
82.4
600.3

50.1
60.1
78.6

47.6
34.5
16.8

(A&GM)
60.0
(A&SK)
66.1
(GM&SK)
65.2
(A&GM&SK) 174.4

45.3
61.3
60.3
48.7

49.3
36.2
31.0
43.7

Single
Single
Single
Single

stream
stream
stream
stream

watching the output video. A video with an action error rate of about 60% is already
watchable for a viewer, even when still many frames are misclassified. Moreover, the
combination of acoustic, global motion and skin blob features achieves a better result
as all the single modalities with a frame error rate of 48.7%. It is an improvement
of 1.4% to the acoustic features. The action error rate is also reduced to a level,
where the output video is acceptable. The fact that the combination with skin blob
features achieves good results is interessting, since the use of these features as a
single modality leads to much worse results compared to all the other features. Still
the combination of the skin blob features with all features lowers the performance,
for example in combination with the acoustic features by more than 11% compared
to the audio only model.

6.3.2

Multi Stream Segmenting Graphical Model (GM2)

In figure 6.5, the two stream graphical model GM2 is shown. The vertex qt represents the whole structure of the model, which is similar to two models GM1. Most
of the structure exists twice, only the vertex C exists once and connects both structures. The observation streams are called ~o1,t and ~o2,t . These two observations are
statistically independent and therefore different modalities can be connected. The
modalities can be differentially weighted. This is an additional parameter, which has
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Figure 6.5: The block diagram of the two stream graphical model GM2. The
two observation streams are statistically independent for each chunk. This is
important to model various modalities separately and make it possible to weight
them differently. The structure above with two independent observations is
similar to the GM1 and therefore only the block diagram is drawn.
to be adjusted and optimised during the evaluation. In equation 7.3, the production
probability for the shown model GM2 is presented.

p(O, q|λ) = p(q1 ) · p(~o1,1 |q1 ) · p(~o2,1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

p(qt |qt−1 ) · p(~o1,t |qt ) · p(~o2,t |qt )

(6.3)

t=2

with q = (q1 , . . . , qT ) as the state sequence and O = ((~o1,1 , ~o2,1 ), . . . , (~o1,T , ~o2,T )) as
the observation. It is possible to have more than two observation streams as it is
drawn in the figure. This influences the model in a way that additional streams ~on,t
are connected. This means for the calculation of the production probability that
p(~on,1 |q1 ) and p(~on,t |qt ) has to be added to equation 6.3. By marginalisation over
all possible state sequences q ∈ Q equation 6.3 yields to the following production
probability

p(O|λ) =

X
q∈Q

πq1 · p(~o1,1 |q1 ) · p(~o2,1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

aqt−1 ,qt · p(~o1,t |qt ) · p(~o2,t |qt ).

(6.4)

t=2

In equation 6.4, it is visible that the two observation streams ~o1,t and ~o2,t are independent, because the production probability is factorised for p(~on,1 |q1 ) and p(~on,t |qt )
with n = {1, 2}. The same factorisation is available for multi stream models with
n > 2 which have been used during the evaluation, too. The performance of three
stream models using low level acoustic and visual features is bad, that is why no
results are presented here.
The results of the multi stream model GM2 are shown in table 6.2. Since only
two stream models outperform the best single stream models, only those are listed.
The combination of acoustic features for the first stream and global motion features
for the second performs with a frame error rate of 44.6% better than the best single
stream model GM1 with a rate of 45.3%. This is an improvement of 0.7%, which
is significant but the viewer is not able to recognise the difference of the output
video, since the changes mostly concern the boundaries of video mode changes. The
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Table 6.2: The table shows two results of the best audio-visual feature combinations using GM2. Various other combinations and parameter settings have
been evaluated, but the results are not better than the single stream models.
The first model uses 20 states per class and the second five. The feature combinations contain acoustic (A), global motion (GM) and skin blob features (SK).
AER stands for action error rate, FER means frame error rate and ACC is the
recognition accuracy rate. AER and FER are results of the combined task of
segmentation and classification. For the ACC performance, the boundaries are
known and only a classification is performed.
Model

AER FER ACC

Two streams (A/GM)
Two streams (A/SK)

60.8
64.8

44.6
57.1

52.9
38.7

slightly higher action error rate does not really influence the quality of the output
video. The second result is achieved for the combination of acoustic and skin blob
features. The frame error rate and the action error rate are improved by 4.2%,
respectively by 1.3% compared to the same features used in the single stream model
GM1.

6.3.3

Two Layer Graphical Model (GM3)

In figure 6.6, the block diagram of the third graphical model is presented. This
model has the capability to combine both semantic information and low level features
during the detection process. The low level acoustic and visual features are described
in section 3.1, respectively in section 3.2. Semantic information comes from group
and person actions, person movements and slide changes. All this information can
be derived by automatic systems, which have been developed in the last couple of
years. In [Rei08], the group actions are recognised by using Markov random fields.
Moreover, an approach applying graphical models is found in [AHDGP+ 06] and both
approaches are working on the same meeting data from the M4 corpus [Ren02a,
Ren02b]. It would be feasible to transfer both approaches to the meeting corpus
used in this thesis. An HMM based approach for the recognition of person actions is
described in [AHHSR06]. During this thesis some tests have been conducted in the
field of person movement recognition. HMMs have been used for the classification
of the movements of the four participants in the smart meeting room. Slide changes
are detected by an easy approach which was also developed during this thesis. More
details about this can be found in [Zak07].
Most of these approaches can be implemented in GMTK, therefore the whole
model can be represented in a more complex GMTK implementation. Due to following reasons, the complex structure is not presented in this thesis and for the proof
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Figure 6.6: The block diagram of the two layer graphical model GM3 is
shown. It combines semantic informations and low level descriptors within a
single graphical model. The first layer detects various semantic informations
and these results are used as additional inputs for the second layer, which uses
the low level descriptors, too. The semantic informations are: group and person
actions, person movements and slide changes. For example, the group action
is derived by graphical models in [AHDGP+ 06] or by Markov Random Fields
in [Rei08]. Thus, the structure of the first layer can be represented in GMTK.
Moreover, an implementation of the complete structure is feasible in GMTK,
but the combined training of the whole model would not work, due to the huge
number of dependencies and random variables. The second layer contains the
same structure as GM1 or GM2.
of concept of the two layer model the hand made annotations are used:
• The training of the whole model is probably not feasible due to the huge
number of dependencies and random variables.
• The amount of training data of the semantic information and of the video
editing is not sufficient for the training of a discriminative model of these
complex structures.
• The training would last several days for each of the evaluations.
• The structure of the models has to be changed for each test as various combinations of semantic information have to be evaluated.
• The results of the recognitions systems for the semantic information is good,
but there is much space for improvement.
• An evaluation and comparison of the models detecting the semantic information is impossible, because of the multi-layer structure.
The second layer can be of the similar structure as model GM1 or GM2. During this thesis, various combinations of semantic and low level features and model
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Table 6.3: The results of the evaluation with the additional semantic information are shown. The first two parts use no additional low level features for
the classification of the video mode. The third part uses acoustic features as
low level descriptors. As additional semantic features in combination with the
acoustic feature have been used: person speaking (PS), person actions (PA)
and group actions (GA). AER stands for action error rate, FER means frame
error rate and ACC is the recognition accuracy rate. AER and FER are results of the combined task of segmentation and classification. For the ACC
performance, the boundaries are known and only a classification is performed.
Model

AER FER ACC

Group Actions (GA)
Person Actions (PA)
Person Speaking (PS)

84.8
72.2
62.2

61.0
62.8
51.5

26.2
28.2
48.3

PA&PS
GA&PA&PS

58.3
58.3

40.6
39.6

53.3
54.8

Two
Two
Two
Two

63.1
60.2
56.6
56.2

49.2
42.5
39.0
38.1

48.3
51.5
53.6
53.9

layer
layer
layer
layer

(GA)
(PA)
(PS&PA)
(GA&PA&PS)

structures for the second layer have been evaluated. The best results of these combinations are presented in table 6.3. In the upper two parts, results are presented
which are using only semantic information. When only the group actions, which are
only a one dimensional feature vector, are used as an input for the model, the frame
error rate is 61% and thus it is already about 10% better than the base line. The
base line of 71.4% is achieved when only the video mode is selected, which is selected
mostly by the human annotators during the annoation of the meeting corpus. The
four dimensional person actions are performing with a frame error rate of 62.8%
and about 9% better than the base line. The best performing semantic information
is to know who is speaking, which tells a four dimensional person speaking feature
vector. The frame error rate is 51.5% and consequently still every second frame is
misclassified. As all of these semantic features stay very stable over time and only
changes happen when something important occurs in the meeting, the action error
rate is between 62% and 84%. This is compared, for example, to the acoustic features already a good result. When these results are compared with the best single
modality model of GM1, there is a gap of 1% to the acoustic, which achieves a
performance of 50.1%. The main difference is that GM1 uses 156 features compared
to 4 features used by GM3 and that the action error rate is reduced by nearly 100%
absolute or by 60% relative compared to GM1.
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The second part in table 6.3 shows selected results of the combination of the
semantic features. The first combination of person actions and person speaking
achieves a frame error rate of 40.6% and outperforms the base line and the best multimodal model GM2 by more than 30%, respectively by 4%. A further improvement
is achieved by adding group action features to the combination of person actions
and person speaking. This combination performs at a frame error rate of 39.6% and
an action error rate of 58.3%. It is also the best model of all evaulations for the
classification task with a recognition accuracy of 54.8%.
The results of the two layer model are presented in the last part of table 6.3. For
all these models, the acoustic features are used as additional low level descriptors.
By adding the group action to the acoustic features, the improvement of the frame
error rate is below 1% but the action error rate is about 63% and therefore reduced
by nearly 100% absolute or by 60% relative compared to GM1 using the acoustic
features. The person actions performs about 9% better for the frame error rate and
the action error rate is about 60%. The performance is further improved by using
more than a single semantic information. The combination of person actions and
person speaking has a frame error rate of 39% and the combination of group actions,
person actions and person speaking performs with 38.1% best. The action error
rate is for both combinations about 56% and respectivley the recognition accuracy
is about 54%. This is the lowest frame error rate which is achieved by any approach
using graphical models or HMMs and those are presented in [HASR09]. Only the
approach using an Asynchronous Hidden Markov Model presented in [Len07] works
better with a rate of 32.3%.

6.3.4

Video Editing with Eight Video Modes

The difference to the previous subsections is that, instead of seven eight video modes
have to be detected. The additional video mode is used for the integration of presentation slides to the output video. This video mode is especially used when a foil
is changed during a presentation. The image of the slide is important, because in
the centre view details located on the slide are not readable in the created output
video. For the evaluation the same graphical models GM1 to GM3 are used. The
only difference is, that the vertices have a higher dimension since an additional video
mode has to be detected.
In table 6.4, the results of the evaluation for the eight video modes are presented.
The audio features applied to GM1 perform with a frame error rate of 51.8% even
better than the combinations of audio and global-motion features, with a rate of
53.1%. The global-motion features only perform with a rate of 57.0%, about 5%
worse than the acoustic features. The same model using all available semantic
information reaches a frame error rate about 7% better than the audio features.
The best structure using only low level features is GM2 with a performance of
42.7%. The same performance is achieved by a setting using audio features with
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Table 6.4: Instead of seven video modes as for GM1 to GM3, here are results
presented for the more complex setting with eight video modes. The eighth
video mode is used when a slide change happens and it is important to show
the information of the slide. All the model structures GM1 to GM3 and various
combinations of features and settings have been tested. The best results are
listed here. As additional semantic features in combination with the acoustic
feature and/or the global motion features have been used: person speaking (PS),
person actions (PA), group actions (GA) and slide changes (SC). AER stands
for action error rate, FER means frame error rate and ACC is the recognition
accuracy rate. AER and FER are results of the combined task of segmentation
and classification. For the ACC performance, the boundaries are known and
only a classification is performed.
Model Features

AER FER ACC

GM1
GM1
GM1
GM1

Audio (A)
Global-Motions (GM)
A & GM
GA&PA&PS&SC

64.4
62.6
61.3
62.1

51.8
57.0
53.1
44.4

45.2
37.6
40.6
48.0

GM2

A/GM

59.6

42.7

49.6

GM3
GM3
GM3

A&GA&PA&PS
A/GM/GA&PA&PS
A/PA&PS&SC

60.4
59.4
60.1

42.7
43.8
42.5

48.8
49.2
48.7

semantic information as input for GM3. When additionally to these features, the
global-motion features are added, the frame error rate rises about 1%. In both cases,
the slide change features are not used. The best feature combination which achieves
a rate 42.5% is: acoustic features as low level descriptors and person action, person
speaking and slide changes as semantic featuers. The result is only 0.2% better than
two other models, especially as one of these is not using any semantic information
at all. The action error rate of all the presented models is between 59% and 64%
and thus the output video quality is acceptable for the viewer.

6.4

Comparison of the Results

For the seven video modes setting, the results show that semantic information leads
to an improvement of about 6% when the frame error rates are compared. The best
model using semantic information achieves a rate of 38.1%. It is the two layer model
using audio features and all semanctic features. In the case semantic information,
group actions, person actions and person speaking, are used alone the rate is 39.6%.
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Consequently, an improvement of 5% to the low level descriptors is achieved. The
action error rate of all these models is about 58%. The combination of acoustic
and global-motion features by the two stream model GM2 is the best setting using
only low level descriptors. The frame error rate of this model is 44.6%. When low
level descriptor models are compared, it is observable that the more complex multistream model GM2 outperforms the simple single stream model GM1. The model
GM2 improves the performance by 0.7% when the feature combination acoustic and
global-motions is used. For the acoustic and skin blob features the improvement is
about 4%.
When the results achieved in this thesis are compared with other approaches, it
becomes clear that some improvements have been achieved. The performance of the
best multi-modal low level feature model using a HMM is reported with 47.7% and
thus the frame error rate is reduced by more than 3% in this work. In the case,
semantic information is added to a similar model the performance can be improved
by 9.6% absolute. The achieved frame error rate is 38.1%. This result is comparable
to the support vector machine approach also using semantic information about who
is speaking. The performance of this approach is 39%. The best results achieved by
an Asynchronous Hidden Markov Model is 32.3%. The gap to this model has been
reduced from 15.4% to 5.8% by using similar graphical models.
The performance of the eight video modes setting is nearly as good as for the
seven video mode settings. The best performance is achieved by model GM3 using
acoustic features and the semantic information of person action, person speaking
and slide changes. The frame error rate is 42.5% and is only 4.4% worse than the
best model GM3 for the seven video mode settings.

6.5

Outlook

The best approach using an Asynchronous Hidden Markov Model has still a frame
error rate of 32.3%, which means that one third of the frames are misclassified. The
relatively high number points out, that in one third of the meeting the wrong camera
is shown, but still the output video is watchable. Watchable, means that human
viewers are not disturbed by watching the video and get a good, but not the best,
impression what is going on in the recorded meeting. This is shown by a user study
conducted during a lab course. The user study with 60 subjects shows that the
viewers like the video and they do not recognise a difference between the annotated
video and the automatically created one. Moreover, the frame error rate and the
action error rate are very high, even the video is watchable and contains all information from the subjects’ point of view. Due to this reasons, a new measurement for
the quality of the output video is necessary.
One third of misclassified frames leaves a lot of space for improvement. The
main problem of all the approaches is finding the correct boundaries in between two
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video modes. Different features, for example slide changes, have the capability to
segment the meeting into meaningful boundaries. This should help to segment the
output video and thus the quality of it can be improved. Further research can be
conducted in the field of different types of fusion. An integration of different feature
modalities and types into a model structure which deals with different time scales
of these inputs should also lead to an improvement.
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Activity Detection in Meetings
In every face-to-face meeting – even if the participants do not know each other
at the beginning – an order of dominance is established after a short period of
time [RM79, LO81]. An important aspect of dominance is the ability to influence
other participants and thus it stands in an close relation to power and prestige.
Dominance is very important in group meetings since decisions have to be made or
solutions have to be found. According to [Wig79], dominance is one of the most
important dimension in social interaction.
However, not only a dominance level will be found in the meeting, also the
activity of the different participants is observable [Sha71]. This dimension includes
more physical action than social interaction and it indicates the level of attention
of the participants to the ongoing meeting. These social signals are connected to
each other, for example if one participant is talking more than others, this one will
be recognized as more active and furthermore as more dominant than the other
participants [BC79]. Still, it is possible that a person who is not talking at all has a
high level of dominance, because he is shaking the head for a short moment in the
ongoing discussion and so his level of activity will be low.
Not only an order of dominance and activity level, but also a hierarchical ranking
is observable in a face-to-face meeting [FO70]. One of the most important factors
which influences the rank is that high quality contributions are normally assigned
to participants who rank high. Therefore, a person, even with a low hierarchical
position inside the company, can get a high ranking during the meeting if his contributions are of high quality. Furthermore, it is also highly correlated with the role
each participant has in the group or in the company, for example a manager will
have one of the highest ranks at least at the beginning.
The system, described in this chapter, is developed to automatically detect a
combination of these three factors during a meeting for each of the participants
separately, since a close relation between the dominance, the activity and the hierarchical rank is given. It helps the moderator of the meeting to react for example if
a participant talks too much or one is getting too dominant compared to the others.
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On the other hand, it can be used as a coaching system for group moderators or
team leaders who often will be in charge of a meeting.

7.1

Related Work

Previous work on dominance detection used more high level features such as speech
transcriptions. The main problem with these approaches, is the high latency and the
high real-time factor1 , due to the fact that an automatic speech recognition system
is needed to create the transcriptions first. Moreover, it is necessary to have the
speakers separated correctly, since interruptions are very important for the order of
dominance. In [BCCP01], the approach uses a DBN, which models the interaction
between two players for the classification and is performed on features such as person
motion energy, speech energy, voicing state, and the number of speaker turns. Thus,
the approach does not explicitly model the interaction of the group.
The second, an unsupervised approach, uses a model named Influence Diffusion
Model and is described in [OMI02]. It counts the terms which are reused by the
current speaker from the previous one. From these numbers, a ranking of influence is
created where the highest number shows the most influential speaker. This approach
uses only a single feature, which is derived from the speech transcriptions.
In [ZGPBR05], a third approach is described, which combines the behaviour
detection of the persons and the group in a single model. This unsupervised model
is named “The team-player influence model” and is a two layer DBN. In the first
layer is the players level and the second represents the team level. The number
of speaker turns, the number of topic turns, and the speaking length are the used
features. The structure of the model is shown in figure 7.1. Part (a) presents the
Markov Model of player i with the observations for each time. In (b), it is visible
that the state of each player is depending on the team state and the player’s state,
both from the previous time slot. The players do not directly influence each other,
but the influence is possible via the team state. The team state is only depending
on current states of each player. The influence of the players on the team state is
learned from training data and this is represented by the distribution assigned to
the variable Q in part (c) of figure 7.1. Therefore, the variable Q estimated the
influence of the players on the team. This approach is applied to 30 five minute
meetings. Three annotators were asked to assign the level of dominance to each of
the four participants in a way that for each meeting one single dominance level is
assigned to one participant.
The fourth approach, which is based on the results of the three listed above is
described in [RH05]. The number of features which are used is increased to twelve.
The features are the speaking time, the number of turns in a meeting, the number
1

This systems can not be used for a online scenario during the meeting, as the processing of
the results consumes multiple of the duration of the meeting.
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Figure 7.1: The team-player influence model taken from [ZGPBR05]. (a)
Markov Model for individual player. (b) Two-level influence model (for simplicity, the observation variables of individual Markov chains and the switching
parent variable Q are omitted). (c) Switching parents. Q is called a switching
parent of S G , and S 1 . . . S N are conditional parents of S G . When Q = i, S i is
the only parent of S G .
of words spoken in the whole meeting, the number of successful interruptions, the
number of times interrupted, the ratio between the number of interrupts, the number
of times the person grabbed the floor, the number of questions asked, the number
of times addressed, the number of times privately addressed, the person’s influence
diffusion and the normalised person’s influence diffusion. These features are derived
by hand or by script which processed the speech transcriptions of the meeting. The
annotation for the meeting data used in [RH05] is created by ten annotators who
have selected for each of the four participants in half of the meetings a dominance
rank between one and four. Each rank has to be assigned once. For the evaluation,
various types of static classifiers, as Naive Bayes or SVM, are used.

7.2

The Activity Detection System

In this work, a system is described which can detect the dominance/activity of the
participants in meetings from low level features. This system uses video- and audiodata from cameras and microphones, which are available for remote participants of a
meeting as well as for people located in a smart meeting room. Thus, the system can
be used during meetings, for video conferencing or processing recorded meetings.
Low level acoustic and visual features, as described in section 3.1 and section 3.2,
are extracted from the audio and video streams which are captured in a meeting
room. These low level features and various combinations of them are used as input
for the different detection systems. Furthermore, semantic features are added to
the system, which are described in section 3.3. Consequently, the system uses no
speech transcriptions and has latency of a single frame, in this case only the low
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level features are used. The semantic features can not be derived in real time and
some of these have a high latency. Since the low level feature extractors perform in
real time and the detection system can be run in an online mode, the whole activity
detection system is real time capable.
The system detects five different classes of activity and dominance for each of the
four participants separately. One class represents the state when a participant makes
a decision during the meeting. The other four classes describe the participant’s
activity from not active to most active. It is possible, that the same class is assigned
to several participants at the same time and thus a ranking of the participants is
not always unambiguous.

7.3

Used Graphical Models

In this section all the developed structures of the graphical models, which have been
evaluated for the activity detection, are presented. During the evaluation, various
combinations of features are used as input to three different model structures. For
more details about each of the vertices and the arcs see chapter 4, which gives a
short introduction to graphical models and the implementation structure of GMTK.
The experiments in this work consist of two separate tasks. For the first one,
the boundaries of each segment are known and therefore only a classification is
performed. Those results are shown in the tables as recognition accuracy rate (ACC)
and the rate is equal to the number of correctly classified segments divided by the
total number of segments. The second experiment is the real task of the system,
because the boundaries and the labels have to be detected automatically. For this
task the action error rate (AER) and the frame error rate (FER) are used. AER
gives an impression of the sequence of the labels, but does not take into account
the right boundaries. The FER describes the number of correctly detected frames
divided by the total length of the meeting, thus it is an adequate measure for the
real task. For all evaluations, a nine fold cross validation with person disjoint test
and training sets is performed. Low rates of FER and AER and in the case of ACC
higher ones are better.

7.3.1

Single Stream Segmenting Graphical Model (GM1)

In Figure 7.2, the training structure of the continuous single stream graphical model
GM1 is depicted. It has the capability to learn the segment boundaries and thus
during the decoding process an automatic segmentation is possible. For the training
of the model, the EM algorithm [DLR77] is used and during the decoding the Viterbi
algorithm [Vit77] is applied to the unknown test data.
All vertices except the observation can be summed up to a single vertex qt . This
vertex represents the state of the model for a certain time frame t. The derived
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Figure 7.2: The continuous single stream graphical model GM1 is used in this
thesis for the segmentation of the meeting and the classification of five labels of
activity and decision making. Therefore, five classes have to be trained by the
EM algorithm. The figure shows the training structure as it is implemented in
GMTK for the training of the model. This structure trains in a single process
both the segmentation and classification. An elaborate description of all the
used vertices can be found in chapter 4.
structure leads to the following production probability for the model
p(O, q|λ) = p(q1 ) · p(~o1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

p(qt |qt−1 ) · p(~ot |qt ),

(7.1)

t=2

considering the sequence q = (q1 , . . . , qT ) of all states which are run through. When
the substitutions, known from the forward-backward algorithm for HMMs, and the
marginalization, by summing up over all possible state sequences q ∈ Q, are applied
to the equation 7.1 the following equation is derived:
p(O|λ) =

X
q∈Q

πq1 · p(~o1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

aqt−1 ,qt · p(~ot |qt ).

(7.2)

t=2
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Figure 7.3: The decoding structure of GM1 as implemented in GMTK. An arc,
which changes between a statistic or deterministic dependence, connects two
consecutive class vertices C. This is necessary for the automatic segmentation
during the Viterbi decoding. A description of all the used vertices and arcs can
be found in chapter 4.
O = (~o1 , . . . , ~oT ) is the observation sequence, which is used as an input for the model.
This shows that the model is similar to a HMM, known from [Rab89].
Figure 7.3 shows the decoding structure to the previously described training
structure of this model. Since the model can automatically segment the test data
via the Viterbi algorithm, an arc which changes the type between statistic and deterministic is used in between two consecutive class vertices C. This is necessary,
because in the case of a class transition, the new class C is depending on the probability distribution of classes learned during the training. Otherwise, the class is
copied from the last chunk, which is represented by the deterministic arc.
Table 7.1 presents the evaluation of the single stream model with various combinations of modalities. Moreover, it lists the number of features which have been
used for the evaluation of the models. The first three rows contain the results for
single modality models. Each of these modalities perform best in case 20 states are
reserved in the models for each class. The best result is achieved by the acoustic
modality with a frame error rate of 47.7%. This means, that nearly every second
frame is misclassified during the segmentation process. The base line of 62.8%, when
only the most usual class is selected, is outperformed by 15%. The performance of
the visual features is very weak, as only one third of the frames are classified correctely. The performances for the classification task are about 29% for skin blob
features and about 37% for the global motions. This means that global motion fea-
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Table 7.1: Evaluation of different single stream modalities and combinations
of these. Various numbers of states per class have been tested and the best
results are presented. The fusion models are combinations of acoustic (A),
global motion (GM) and skin blob features (SK). The third column shows the
number of features which are used to achieve the listed results. AER stands
for action error rate, FER means frame error rate and ACC is the recognition
accuracy rate. AER and FER are results of the combined task of segmentation
and classification. For the ACC performance, the boundaries are known and
only a classification is performed.
Model

# states

# features

AER FER ACC

Audio (A)
Global Motion (GM)
Skin blob (SK)

20
20
20

39
7
15

47.2
64.4
66.6

47.7
63.7
71.3

54.9
36.6
28.6

Single stream (A&GM)
Single stream (GM&SK)

15
20

46
22

48.4
63.2

48.6
63.2

51.8
36.2

tures are performing as well as the base line. The skin blob features do not achieve
the base line, due to the fact that the skin colour detector is misled by objects which
have a skin-like colour and are placed behind the participants in the bookshelves.
This means for example a head is detected above the empty participant’s seat while
the participant is giving a talk in front of the presentation screen. Therefore, a
lot of misleading information is derived by the skin colour detector which leads to
very bad results when the skin blob features are used. The acoustic features also
perform best during the simple classification task with an accuracy of 55%. For the
classification, the acoustic features are about 18% above the base line and for the
combined process about 10%.
Results of the single stream feature fusion are listed in the lower part of table 7.1.
The fusion of global motion and skin blob features achieves the same performance
as the model using the global motions only. The improvement of the results is only
about 1% for the combined task and therefore it is not worth to use more features.
For the classification task, the performance is reduced slightely. This fusion model
uses also 20 states per class as the single modality models. The fusion of acoustic
features with global motion features reduces the performace of the combined task by
less than 1% compared to the model using the audio modality only. The accuracy
for the classification process is reduced by more than 3%. 15 states per class achieve
the best result for the single stream feature fusion.
The combination of different modalities does not lead to an improvement of the
performance when a feature fusion is performed by using this model. This model
handles all features which are applied to the input in the same way. In the next
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Figure 7.4: The block diagram of the two stream graphical model GM2. It
contains the same structure as GM1 twice but it has two observation streams
which are statistically independent and therefore can be drawn as two separate
observation vertices.
section a more complex approach to feature fusion is described, which is capable of
dealing with different weights for different feature types.

7.3.2

Multi Stream Segmenting Graphical Model (GM2)

In figure 7.4, the block diagram for a two stream graphical model is depicted. Compared to GM1 it has two observation vertices and consequently two statistically independent data streams can be connected to the model. The features inside one stream
are depending on each other, similar to the GM1. These two observation streams are
called ~o1,t and ~o2,t and contain a vector consisting of continuous normalised features.
The block diagram leads to the production probability in equation 7.3 with the state
sequence q = (q1 , . . . , qT ).

p(O, q|λ) = p(q1 ) · p(~o1,1 |q1 ) · p(~o2,1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

p(qt |qt−1 ) · p(~o1,t |qt ) · p(~o2,t |qt )

(7.3)

t=2

Summing up equation 7.3 over all possible state sequences q ∈ Q, yields the following
production probability of the observation O = ((~o1,1 , ~o2,1 ), . . . , (~o1,T , ~o2,T ))

p(O|λ) =

X
q∈Q

πq1 · p(~o1,1 |q1 ) · p(~o2,1 |q1 ) ·

T
Y

aqt−1 ,qt · p(~o1,t |qt ) · p(~o2,t |qt ).

(7.4)

t=2

The independence between the two observation streams ~o1,t and ~o2,t is visible in
equation 7.4. Different modalities are usually used as inputs of these observation
vertices to achieve better results. In this evaluation, audio and visual features are
applied to the observation inputs.
In table 7.2, the results for the multi stream model GM2 are listed. The combination of acoustic and the global motion features achieves the best results with an
frame error rate of 55.8% and an accuracy of 49.2%. Therefore, the frame error rate
is about 7% lower than the base line when only the most usual class is selected. This
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Table 7.2: Evaluation of different multi stream models with various modality
combinations. The feature combinations contain acoustic (A), global motion
(GM) and skin blob features (SK). The third column shows the number of
features which are used to achieve the listed results and the split of the features
to the two observation streams. AER stands for action error rate, FER means
frame error rate and ACC is the recognition accuracy rate. AER and FER are
results of the combined task of segmentation and classification. For the ACC
performance, the boundaries are known and only a classification is performed.
Model
Multi stream (A/GM)
Multi stream (A/GM&SK)
Multi stream (GM/SK)

# states

# features

15
15
20

10(3/7)
25(3/22)
22(7/15)

AER FER ACC
63.6
60.7
60.7

55.8
57.6
60.1

49.2
44.1
40.5

model uses 15 states per class and ten features in total. In the case skin blob features are additonally used, the performance goes down by 2%, respectively 5%. For
a multi stream model only using visual features the frame error rate is reduced by
4% compared to the best multi stream model. The accuracy is degraded by nearly
9%. The skin blob features do not lead to an improvement. When the best model is
compared to GM1, it is visible that the simpler GM1 outperforms the mutli stream
model. The acoustic features used in GM1 achieve an accuracy which is nearly 6%
higher than the GM2 using acoustic and visual features. The same feature combination achieves for the GM1 an accuracy which is about 3% better. The frame error
rate is for the acoustic GM1 about 8% lower and for the multi-modal GM1 about
7% lower. Since the results for two streams are already below the results of the
best single stream models, the possibility to expand the model to more independent
streams, is not conducted.

7.3.3

Two Layer Multi Stream Graphical Model (GM3)

In figure 7.5, a block diagram of the third model, which has been evaluated in this
thesis, is shown. It uses not only low level descriptors, as acoustic or global motion
features, but also semantic information. These semantic information are described
in section 3.3 and contain information about person movement, what the person
is doing or the group action. All this information can be derived by automatic
systems which have been developed in the last couple of years. For example, a
group action recognition system using Markov random fields can be found in [Rei08].
Another approach based on graphical models is described in [AHDGP+ 06]. The
person actions are recognised by an approach using HMMs in [AHHSR06]. For the
movement classification, an HMM based system has been developed. A combined
structure of most approaches can be implemented in GMTK, but the training of the
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Figure 7.5: The block diagram of the two layer graphical model GM3. The
first layer contains various different approaches for the detection of semantic
information and therefore not the whole GMTK implementation is presented.
For example, the group action is derived by graphical models in [AHDGP+ 06]
or by Markov Random Fields in [Rei08]. An implementation of the structure
is feasible in GMTK, but the combined training of the whole model would not
work, due to the huge number of dependencies and random variables. The
second layer contains the same structure as GM1.
model would not work since the number of dependencies and random variables in the
whole model is huge and not enough training data is available. All of these systems
are not working yet in real time. Furthermore, the recognition performance of these
systems is good but for a proof of concept not good enough. Due to these facts,
ground truth data of the semantic information have been created by annotators and
are used for the evaluation of the two layer model.
Table 7.3 shows the results of the evaluation. Since the best results of GM1
are achieved by using 39 acoustic features, the same acoustic features are used as
low level descriptors for the second layer of the GM3. All of the listed models
use 20 states per class. All the results of the two layer model are about the same
level. There is no difference between the three used semantic features, movement,
person action or group action. The frame error rates of the different models are in
a range between 64.2% and 65.4%. This means the base line, which means only the
most frequent class is selected, is reached, but there is no improvement. Therefore,
they are about 17% higher than for GM1 using the acoustic features. Moreover,
the accuracy is about 34% for each combination of semantic and acoustic features
and thus about 20% below the accuracy of the best GM1 setting. Other low level
descriptors have been tested too, but the results have been even worse.

7.4

Comparison of the Results

The visual features are performing weakest for all evaluated models. GM1 achieves
the best results with a frame error rate of 47.7% if only the acoustic features are
used. A comparable result is achieved in case, global motion features are added
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Table 7.3: Evaluation of different modality combinations and the two layer
graphical model. The two layer models always perform best in the case of 20
states per class. Additional semantic features in combination with the acoustic
feature have been used: movement (M), person actions (P) and group actions
(G). The third column shows the number of features which are used to achieve
the listed results. AER stands for action error rate, FER means frame error
rate and ACC is the recognition accuracy rate. AER and FER are results of the
combined task of segmentation and classification. For the ACC performance,
the boundaries are known and only a classification is performed.
Model
Two
Two
Two
Two

layer
layer
layer
layer

(M)
(P)
(G&M)
(G&P)

# states

# features

20
20
20
20

40
40
41
41

AER FER ACC
87.5
87.7
87.5
87.7

64.2
65.4
64.3
65.3

34.2
34.0
34.3
34.0

to the single stream containing the acoustic ones. Various combinations of multi
stream approaches using GM2 perform at least 8% worse than the single stream
model GM1. Only GM1 and GM2 are performing significantly better than the base
line with an improvement of 15%, respectively 7%. The use of semantic information
does not improve the results at all. The best GM3 achieves a nearly 20% higher frame
error rate. The results are presented in [HR09]. This stands in conflict with results
presented in [HASR09], where semantic information improves the performance of a
video editing system for meetings using the same data base.

7.5

Outlook

Results in [Rie07, Zha06] show that a static classifier achieves a performance of 70.6%
compared to a dynamic classifier with 54.4%. The evaluations of these approaches
have been performed on the same data base and similar features, but the best models
are not using the same features. Since the static classifier outperforms the dynamic
one, an evaluation of various static classifieres would be interesting on the data base
used in this thesis.
Furthermore, the features derived from speech transcripts can be used as additional input for the system. This should lead to a better performance, since context
information of the ongoing meeting is important, especially for the decision level.
Another thing, which can be considered to accomplish in the future, is that the
annotation is done in a different way. The problem of the current annotation is that
the segments are defined for the whole group and not for each of the participants
separately. This is especially a problem, when in the middle of a defined segment
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a person stops speaking and another participant starts speaking. The annotation
would get more precise and this is good for the training of the classifiers. It would
lead to better results for the classification process, but the segmentation and classification task would get more difficult because several boundaries for each participant
have to be found.
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Multi-modal Interest Detection
For the communication between people, many different techniques are used for the
interaction. Various different techniques are commonly used when people communicate and interact with each other. Not only spoken words, even gaze, facial expressions, gestures and intonation of speech are essential for the human communication
and interaction. For a natural dialogue between a machine and a human subject it
is important to take all these interaction skills into account. A machine has to understand the natural way of human communication, in order to provide interaction
that is close to human to human dialogue [AC75, NL86].
In the last couple of years multi-model dialogue systems are becoming more common. These systems are capable to detect reactions of human users and respond to
them in an appropriate way. Such reactions can be in a wide range from non-verbal
over social and emotional perception to interaction and behavioural capabilities.
Various publications illustrate which combinations of interaction skills are important [TKB92, Tho93]. Numerous research projects are developing such dialogue systems [SBE+ 09, Sch10], for example the SEMAINE project1 . In [SKMR06, SMH+ 07],
systems are introduced which detect the level of interest of a human user. The information on interest has great potential for the Human-Machine Interaction [PM05,
Shr05] and consequently for many commercial applications, as advertisement systems and virtual guides. Furthermore, the level of interest has been analysed in
meeting scenarios in many publications, for example [SYW02, KE03, GPMZB05].
Another application is described in [MP03], where a tutor system for children is
developed. Not only in the field of interest, research has been conducted, but also
systems for the detection of the curiosity have been developed [QBZ05].
In the literature, numerous publications can be found about the recognition of
affective and emotional states of users. The emotional states are closely related to
the interest in the topic of the ongoing dialogue. Many of these works only apply
acoustic speech parameters [SRL03, BSH+ 05]. In [KPI04, ALC+ 07], for example,
1

The aim of the SEMAINE project is to build a Sensitive Artificial Listener. The funding for
the research project comes from the European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme.
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systems are described which use vision based features for the task. There are fewer
approaches using visual features than systems performing on acoustic parameters.
The fusion of all available input features generally helps to improve the results, yet
only few publications are available which deal with multi-model approaches for the
detection of emotional states [GPMZB05, MP07, SMH+ 07, SME+ 09]. In general,
not only the performance is improved, but also the reliability and the robustness of
such a system [CDCT+ 01, PR03, SAR+ 07, WSA+ 08].

8.1

Related Work

There is only little published work on the same data base as used for the interest
recognition in this thesis. An approach is introduced in [SKMR06], which analyses
acoustic and linguistic cues of spoken segments. More than 5.000 features and
functionals are extracted from each segment. The statistical analysis of individual
segments is important, since most information of the level of interest is available
by analysing the development of the feature values over a segment. A subsequent
feature space reduction has to be performed to find the most relevant attributes.
Linguistic information is added by a bag-of-words2 representation taken from the
speech recogniser. The prototype achieves a remarkable performance using support
vector machines for the selection of one of the three level of interest classes.
The first audio-visual approach for the recognition of spontaneous interest has
been presented in [SMH+ 07]. Active appearance models are used for the detection of
facial expressions. Moreover, the movement of the eyes are recorded by an eye tracker
and the activity of the eyes is further analysed. Speech is analyzed with respect to
acoustic properties. This is based on a high-dimensional prosodic, articulatory, and
voice quality feature space. Furthermore, the linguistic analysis of spoken content
is modeled by a large-vocabulary continuous speech recognition engine and a bag-ofwords vector space including non-verbals. A person-independent system is evaluated
and the results show the high potential of such a multi-modal approach applying
support vector machines as classifiers.
The multi-modal approach from [SMH+ 07] is extended by the use of temporal
context information in [SME+ 09]. Consequently, Active-Appearance-Model-based
facial expression, vision-based eye-activity estimation, acoustic features, linguistic
analysis, non-linguistic vocalisations, and temporal context information are combined by an early feature fusion. Support vector machines are trained for the evaluation and subject disjunct test and training sets are used. Moreover, a real-life
system has been developed and is tested during a user-study. The theoretical and
practical proof of effectiveness is demonstrated.
2

Bag-of-words means, that various words are combined into one bag. A bag is found if the same
words, as stored inside the bag, are recognised without taking into account the word order.
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In [SR09], a comparison of bag of frames and supra-segmental features is described. Supra-segmental features are functionals, which are calculated for each
segment from the low level features extracted from each frame. Based on the functionals, support vector machines are trained. For the bag of frames also support
vector machines are trained, but multi-instance learning is performed on the features which are based on frames [ATH03]. A comparison shows that some feature
groups, for example pitch and energy, perform far better on the segments than on
frame base. The mel frequency cepstral coefficients still suffer from the frame based
approach but not as much as other feature groups.

8.2

The Dialogue Control System

The dialogue control system developed in this thesis analyses both audio and visual
recordings. From the audio stream various low level features and functionals are
extracted, as described in section 3.1. These functionals are calculated for segments
with a duration of one second, respectively 25 frames, compared to the functionals used in the related work, where these are calculated for segments of different
durations. The acoustic functionals have an overlap of 24 frames, since these are
calculated for each frame. Global motion features are extracted from the visual
recordings, as specified in section 3.2.2. Furthermore, a principal component analysis is performed and the derived features are also evaluated. An audio-visual fusion
is performed on feature level and therefore the segments are classified on a frame
base. This is the main difference to most publications described in the related work
section, which classifies on segment base. In [SR09], it is shown that the classification with support vector machines performs better on segments as it does on a
frame base.
In this thesis, only the detection of the level of interest is described and all the
evaluations are taking place on data which is recorded from a human-to-human
conversation. For the user study, a shift of the paradigm is necessary. The setting of
the whole dialogue control system is in a way, that a subject is seated in front of a
monitor, which means a human-to-machine conversation takes place. A camera and
a microphone is located close to the monitor for audio-visual recordings. A male
animated embodied conversational agent is shown on the screen and it guides the
subject through the topics. This dialogue system, which is capable of switching to
a different topic if the subject is bored, has been developed for a user study. This
user study is performed as a Wizard-Of-Oz experiment [Nie93, NSGN02], where the
dialogue is controlled by a human operator. Moreover, the system is able to switch
the topics automatically depending on the results of the level of interest detection.
The results of a study can be found in [SME+ 09].
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Table 8.1: The table shows the results of the best low level feature groups.
The audio features are the only ones which outperform the base line. For more
details about the features see section 3.1. ACC is the recognition accuracy rate
and higher rates are better.

8.3

Model Features

ACC

SVM
SVM
SVM

54.7
55.7
58.2

113 RMSenergy
113 PCM MAG fband 250 650
113 PCM MAG fband 0 650

Used Models

In this section all the developed models are described. Not only graphical models are
used but also support vector machines, since these have performed well in previous
works on the level of interest detection. During the evaluation, different combinations of features as input and parameters for the models are tested. For more details
about the graphical model structure, as it is implemented in GMTK, see chapter 4.
It gives a short introduction to graphical models and to the implementation of them
in GMTK.
For the evaluation, the recognition accuracy rate (ACC) is used as performance
indicator. The ACC is equal to the number of correct classified segments divided by
the total number of available segments. The base line for the evaluation is 53.4%.
This rate is achieved in case that the class with the highest number of utterances
is always selected, which is the class LOI1. Furthermore, the standard deviation
(STD) is used, as the differences in the single folds of the corss-validation is very
high. A leave-one-speaker-out cross validation is performed, which means 21 folds
are fulfilled since 21 subjects are available.

8.3.1

Support Vector Machines

An introduction to support vector machines (SVM) can be found in [Vap95]. In this
thesis they are used for the classification of each single frame. This is also the main
difference to most other works [SWA+ 07, SMH+ 07] which are using SVMs. In those
publications, SVMs are used for the classification of pre-defined segments or blocks
of 25 frames. The idea behind performing the classification on segments is that
the values are developing inside a segment and this development can be reproduced
with functionals. For this work it is necessary to have the classification results for
each single frame, as the output of the SVMs is used as an input for the graphical
models. During the evaluation, all the features are grouped and for each of these
groups various settings of the SVMs have been tested.
In table 8.1, the results of the three best SVMs are presented. Most of the
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Figure 8.1: Simple continuous single stream graphical model GM1 used in
this thesis for the classification of three classes of interest. The figure shows
the training structure, as it is implemented in GMTK for the training of the
model. A description of all the used vertices can be found in chapter 4.
29 feature groups, which have been evaluated do not perform better as the base
line of 53.4%. Due to the training procedure of SVMs, usually the most dominant
class in the transcriptions is selected. Therefore, the base line is always reached. A
couple of feature groups perform slightly better than the base line, for example the
“RMSenergy” performs a recognition accuracy rate of 54.7%. The best feature group
is the spectral energy within the frequency-band of 0 to 650Hz. The accuracy for
this setting is 58.2% and thus nearly 5% better than the base line. All of the results
which achieved a better performance as the base line and one base line result have
been transformed into an input stream for the graphical models which are evaluated
in the next section.

8.3.2

Graphical Model Structure

The graphical models used for the dialogue control system are similar to the models described in chapter 5. This is possible, since the data bases are of matching
structure. All the audio and video recordings are pre-segmented and thus there is
no need to use a model which is capable to detect segment boundaries. There is
still a main difference between these two data bases, as for the ABC corpus a hierarchical approach can be performed since two groups of behaviour, namely suspicious
and normal, are available. For this case the hierarchical approach is not taken into
account, as it is not feasible for the AVIC corpus. For the AVIC corpus used in
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Feature extraction

Feature group

SVM classification

GM classification

Figure 8.2: Illustration of the combined approach of support vector machines
and graphical models. The features and the functionals are extracted and
combined to feature groups. These feature groups are classified with support
vector machines and the output is used as an input for the classification with
graphical models.
this chapter only three classes are discriminated and therefore no clustering of the
classes is available. The best results for the multi-modal surveillance are achieved
by GM1 (see section 5.2.1) and GM3 (see section 5.2.3). These models are using
one, respectively two streams as an input. For the two stream model no results are
presented, because of the observation, which has been made during the evaluation,
that the performance of these models are even below the quite low performance of
the one stream models using features, as global-motions or mel frequency cepstral
coefficients. Thus, only the results of model GM1 are presented in this chapter.
During the evaluation various combinations of feature sets are used and different
parameter settings for the model GM1 are tested. The single stream model is shown
in figure 8.1 and a description is found in section 5.2.1.
Furthermore, an approach based on SVMs is evaluated, which is illustrated in
figure 8.2. The features and functionals derived from the audio and video recordings
are combined to 21 different feature groups. Each of these groups contains one single
low level feature and all the 56 functionals and the 56 first order derivatives of the
functionals. A feature group contains 113 features in total and these are used as
an input to the SVMs. A first classification is performed by the SVMs and the
output is applied to the input of the graphical model. Three features can be derived
from the output of the SVM, since only three different classes are available in the
data base. The output contains three numbers, one for each class, which represents
the probability for each class. GM1, as described in section 5.2.1, is used for the
classification of the SVM output. The idea behind this approach is, that the SVMs
should help to filter the features and reduce the disruption of GM1, which occurs
due to the high fluctuation of the low level features.
The results presented in table 8.2 are achieved by using various different feature
types and settings. The first three results are performed by low level features which
have been derived by a principal component analysis. All of the tests with low level
features and graphical models lead to performances which are below the base line. A
very interesting observation is, that the standard deviation of these results between
the cross validation folds is very high. The best performance of 48.7% is achieved,
when the first two features of the principal component analysis are used and a
graphical model with seven states. In this case, the standard deviation is 17.4%
with the highest accuracy of 78.1% and the lowest of 11.1% within one single fold.
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Table 8.2: The table shows the results of the best feature combinations using
GM1. Various other combinations and parameter settings have been evaluated,
but the results are even worse than the presented ones. The upper half of
the table displays results of the features derived by the principal component
analysis. The lower part indicates, that only results based on features which
are derived from the output of support vector machines outperform the base
line. ACC is the recognition accuracy rate and used as the measure, since no
segmentation is performed. STD stands for the standard deviation.
Features

Parameters

ACC

STD

4 PCA normalised
3 PCA
2 PCA normalised

10 states
7 states
7 states

46.4
47.6
48.7

12.8
17.6
17.4

47.7
52.4
54.6

16.6
14.6
18.4

3 SVM VoiceQual
7 states
3 SVM RMSenergy
7 states
3 SVM PCM MAG fband 0 650 7 states

A comparison of the highest accuracy for the single fold with the lowest accuracy of
the same fold of a different model shows, that the accuracy rate drops below 10%.
The result for the fold with the lowest accuracy is similar as the rate rises above 50%.
This analysis of various results shows that the best and worst results in the cross
validation are always achieved in different folds. Therefore, the accuracy rates are
not depending on a special cross validation fold, which consequently means there is
not a problem with the unbalacend training and test set in the data base.
The lower half of table 8.2 presents results which are achieved in case the output
of SVMs are used as features for the graphical model. Only some evaluations are
performed, since few SVM outputs are better as the base line, which is 54.3%. The
best performance is commonly achieved by applying a graphical model with seven
states per class. The only feature group used which lead to a slightly better performance (54.6%) as the base line is spectral energy within the frequency-band of 0 to
650Hz.

8.4

Comparison of the Results

Due to the fact that all the results of the related works are performed on the AVIC
data base, but the total number of segments differs, a comparison can not be performed perfectly. Still, it is possible to get an impression of the quality of the results achieved by the approaches presented in this thesis. The best result presented
in [SMH+ 07], is a recognition accuracy rate of 77.1%. For this result, SVMs are used
with features from acoustics, facial expression, eye activity, linguistics including non-
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linguistic vocalisations and context, which are extracted from each segment of the
data base with 996 segments in total. The data base evaluated in this thesis has
only 925 segements, due to the fact that some segments of the 996 have a duration
of less than ten frames. The best performance achieved during this thesis is 54.6%,
which is nearly 20% below the best performance reported in [SMH+ 07]. Therefore,
the approach using SVMs on frame base is not leading to an improvement. All
graphical models do not reach the base line of 54.3%.
In [SR09], a frame based approach is compared with the approach applied to
segments and the results show that SVMs perform better on segments than on
frames. This can be explained, since the development of values is much better
represented in functionals which are calculated from the whole segment, than in
features derived from a single frame. Even functionals, which are calculated over
several frames, as it has been done in this thesis, do not lead to an improvement of
the performance.

8.5

Outlook

A different approach for the training of SVMs can be evaluated, as the performance
in [SR09] shows that multi-instance learning helps to achieve good results even on
features which are extracted on the frame level. A similar training algorithm can be
developed for graphical models [ZZ03], which should help to improve the results of
those models, too.
Moreover, the features can be analysed if there is much noise overlaid and filters
can solve that problem. The data base can be scanned for segments where no speech
signals are available and the duration of the segments can be investigated. At the
moment, the shortest segments have a duration of only 400ms which is very short
for a proper classification of an emotion state, such as level of interest for example.
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Summary
In this work some real life problems have been transformed into a form which allows
applying modern pattern recognition methods to them. By doing this, it is possible
to come up with solutions for these problems which help people with their daily
business. In this thesis, the focus is on surveillance, meetings and dialogue scenarios.
For all of these the access to multi-modal recordings of the subject is possible. This
is very important since performance and robustness are increased compared to single
modality recordings. Various graphical models are evaluated for each of the scenarios
and the performances are compared to publications on the same topic.
A graphical model is a combination of graph- and probability theory. The graph
theory allows a simplification by performing algorithms based on the graph and
therefore the calculations of the required probabilities can be easier. This is very
important, because a slight change of the graph or of the probability leads to having
to start each calculation form scratch. By using algorithms based on the graph,
many calculations do not start from the beginning, but previous results can be
reused. Furthermore, the graph gives an intuitive description of complex problems
which depends on many different random variables. This makes a graphical model
especially suitable for rapid-prototyping and expert-systems, where the probabilities
are defined by the expert. Finally, graphical models can be adapted to any complex
problem and not the problem has to be abstracted to fit to the pattern recognition
method.
As an input to the graphical models, various types of features are used. These
features are extracted from audio and visual recordings. Furthermore, semantic
information is derived from the meeting data which is also used as an input. Not only
low level descriptors are used, but especially from the acoustic features functionals
have been calculated which help to detect a development in time of different features.
In total, more than 3000 features are extracted. Since graphical models can not deal
with the huge amount of features, a feature space reduction is performed depending
on the different scenarios. Two types are evaluated: the sequential forward selection
and the principal component analysis.
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In the following paragraphs the four scenarios are summed up shortly. The
first scenario is about surveillance of passengers in an aircraft. Via audio-visual
recordings, a passenger which is located in his or her seat, is analysed if he or she acts
suspiciously or normally. Therefore, various sets of features, graphical models and
different parameters are evaluated. The best results are achieved by a hierarchical
model which makes a decision about suspicious or normal behaviour in the first layer
and a more specific decision within these two behaviour groups in the second layer.
The recognition accuracy of the models is 53.3%. An approach using support vector
machines achieves 81.1%, which is 27.8% above the graphical model and therefore
the graphical models should not be used for this scenario.
The second scenario is automatic video editing in meetings. This means, that
the meeting is recorded with several cameras and the most relevant view of these
cameras has to be found for each time frame. This view is transmitted to the remote
participants during a video conference or is shown in case an archived meeting is
watched. The meeting is not only recorded with cameras but also microphones are
used for that. Depending on audio, visual and semantic information the best view is
found by a graphical model. The best graphical model achieves a frame error rate of
38.1% which is 5.8% lower as an Asynchronous Hidden Markov Model found in the
literature. Compared to other apporaches using graphical models or hidden markov
models, the performance has been improved by 9.6%.
Detection of activity and dominance in meetings is the third scenario. During the
meeting for each participant separately, the level of activity is recognised from the
same information as used for the video editing. Each participant is automatically
assigned by a graphical model for each time frame to one of the labels in the range
between absent to most active. The output can be used for assisting the moderator
of the meeting, because it shows for example if a participant is not involved in the
meeting. The lowest frame error rate with 47.7% is achieved by graphical models, using only the acoustic features. Due to the lack of comparable results in the litrature,
it is not possible to compare them, but the best dynamic classifier found achieves a
recognition rate of 54.4%, using a similar data base and different features. This is
comparable with the performance of the graphical model presented in this work.
The last scenario is an interest detection system for a human-machine-interaction.
A subject is talking with a machine and at the same time it is recorded by a camera
and a microphone. From these recordings, an audio-visual analysis of the subject’s
level of interest is performed. This means that the subject is assigned to a predefined
level for short segments during the dialogue. Depending on these levels the machine
recognises if the topic is interesting for the subject and makes a decision if a topic
change makes sense. Since graphical models perform very badly in this scenario, a
new approach combining support vector machines and graphical models has been
evaluated. Even this approach does not lead to a significant improvement compared
to the base line. If the results are compared with other approaches using support
vector machines and different features, the performance is nearly 20% below the best
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result presented in other works.

9.1

Conclusion

In this work graphical models have been applied to very different applications, which
shows the high flexibility of graphical models. The models have been adapted to
the different applications, which is very important for further research in different
other fields of application. Another important point is that graphical models allow
to describe complex problems in a simple form, which also helps to get into other
application fields and helps to formulate problems in a way many people can understand. Furthermore, graphical models provide a universal description of various
applications and therefore it is simple for an expert in graphical models to provide
analysis and results for a model developed by someone else. Since a general formalism exists for these models, many instructions and algorithms are available which
can be applied to all types of graphical models.
The main drawback of the possibility to develop models depending on the problem is that the number of parameters which have to be adjusted and trained can
rise fast. In this case, more training samples are needed or for very complex models
the training gets in intractable. The high flexibility of graphical models allows to
develop multi-layer models, which take into account various levels of information,
for example low level features, results from classifiers or high level semantic information. A model like this needs for the training annotated information from each layer,
which means that complex annotation has to be done on each layer separately.
The implementation of toolkits for graphical models is very complex. It is sometimes necessary for the development of models to implement new types of edges or
vertices, which have to be performed directly in the toolkit. This stands in conflict
with the idea that graphical models can be easily transfered from paper to a running
system. The graphical model toolkit used in this work is still in beta status, which
means that many improvements and optimisation steps are needed to get a toolkit
which is really useful. There is a gap of several percent of performance if different
toolkits are used for the same model, especially between GMTK and HTK. In many
different applications the HTK has outperformed GMTK by about 3%.
The performance of graphical models is highly depending on the features which
are used as an input. The use of multi-modal features is promising for many applications tested in this thesis, but not for all. Furthermore, the use of functionals, which
are calculated over windows of the size of one second, does not improve the results.
Graphical models, which are developed for dynamic segments always analyse the
entire segment and therefore the functionals are not needed. In case support vector
machines are used as classifier, the functionals are the most important features, since
they have the possibility to represent the development of signals over time. This
is very important for support vector machines, because otherwise they only take a
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single frame into account for the decision about the class.
Graphical models are very powerful and achieve good results if the test data
is not pre-segmented. This means, the model has to find the correct boundaries
between two classes. Ideally, the model has been trained on a data set where the
class boundaries are exactly known. On the other side, the performance is better if
more classes have to be distinguished.

9.2

Outlook

In the future, some developments can be performed to further improve graphical
models and make them even more powerful. The research should not be limited to
new applications or other real life problems, but should also include some theoretical
improvements for the research community.
The toolkits can be improved and optimised. It should be easier to integrate a
new model into a toolkit, if the structure has been developed on paper, than with
the current toolkits. This whould help to improve rapid-prototyping with graphical
models and it would get more common. Theoretical improvements exist for the
learning algorithms, but they are not implemented in the toolkits. Furthermore,
asynchronous data streams should be possible, because for many multi-modal applications it is very difficult to get the data perfectly synchronised.
Very complex models need approximation to be tractable. Until now, only few
research has been conducted in this field. The approximation during the calculations
would allow the training of complex models, which for example can consist of various
existing models of different applications in the same domain which influence each
other. This could be done in the meeting scenario where different applications have
been analysed and some are depending on each other. As mentioned above, more
flexible toolkits would help to integrate such a complex model.
The last very interesting field of research is the automatic learning of model
structures. In this field, few research has been conducted for static problems, but
no research for dynamic problems is known. Since brute force algorithms are used
for static problems, they can not be transfered to dynamic problems, because of
the computational power which would be needed. An algorithm which finds the
best structure would come up with the best solution for the problem, as it finds the
optimized dependencies between all variables.
To sum up this work, graphical models are getting more popular in the future,
if the toolkits are getting more optimised und more flexible. They will be used
for many real-life problems, which can be formulated as a pattern recognition task,
where dynamic segmentation of the multi-modal input data is needed.
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A
Used Measures
A.1

Recognition Accuracy Rate

The recognition accuracy rate (ACC) is calculated in the case that pre-defined segments are available and only a classification for these segments have to be performed.
It is used for all corpuses, as the annotations are either based on segments or boundaries are defined. Therefore, segments can be extracted from the data via the annotation. The ACC is calculated by counting all the correct classified segments and
dividing the number by the total count of segments. A high ACC points out that
the classifiers work well.
ACC =

A.2

number of correct classified segments
× 100%.
total number of segments

F-Measure

For the calculation of the f-measure, recall and precision have to be evaluated first.
These measures are helpful to identify the performance for each of the classes separately and to identify which classes can be distinguished. Precision can be seen as
a measure of fidelity, whereas recall is a measure of completeness. The f-measure
is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. For the calculation, the number of
relevant segments, which are taken from the annotation of the class, and the number
of retrieved segments, which are taken from the classification results of the class, are
needed. These scores are calculated for the ABC corpus only. All these measures
are in a range between 0 and 1. The best score of them is 1.
Recall =

|number of relevant segments ∩ number of retrieved segments|
|number of relevant segments|

Precision =

|number of relevant segments ∩ number of retrieved segments|
|number of retrieved segments|
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f-measure = 2 ×

A.3

Recall × Precision
Recall + Precision

Frame Error Rate

The frame error rate (FER) is used for the evaluation of videos which have to
be segmented. This is necessary for the meeting corpus, as the meetings are not
pre-segmented. The measure gives an impression of the quality of the automatically
segmented and classified meeting. Compared to the first two measures, which do not
take into account any sequence of segments, the sequence and the correct boundaries
are important to achieve a good score. Each frame is compared with the annotation
and if a mismatch is detected the number of wrong classified frames is increased. If
all frames are compared, this number is divided by the total number of available
frames. As it is an error rate, lower scores are better. The best performance whould
be 0, which means that all frames are classified correctly.
FER =

A.4

number of wrong classified frames
× 100%.
total number of frames

Action Error Rate

The action error rate (AER) is again used for the evaluation of automatically segmented data. Compared to the frame error rate, only the sequence of classified
segments are taken into account. This means, that the boundaries between two
segments are not necessarily at the correct point of time. If the sequence does not
match, it is checked if additional segments are added (Insertions), if segments have
been removed (Deletions) or if a segment has been replaced by another one (Substitutions). The sum of these is divided by the total number of annotated segments.
The best AER is 0, which does not necessarily mean that the output is good, because
only the sequence is correct, but the boundaries have not to be at the correct point
of time. An upper limit does not exist, as the number of insertions, deletions and
substitutions can be higher than the total number of annotated segments.
AER =
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Insertions + Deletions + Substitutions
× 100%.
number of annotated segments

Acronyms
ABC . . . . . . . . . . . Aircraft Behaviour Corpus
ACC . . . . . . . . . . . Recognition Accuracy Rate
AER . . . . . . . . . . . Action Error Rate
aggr . . . . . . . . . . . .Aggressive
AMI . . . . . . . . . . . Augmented Multi-party Interaction
AMIDA . . . . . . . . Augmented Multi-party Interaction with Distant Access
AVIC . . . . . . . . . . Audiovisual Interest Corpus
BN . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bayesian Network
C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vertex class
CC . . . . . . . . . . . . .Vertex class counter
CG. . . . . . . . . . . . .Vertex class group
chee . . . . . . . . . . . . Cheerful
CHIL . . . . . . . . . . Computers in the Human Interaction Loop
CP,CP2 . . . . . . . . Vertex class position
CT . . . . . . . . . . . . .Vertex class transition
DBN . . . . . . . . . . . Dynamic Bayesian Network
DAG . . . . . . . . . . . Directed Acyclic Graph
FC . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vertex frame counter
EM . . . . . . . . . . . . Expectation-Maximisation
FER . . . . . . . . . . . Frame Error Rate
F1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . F-measure
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Acronyms
GM . . . . . . . . . . . . Graphical Model
GMTK . . . . . . . . . Graphical Model Toolkit
HMM . . . . . . . . . . Hidden Markov Model
HTK . . . . . . . . . . . Hidden Markov Model Toolkit
ICSI . . . . . . . . . . . International Computer Science Institute
into . . . . . . . . . . . . Intoxicated
LOI . . . . . . . . . . . . Level of Interest
MFCC . . . . . . . . . Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
nerv . . . . . . . . . . . . Nervous
neut . . . . . . . . . . . .Neutral
obs,obs2 . . . . . . . .Vertex observation
Pre. . . . . . . . . . . . .Precision
Rec . . . . . . . . . . . . Recall
RGB . . . . . . . . . . . Red green blue colour space
rg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Red green colour space
PCA . . . . . . . . . . . Principal Component Analysis
SFS . . . . . . . . . . . . Sequential Forward Selection
SP,SP2 . . . . . . . . . Vertex state pool
SPOT . . . . . . . . . . Screening Passengers by Observation Techniques
ST,ST2 . . . . . . . . Vertex state transition
STD . . . . . . . . . . . Standard Deviation
SVM . . . . . . . . . . . Support Vector Machine
tire . . . . . . . . . . . . .Tired
TUM . . . . . . . . . . .Technischen Universität München
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at . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Transition probability at time frame t
~b(t) . . . . . . . . . . . . Motion vector
ct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Class at time frame t
Ct . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Class counter at time frame t
D . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dimension of a matrix
∆mLx (t) . . . . . . . . Global motion: movement of the center of motion in x-direction
for a location L
L
∆my (t) . . . . . . . . Global motion: movement of the center of motion in y-direction
for a location L
E . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Set of all edges of a graph
FD . . . . . . . . . . . . . D dimensional acoustic, visual or audiovisual feature set
ft . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feature vector at time frame t
ft,ord . . . . . . . . . . . Sorted feature vector at time frame t
G . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Graph containing vertices V and edges E
G D . . . . . . . . . . . . . Directed Acyclic Graph
~h . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hidden vertices of a model
~h∗ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Configuration of hidden vertices with the highest probability of
a model
I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Number of available data samples for the training or the evaluation
Id (x, y) . . . . . . . . . Different image sequence
iL (t) . . . . . . . . . . . Global motion: intensity of motion for a location L
J(·) . . . . . . . . . . . . Cost function for the SFS
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κ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Inter-annotator agreement
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Location within an image
L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Data likelihood
Λ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix Φ
λ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Model parameters of the graphical model
mLx (t) . . . . . . . . . . Global motion: center of motion x-value for a location L
mLy (t) . . . . . . . . . . Global motion: center of motion y-value for a location L
µ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mean value
O . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Set of all observations for one training or test
~ot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Observation at time frame t
~on,t . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feature vector of stream n at time frame t
~ot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Feature vector at time frame t
best
. . . . . . . . . . . . Best acoustic feature vector selected by SFS
~oac
best
. . . . . . . . . . . . Best visual feature vector selected by SFS
~ovis

p(xi ) . . . . . . . . . . . Probability that random variable X has the value xi
pa(Vi ) . . . . . . . . . . Parents of the vertex Vi
Φ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Covariance matrix
qt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . State pool at time frame t
qtc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Class position at time frame t
R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dimension of the by SFS selected feature space
S0 (fi ) . . . . . . . . . . Individual significance of feature fi
S(fi , X ) . . . . . . . . Joint significance of feature fi and feature set X
σ 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Variance
σxL (t) . . . . . . . . . . . Global motion: mean absolute deviation of the difference pixels
in x-direction for a location L
L
σy (t) . . . . . . . . . . . Global motion: mean absolute deviation of the difference pixels
in y-direction for a location L
T . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Length of an observation
t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . time or time frame
U . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Matrix containing the eigenvectors
ud . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eigenvector
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V . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Set of all vertices of a graph
wt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Class transition at time frame t
Vi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vertex i of a graph
XVi . . . . . . . . . . . . Random variable of vertex Vi
yr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . By SFS selected features
Yk . . . . . . . . . . . . . Current best selected feature set by SFS
YR . . . . . . . . . . . . . Best selected feature set by SFS
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